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Abstract

Neuroimaging provides a window into the inner workings of the human brain
to diagnose and prevent neurological diseases and understand biological brain function, anatomy, and psychology. Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) is an
emerging medical imaging modality used to study the anatomical network of neurons
in the brain, which form cohesive bundles, or fiber tracts, that connect various parts
of the brain. Since about 73% of the brain is water, measuring the flow, or diffusion
of water molecules in the presence of fiber bundles, allows researchers to estimate the
orientation of fiber tracts and reconstruct the internal wiring of the brain, in vivo.
dMRI signals can be modeled within two domains: the spatial domain consisting of
voxels in a brain volume and the diffusion or angular domain, where fiber orientation
is estimated in each voxel. Researchers aim to estimate the probability distribution
of fiber orientation in every voxel of a brain volume in order to trace paths of fiber
tracts from voxel to voxel over the entire brain. Therefore, the traditional framework
for dMRI processing and analysis has been from a voxel-wise vantage point with
added spatial regularization considered post-hoc. In contrast, we propose a new joint
ii
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spatial-angular representation of dMRI data which pairs signals in each voxel with the
global spatial environment, jointly. This has the ability to improve many aspects of
dMRI processing and analysis and re-envision the core representation of dMRI data
from a local perspective to a global one.
In this thesis, we propose three main contributions which take advantage of such
joint spatial-angular representations to improve major machine learning tasks applied to dMRI: sparse coding, compressed sensing, and dictionary learning. First, we
will show that we can achieve sparser representations of dMRI by utilizing a global
spatial-angular dictionary instead of a purely voxel-wise angular dictionary. As dMRI
data is very large in size, we provide a number of novel extensions to popular spare
coding algorithms that perform efficient optimization on a global-scale by exploiting the separability of our dictionaries over the spatial and angular domains. Next,
compressed sensing is used to accelerate signal acquisition based on an underlying
sparse representation of the data. We will show that our proposed representation has
the potential to push the limits of the current state of scanner acceleration within a
new compressed sensing model for dMRI. Finally, sparsity can be further increased
by learning dictionaries directly from datasets of interest. Prior dictionary learning for dMRI learn angular dictionaries alone. Our third contribution is to learn
spatial-angular dictionaries jointly from dMRI data directly to better represent the
global structure. Traditionally, the problem of dictionary learning is non-convex with
no guarantees of finding a globally optimal solution. We derive the first theoretical
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results of global optimality for this class of dictionary learning problems.
We hope the core foundation of a joint spatial-angular representation will open a
new perspective on dMRI with respect to many other processing tasks and analyses.
In addition, our contributions are applicable to any general signal types that can
benefit from separable dictionaries. We hope the contributions in this thesis may
be adopted in the larger signal processing, computer vision, and machine learning
communities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The brain is one of the most mysterious and well-studied organs in human history
and understanding how it works has captivated and eluded humans for centuries.
From psychology, to biology, neuroscience, medicine and engineering, the human
brain has been a consistent focal point of various fields of scientific research, each
attempting to answer the questions of how the brain works, how can we cure brain
diseases, how can we mimic the biology of the brain to build things in our world,
and what is consciousness? Early research consisted of studying the brain anatomy
of post-mortem human and animal subjects utilizing new tools invented for careful
preservation and dissection. With the advent of psycho-analysis, emphasis was placed
on understanding the different brain functions such as speech, emotion, and motorfunction by invasive surgical experiments and electro-therapy. Then, the 20th century
saw a milestone of technological advances in the way of non-invasive neuro-imaging
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such as X-ray, PET, CT, and MRI, to name but a few modalities, allowing scientists
to image the inside of living human brains. As an analogy to the world of astronomy,
neuro-imaging has been to the brain as the telescope has been to the galaxy of the
stars. With the ability to visualize brain function and anatomy through non-invasive
imaging technologies, advances in brain research have been expanding exponentially.
The turn of the 21st century has now seen another monumental advance in neuroimaging technology: the invention of a medical imaging modality called diffusion
magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI), which has the unique ability to visualize the
complex universe of neurons in the brain, intertwined in a vast web of connected
electro-chemical pathways. This amazing view into the structural neuroanatomy of
the brain allows scientists to map and quantify the circuitry of our minds to better
understand how the brain is wired and how the anatomy changes in the face of
injury or disease. This technology has been highly beneficial in discovering disease
biomarkers, or features of neurological diseases pathology that signify the presence of
a disease or predict its onset.
At the same time, another monumental technology called machine learning1 has
taken the world by storm. Machine learning is a class of computational techniques at
the intersection of computer science, mathematics and statistics that allow computers
to learn to solve problems based on experience without being explicitly programmed.
One group of machine learning problems is known as supervised learning where a
1

Other common names include pattern recognition, data mining, and artificial intelligence.
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machine is taught to perform a task based on positive and negative examples related
to the task. Just as humans learn how to distinguish between horses and zebras based
on their characteristics by seeing repeated examples of each animal, a computer too
can learn to correctly identify a horse or a zebra in an image based on previous
examples of horse and zebra images. For supervised learning the examples used
to train the computer have labels (e.g. horse or zebra) which is akin to a teacher
supervising a child’s learning process by confirming the name of the animal they
see. Another type of learning is called unsupervised learning which tries to discover
structure (e.g. clusters, low-dimensional manifolds, sparse representations) from data
without training labels. In this setting we can teach a computer to discover patterns
in data in order to make predictions when presented with a new information. In
the current digital age, massive amounts of data are becoming exponentially more
available, storable, and downloadable with greater ease, and so making sense of “big
data” using machine learning is becoming increasingly more vital in all facets of
life, like business, commerce, social media, biotechnology, robotics, engineering and
medicine.
In the medical domain, machine learning has become a very beneficial tool for
radiologists and clinicians to aid in disease diagnosis and treatment recommendations
based on medical histories. For neuro-imaging, researchers are using machine learning
to identify neuro-anatomical biomarkers in complex dMRI data in order to study
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease and disorders like traumatic brain injury. In this
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thesis, I will apply novel methods from machine learning to dMRI data in order to
overcome some of the research challenges outlined in the next section.

1.1

Research Challenges

The relatively young field of dMRI is a burgeoning research domain with a vast
number of open challenges. The main goal of dMRI is to measure the flow, or diffusion, of water in the brain. The human brain contains billions of neurons organized
in a vast network of anatomical connections. Since water will diffuse preferentially
along the directions of structural objects like bundles of neurons, called fibers (see Figure 1.1), by measuring directions of water diffusion, researchers can estimate the local
orientation of fibers and use it to reconstruct the entire anatomical network of fiber
tracts in the brain, in vivo, with a method known as tractography (see Figure 1.2). In
order to accurately reconstruct anatomical fiber tracts, a major research challenge is
devising accurate models to estimate fiber orientations. Furthermore, the processing
of dMRI signals to interpretable biological information is highly dependent on the
accuracy and robustness of the underlying diffusion model. Tasks such as de-noising,
fiber tract segmentation, registration, and atlas construction are important processing components to standardize the diffusion data for population studies, statistical
feature analyses and disease classification via machine learning. Through statistical connectivity analyses and the integration of information from multiple imaging
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Figure 1.1: Groups of nerve cells form fiber bundles, transmitting electro-chemical signals
in a vast anatomical web within the brain. Researchers are able to estimate the orientation
and connectivity of the neuroanatomy, in vivo, by measuring the restricted water diffusion
caused by these fiber bundles.

modalities, dMRI offers a quantitative and qualitative window into the anatomical
blueprint of the human mind.
However, before all of these important analyses can take place, dMRI must be
proven to be an accessible imaging modality. As it stands at the time of this writing,
dMRI is an emerging technology more common in academic research laboratories
than in hospitals or clinical arenas. Unlike other frequently used modalities like
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Figure 1.2: Fiber Tractography in the human brain. [Second image adapted from [1].]
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MRI and CT, the more involved nature of dMRI results in lengthier scanning times
sometimes hundreds of times slower than traditional MRI. Therefore, a major goal is
the acceleration of dMRI signal acquisition, which can be achieved by addressing the
following three research challenges:
1. Sparse Coding: Discovering a representation of dMRI data that is as sparse
as possible.
2. Compressed Sensing: Exploiting a sparse representation to reduce the number of measurements needed to recover a full high resolution signal.
3. Dictionary Learning: Learning representations directly from dMRI data to
discover sparser codes that are unique to the structure of dMRI.
Devising novel methods to address these challenges will be the main contributions
in this thesis, with the main application of accelerating dMRI to a more clinically
feasible level.
There have been a multitude of recent works which have made great gains in
the above research challenges, but, they have experienced inherent limitations to
the amount of acceleration that can be achieved. A reason for this is that dMRI
has traditionally been viewed as a collection of diffusion measurements within each
voxel2 in a brain volume. Accordingly, diffusion modeling, processing, and analysis
have been based in a voxel-wise viewpoint. In this thesis, we will show that this
2

Analogous to the discretization of images into an array of 2D pixels (or picture elements), a
voxel (or volume element) is a 3D pixel for the discretization of volume images.
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collection of local representations of dMRI limits the amount of acceleration that
can be achieved during acquisition due to the redundancies present between diffusion
signals in surrounding spatial neighborhoods. More generally, we will consider a new
global framework for diffusion modeling which may impact may other aspects of dMRI
processing and have important machine learning applications in the age of big data.
In the next section, I outline the core contributions and the organization of this thesis.

1.2

Outline of Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, I propose three main contributions presented in Chapters 3, 4 and
5. The foundational innovation at the core of each contribution is a new global
framework for representing dMRI data, that exploits the unique structure of this
complex, large-scale neuro-imaging data. In particular, dMRI has two main domains:
the spatial domain captures variations in water diffusion across different 3D locations
of the MRI volume, and the angular domain captures the main directions of water
diffusion at each spatial location. While voxel-wise representations are referred to
as purely angular, our global representation will be known as jointly spatial -angular.
The proposed global representation will be used to build three novel machine learning
frameworks applied to the joint spatial-angular domain of dMRI.
First, in Chapter 2, we will provide background on the main themes of this thesis.
In particular, in Chapter 2.1, we will give a mathematical overview of the principles
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of dMRI, from acquisition, diffusion modeling and signal reconstruction, to methods
for acceleration. Then in Chapter 2.2, we will review the machine learning topics
that form the foundations for the main contributions of this thesis: sparse coding
(Chapter 3), compressed sensing (Chapter 4), and dictionary learning (Chapter 5) and
future directions in convolutional methods (Chapter 6). We conclude in Chapter 7.

1.2.1

Spatial-Angular Sparse Coding

For the first major contribution, in Chapter 3, we introduce our proposed joint
spatial-angular representation of dMRI and demonstrate its first application in the
machine learning area of sparse coding. Specifically, the goal of sparse coding is to
find a code, or representation of the data, that has a sparse, or very few, number of
elements. Since dMRI is very large and complex, discovering a sparse code is useful
to distill this big data into its most informative and representative parts for many applications like de-noising corrupted data, minimizing storage using compression, and
tasks like segmentation and classification. Furthermore, sparse codes are an important ingredient in the application of accelerating signal acquisition. The main idea is
that by transforming complex data into a sparse code, the number of measurements
needed to reconstruct a full resolution signal becomes proportional to the number
of elements in the sparse representation. Therefore, the sparser the code, the few
measurements are needed, and the faster the acquisition.
Prior work have developed angular sparse coding for dMRI frameworks which
9
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aim to sparsely represent diffusion signals in each voxel. However, the global sparsity
is restricted by the number of voxels in the volume, therefore, limiting acceleration
levels. We propose a joint spatial-angular sparse coding framework which overcomes
these limitations to achieve levels of sparsity unattainable in prior formulations. We
complete this chapter with a number of extensions to popular sparse coding algorithms
which efficiently optimize over the large-scale size of dMRI data and are applicable
to any similarly structured large scale data.

1.2.2

(k, q)-Compressed Sensing with
Spatial-Angular Sparsity Priors

Next, in Chapter 4 we use the sparse codes discovered in Chapter 3 for the acceleration of dMRI using a signal processing paradigm known as compressed sensing,
which permits the reconstruction of a signal using a sampling rate that is proportional
to the sparsity of the representation with an adequate sensing scheme. One of the first
applications of compressed sensing was the acceleration of MRI by subsampling in
k-space, the frequency domain in which MRI images are acquired. Compressed sensing has also been applied to dMRI, where subsampling has taken place in q-space,
the frequency domain analogue of the angular domain where diffusion signals are acquired. The state of the art has even combined prior works by subsampling jointly in
the combined (k, q)-space. However, these frameworks rely on angular sparse coding.
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In contrast, by discovering sparser codes from Chapters 3 within our spatial-angular
framework, we aim to minimize the number of samples we need to reconstruct a full
signal and accelerate dMRI acquisition to levels beyond the state of the art.

1.2.3

Spatial-Angular Dictionary Learning

Then, Chapter 5 is dedicated to optimizing the levels of sparsity by dictionary
learning. In particular, a sparse code depends on what is known as a dictionary, consisting of a set of words or atoms that span the domain of the signal. The choice of
this dictionary will dictate how sparse the representation of the data is. In Chapters 3
and 4 we will use existing dictionaries to produce a sparse spatial-angular representation of dMRI. Instead, in Chapter 5 we will optimize our choice of dictionaries
by learning them directly from dMRI signals. This machine learning methodology,
known as dictionary learning, uses examples of dMRI signals to train dictionaries
that may naturally produce sparser codes than generic, or analytic, dictionaries. Like
angular sparse coding, angular dictionary learning for dMRI has been well-studied,
producing well-tailored dictionaries for real dMRI signals. The main contribution in
this chapter is the extension to joint spatial-angular dictionary learning for dMRI.
While existing dictionary learning algorithms can be applied to the structure of our
problem, the major novelty and usefulness of our proposed framework to the machine
learning community is a guarantee of global optimality which prior works have been
unable to provide.
11
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1.2.4

Future Directions: Convolutional
Spatial-Angular Sparse Coding

One restriction of learning global spatial-angular dictionaries, however, is the need
of many full size dMRI training example data sets which becomes computationally
prohibitive. Therefore, as is common in image processing, instead of learning global
spatial dictionaries, one can choose to learn smaller local dictionaries over many
patches in an image. This greatly reduces the computational load of training but
provides challenges for global reconstruction. A machine learning methodology to
reconcile local patch-based spatial dictionaries with global reconstruction is known as
convolutional sparse coding and dictionary learning. In Chapter 6, we will present a
preliminary framework for convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding for patch-based
dictionaries.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we provide background material and mathematical notations necessary for better understanding the contributions of this thesis and their place within
the larger context of the field. We first give a brief summary of the principles of diffusion MRI in Section 2.1, including an overview of clinical applications, the physics
of the imaging modality, models of diffusion, and methods for acceleration of the
acquisition.
Then, in Section 2.2, we detail the mathematical notions of sparse reconstruction
with background and literature review on the general problems of sparse coding,
compressed sensing, and dictionary learning. Applying these topics to diffusion MRI
and adapting them to the unique structure of our data will be the aim of this thesis.
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2.1

Principles of Diffusion MRI

2.1.1

Overview and Clinical Applications

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is a medical imaging modality used
to reconstruct the anatomical network of fiber bundles in the brain, in vivo. Since
its inception in 1985 [16] with the world’s first diffusion magnetic resonance image,
there has been a huge increase in the number of major scientific discoveries related
to brain anatomy and the investigation of neurological disorders and diseases. As a
notable example, dMRI is being used to identity biomarkers to predict the early onset
of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases related to the structural degradation of the
neuronal connections that may cause memory and motor deficiencies [2, 17, 18].
Other applications of dMRI include stroke [19], dementia [20] schizophrenia [21],
and autism [22]. dMRI is also being used at the forefront of traumatic brain injury
research [23] related to military veterans and most recently in the National Football
League in the United States [24]. As water diffusion can also be measured in the
body, whole body dMRI has been used for applications including cancer research [25],
as well as for modeling of heart contractions and arrhythmia [26] and even tongue
lesions [27].
As diverse imaging technologies become increasing available for single subjects, researchers are able to combine dMRI with other modalities like functional MRI (fMRI)
[28] and electroencephalography/magnetoencephalography (EEG/MEG) data [29] for
14
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multi-modal studies relating anatomy to brain function. Another important multimodal application of dMRI is neuro-surgical planning [30]. All of these applications,
require a series of algorithms for processing dMRI data. Figure 2.1 summarizes the
typical pipeline for dMRI processing. The following is a overview of the main steps
in the pipeline as well as many open research challenges.

Figure 2.1: Overview of the dMRI pipeline. Fiber orientation estimation is the focal point
of dMRI for which all other down-stream processes and analyses depend on. Because fiber
orientation estimation occurs at the voxel-level, a voxel-centered viewpoint permeates to
all other processes and applications in dMRI. (While this is a simplistic schematic, there
are numerous other connections between tasks not shown here for which algorithms benefit
from their mutual information, such as registration combined with orientation estimation,
or fiber tract segmentation combined with tractography.)
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Diffusion Orientation Estimation.

Unlike other imaging modalities like MRI,

fMRI, CT, and PET, dMRI has the unique ability to image the neuroanatomy by
measuring water diffusion in the brain. Since water diffuses preferentially along the
path of structural boundaries, like neuronal fiber bundles, by measuring the degree of
local water diffusion, researchers can infer the spatial orientations of fiber bundles in
each voxel of the brain [31]. These orientation estimations are mathematically represented as 3D probability distribution functions (PDFs), the peaks of which indicate
the most probable directions of fibers in a voxel.
Figure 2.2 shows a field of these PDFs, sometimes known as orientation distribution functions (ODFs), with fiber tract streamlines propagated by following their peak
directions. For a real brain example, Figure 2.3 shows the ODFs in each voxel of an
slice of a human brain dMRI. As is evident from these images, fiber populations can
exhibit very intricate configurations such as crossing, bending, twisting and fanning
at voxel-level resolutions. Therefore, developing accurate models of diffusion to estimate the PDFs is an important first step for subsequent processing and applications.
Diffusion estimations can be refined by de-noising and smoothing methods that also
incorporate diffusion information from a spatial neighborhoods [32] for example.
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Figure 2.2: Field of orientation distribution functions (ODFs) indicating the most probable
direction of a fiber populations. Following their peak directions, fiber tract streamlines are
traced to reconstruct the neuro-anatomy.[Image adapted from Institute for Numerical and
Applied Mathematics, Universary Gttingen.]

Feature Analysis. One immediate application of these diffusion models is to derive
and extract small sets of scalar features that can reveal important information about
complex dMRI data such as PDF shape descriptors or quantitative characteristics of
diffusion that can indicate the integrity of fiber connections. The task of reducing
these complex models to a few scalar quantities, called feature extraction, is beneficial
for clinicians to view the high-dimensional data in an interpretable manner.
17
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Figure 2.3: Orientation distribution functions (ODFs) estimated for each voxel of a brain
volume indicate the direction of fiber tracts. Colors reveal directional information for visualization. There exist strong single-fiber ODFs in strong tracts like the corpus collosum
connecting the left and right hemispheres (center red U shaped tract), and two-fiber and
three-fiber crossing ODFs at the intersection of fiber tracts. [Image adapted from Walt
Schneider/University of Pittsburgh]

For large-scale clinical studies, these features can then be used to statistically
evaluate and compare populations of subjects in order to identity biomarkers that
may be indicative of certain disease attributes. In addition, the reduction of highdimensional data to low-dimensional representations is useful for machine learning
tasks like disease classification which allows researchers to train models on feature
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data and build classifiers that can distinguish between normal and abnormal subjects
and predict if a new subject may be a candidate for disease. Figure 2.4 gives an
example of a scalar feature called fractional anisotropy, which measures the integrity
of fiber connectivity.

Figure 2.4: Analysis of fractional anisotropy (FA) between healthy control and a patient
with Alzheimer’s disease. FA indicates the integrity of neural connectivity, and a decrease
in FA is evident in the limbic system (white arrow, left), the memory center of the brain,
and the temporal lobe (white box, right), known to deteriorate in patients with dementia.
[Image adapted from [2].]

Registration and Atlas Building. The shape of every brain is different and subjects scanned at different sites will have diverse imaging parameters and conditions.
In order to normalize medical imaging data, a task known as registration is used to
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transform individual subjects to a common space, known as an atlas space. An atlas
is an anatomical map or blueprint, with sometimes labeled parts, that is constructed
from a large population of healthy subjects (see Figure 2.5). An atlas serves as an
estimation of a population “average” with respect to individual subjects. New subjects are then compared to the atlas in a statistically valid manner to understand if
their pathology is close to average or abnormal and how their anatomy differs. To do
this, the task of registration aims to find a transformation between two images that
minimizes their differences.

Figure 2.5: Example of a dMRI atlas with labeled tracts and anatomical regions of interest.
Labeled atlases can be constructed from populations of imaging data as an average or
standard brain anatomy. An atlas can be registered to a new subject to label and segment
regions of interest. [Image adapted from [3].]

For instance, if one subject accidentally rotated their head 15 degrees to the left
within an MRI scanner, one can rotate the image data 15 degrees back to the right
to compare with another normally orientated image in the same anatomical space.
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This registration consists of a simple rigid rotation transformation. In practice, more
complicated transformations are needed to align different brain shapes requiring a
smooth nonlinear deformation of the image to align with an atlas. While much work
has been devoted to the registration of natural and medical images, the registration
of dMRI, is more involved due to the complex geometric structure of diffusion signals.
In particular, a key challenge is that a transformation of the spatial domain produces
a reorientation of the angular domain of the diffusion signals, making it more difficult
to define a suitable registration objective.
Fiber Tract Segmentation. Another use of atlases is for the task of segmentation,
or the identification and labeling of objects or structures in an image into separate
parts or categories. Segmentation of anatomical structures is an important problem in
medical image analysis for various applications like surgical planning, lesion detection,
and volumetric analyses like estimating changes in cortical thickness of the brain,
monitoring temporal images of the heart, or comparing the shapes of organs in a
population. In the past, images were segmented manually, like the white matter, grey
matter, and cerebrospinal fluid regions in the brain. An ongoing research challenge is
developing algorithms for automatic segmentation to eliminate the need for thousands
of man-hours needed for manual segmentation. One approach is to manually label an
atlas (e.g., the volume for one subject), register the atlas to the volume of an unlabeled
subject, and then transfer the labels from the atlas to the unlabeled volume using the
obtained registration map.
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Figure 2.6: Fiber tract segmentations used in the analysis of traumatic brain injury (TBI).
[Image adapted from [4].]

In the case of dMRI, researchers are interested in segmenting different groups of
fiber tracts which can reveal connectivity and shape information about neurological
diseases and disorders, hence typical labels in the atlas correspond to different white
matter pathways, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Another approach is to use unsupervised
learning techniques, such as clustering, to group voxels that have similar diffusion
information as belonging to the same fiber tract [33]. Then tract shapes and volumes
can be analyzed to better understand the integrity of different anatomical connections.
This is an example of a voxel-wise vantage point that incorporates spatial information
to achieve a task.
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Figure 2.7: Overview of connectivity network construction based on fiber tractography
and anatomical brain region partitioning. From orientation distribution function estimation,
fiber tracts are reconstructed. Then from a dMRI atlas, labeled brain regions are segmented.
A graphical network of connectivity between brain regions is constructed by identifying the
tracts that link various brain regions. Statistical population analyses can be run on this
graphical model. [Image adapted from [5].]

Tractography. One of the end-goals of dMRI is known as fiber tractography, which
is concerned with the reconstruction of a network of fibers connecting different regions
in the brain for example. One possible approach is to follow the peak directions of
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PDFs within each voxel. This first involves finding the peaks of a distribution over a
continuous domain, which can be challenging when the distribution is multimodal, as
is for example in the case of crossing fibers. Then, with these orientations detected
for each voxel, tractography starts at a set of seed locations and looks to neighboring
voxels which are contained in cones emanating from the peak directions of the seed
voxel. This process repeats for the neighboring voxel and a streamline is propagated,
connecting voxels in various parts of the brain volume.
There have been two classes of methodologies for tractography, deterministic and
probabilistic [34] based on a degree of uncertainty of the peak directions. As the
fiber tracts are populated over an entire volume, one can extract features like the
number of streamlines that connect two regions of interest or the end to end lengths
of fiber tracts, each of which give an indication of the integrity or strength of a
connection. These fiber tracts can then be integrated with labeled brain regions or
fMRI data revealing how different functional parts of the brain interact anatomically.
Furthermore, we can compare the fiber connections of healthy and diseased subjects
to understand differences in wiring and strength in connectivity.
Connectomics.

From a different viewpoint, the connections obtained by tractog-

raphy can be analyzed through the lens of the mathematical field of graph theory,
where the nodes of the graph are local brain regions and the edges are the fiber tracts
connecting each brain region. With an atlas of segmented brain regions, graphs can
be compared over a population of dMRI subjects (see Figure 2.7). Running statistical
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models over these graphs is an open research challenge, especially where the sizes of
the graphs run into the terabytes1 . The complete set of connections are known as the
human connectome2 and updating our knowledge of the wiring of the human brain is
an active and exciting area of research.
To better understand how to represent the structure of dMRI data, it is important
to understand how the signals are acquired. In the next section, we provide a background on the physics of dMRI, starting with first principles of magnetic resonance
imaging in Section 2.1.2.1 and then building to diffusion imaging in Section 2.1.2.2.
We will then discuss the many models for sampling diffusion data and the sets of features which characterize diffusion properties in Section 2.1.3. Then in Section 2.1.4,
we will discuss the process of reconstructing dMRI signals and estimating orientation
distribution functions. We will end with an important discussion of recent methods
that aim to accelerate the dMRI acquisition with the goal of increasing the clinical
applicability of this emerging technology.

2.1.2

Physics of dMRI

2.1.2.1

MRI Acquisition (k-space)

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) gets its name from the excitation of magnetic
dipoles, or spins, of hydrogen nuclei in the body. Since the body, and in particular
1
2

For cutting-edge methods and open-source code, visit https://neurodata.io/
Visit the Human Connectome Project at http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org/
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the brain, is mostly made up of water molecules, MRI systems aim to measure and
differentiate the concentrations of water in various brain tissues by exciting magnetic
dipoles with powerful magnetic fields. This allows the system to distinguish between
white matter, grey matter, and cerebral fluid in the brain, for example, as well as
lesions or other foreign structures in the body.

Figure 2.8: Physical properties of the spin of protons in presence of a magnetic field.
A. Protons are charged objects with magnetic dipole moment, or the magnitude of the
magnetic field, given by µ. B. In the absence of an external magnetic field, each proton
~ 0 , the protons orient
is free to spin in any orientation. C. With a large magnetic field B
(either in parallel or antiparallel) to the direction of the field. Because the energy state of
the parallel orientation (E1 ) is less than that of antiparallel (E2 ), more protons will orient
~ in the direction of B
~ 0 . [Image adapted from [6].]
in parallel cause a net magnetization M

In the absence of any external magnetic field, dipoles are free to spin along their
individual axes pointing in random directions. When an external magnetic field is
~ 0 , the dipoles exposed to this field will
introduced, which we denote by the vector B
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align with the field’s direction and spin around this axis at a frequency known as the
Larmor frequency (see Figure 2.8). The dipoles orient to the axis of the magnetic
field by choosing one of two paths, spin-up (parallel) or spin-down (anti-parallel).
~ 0 , more
Since the easier of the two options, or path with lower energy, is parallel to B
~ in
dipoles will align this way than anti-parallel, generating a net magnetic field M
the spin-up direction. The dipoles cannot align exactly, however, and so they precess
~ has non-zero longitudinal (k B
~ 0 ) and
around the axis like a gyroscope. Therefore M
~ 0 ) vector components, M
~ L and M
~ T , respectively.
transverse (⊥ B
Once in an aligned precession, a radio frequency (RF) pulse equal to the Larmor
frequency is sent to excite the dipoles, causing them to tilt their axes into the plane
~ 0 and precess in the plane (known as a 90◦ pulse). The dipoles
perpendicular to B
will rotate at frequency ν, given by the Larmor equation ν = γB0 , where γ is the
gyromagnetic ratio (a property of water protons) and B0 is the magnitude of the
~ 0 = B0 ~u. When the RF pulse is removed, the dipoles will
magnetic field vector B
~ 0 , giving off
relax to their original, stable energy states in alignment again with B
excess energy which is then detected by receiver coils in the MRI system.
~
As the population of dipoles are excited and relaxed, the net magnetization M
~ 0 and reorients back. The time it takes to relax to its
orients perpendicular to B
original state is indicative of the type of tissue the water molecules live in. As such,
~ that the MRI coils measure in the relaxation
there are two main quantities of M
stage:
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~ L to relax to a state of 63% of its original magni1. T1 : The time (ms) it takes M
tude.
~ T to relax to a state of 63% of its magnitude at
2. T2 : The time (ms) it takes M
the current excited state.
Each biological tissue has different T1 and T2 values and the MR images that are
formed by these quantities are known as T1 -weighted and T2 -weighted MR images.
An additional 180◦ RF pulse is applied to bring the protons back into phase after the
initial relaxation.
But first, the process of going from measurements to images requires spatial localization. This localization is achieved by small perturbations to the magnetic field,
or gradient pulses for short amounts of time, in the x, y, and z directions, denoted
~ x, G
~ y , and G
~ z . First, G
~ z (pointing parallel to B
~ 0 ) is applied which selects a slice
G
~ 0 . After slice selection, G
~ y and then G
~ x are applied to encode the
orthogonal to B
phase and frequency, respectively, resulting in unique slice, phase and frequency coordinates. The ordered combination of these pulses with the original RF pulse results
in what is known as a pulse sequence to form an MR image (see Figure 2.9).
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~ z, G
~ y , and
Figure 2.9: MR pulse sequence. The RF undergoes two flips at 90◦ and 180◦ . G
~ x are the slice selection, phase encoding, and frequency coding gradients, respectively. T2
G
is the time it takes for the magnitude of the signal to relax to 63% of its original magnitude.
The readout of the signal occurs during the spin echo after time TE.

For each slice, measurements taken by an MRI scanner are in the complex domain
of k-space (kx , ky ) given by the following relationship with the localized gradients
~ x, G
~ y ) as a function of time t:
(G

γ
kx (t) =
2π

t

Z

Gx (τ )dτ

and

0

γ
ky (t) =
2π

t

Z

Gy (τ )dτ

(2.1)

0

Finally, from the k-space signal, an MR image in x-space is formed by taking the
inverse 2D Fourier Transform (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: MRI measurements in k-space frequency domain (a) related to x-space image
domain (b) by the 2D Fourier Transform. [image adapted from [7]

2.1.2.2

dMRI Acquisition ((k, q)-space)

Water Diffusion. The basis of diffusion MRI is the measurement of water diffusion,
or flow, in the brain. Water diffusion can be characterized as the displacement of a
water molecule over a certain amount of time. The farther the water travels in a
given time frame, the greater the degree of diffusion in that direction.
Formally speaking, let R0 ∈ R3 , be the initial position of a water molecule, and
Rτ ∈ R3 be the final position after time τ . The displacement vector r ∈ R3 is given
by r = Rτ − R0 . In fact, we can only measure the positions at certain times and
not the path of a water molecule itself since water molecules will follow a random
trajectory, or random walk, according the laws of Brownian motion (see Figure 2.11).
Therefore, it is more informative to measure the diffusion process of an ensemble,
or population, of water molecules, and track the average displacement, given by the
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quantity hrr> i. Einstein [35] discovered that, in the absence of structural boundaries
when water is free to move in all directions without constraint, hrr> i is proportional
to the displacement time τ by the relation

hrr> i = 6Dτ

(2.2)

where D is known as the diffusion coefficient.

Figure 2.11: Water diffusion by Brownian motion. (a) Normal directional flow of water.
(b) Water molecules are free to travel in all directions following Brownian motion (isotropic).
(c) In the presence of a restrictive boundary, water will travel with higher probability along
that orientation (an-isotropic). [Image adapted from [8].]

In this setting of an unconstrained environment, diffusion is called isotropic (coming from the Greek roots iso meaning ‘equal’ and tropos meaning ‘ways’). Alternatively, in the presence of obstructions constraining the water displacement, known as
anisotropic diffusion, Einstein’s equation does not apply and the diffusion coefficient
must be estimated in another way. By measuring the average water displacement
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in a set of directions, diffusion imaging systems aim to estimate the coefficients of
diffusion, known as the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), in all directions in order
to paint a picture of the underlying structures present in various parts of the brain.
Building on the pulse sequence of MRI systems, additional magnetic fields are applied
to capture this diffusion information, which we discuss in detail in the next section.
Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI). Diffusion weighted images (DWIs) are a
variation of MR images with an application of additional magnetic fields applied along
a direction, known as a diffusion gradient direction, given by

~0+G
~x+G
~y+G
~ z.
~g = B

(2.3)

Each MR image acquired with a different gradient direction, is known as a DWI (see
Figure 2.12). By taking a series of DWIs, we can begin to investigate the diffusion
landscape in 3D space. As we will show below, these gradient direction measurements
live in what’s called q-space, an analogue of k-space in the angular diffusion domain.
Since each DWI is acquired in k-space and weighted by the measurement in q-space,
the total combined space of measurements for dMRI is in the product (k, q)-space in
R3 × R 3 .
The vector ~g is actually bipolar, consisting of two components ~g+ and ~g− with
the same direction and magnitude but opposite orientations. After the initial RF
pulse, the first gradient ~g+ is applied which adds a positive phase to each spin. Then
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~g− is applied adding the opposite phase to each spin. The successive application of
these two bipolar gradients is able to detect changes in the average spins of the water
molecules. If the molecules return to their original average spin direction after both
gradients, this implies no displacement has taken place. On the other hand if the final
spins are not in phase, then they have been displaced according to the random walk
Brownian motion of water diffusion. This difference in field strength is then detected
~ T (corresponding to T2 -weighted imaging).
by a decrease in the relaxation of M
Stejskal and Tanner [36] invented the pulse sequence known as the pulse gradient
spin echo (PGSE) sequence, which applies these short duration diffusion gradient
pulses ~g+ and ~g− , as described. Then, defining q = γδ~g, where δ is the short
duration of each diffusion gradient pulse, the diffusion signal at gradient direction q
is given by the equation
S(q) = S0 e(−b(q)D)

(2.4)

where S0 is a function of T1 , T2 , and other sequence parameters, D is the ADC, and

δ
b(q) = (∆ − )||q||2
3

(2.5)

known as the b-value, with ∆ the time between pulses ~g+ and ~g− . The b-value is an
important parameter, based on the length of the q vector, that effects the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Larger b-values result in noisier data measurements and a poor
SNR, while smaller b-values provide lower signal attenuation. In particular, when
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b = 0, S(q) = S0 , and so the baseline S0 is commonly known as the b = 0 or b0 image.
The units of the b-value are s/mm2 and may range from about 500-5000 s/mm2 .

Figure 2.12: DWIs each with a different diffusion weighting measured in q-space. [Image
adapted from [9].]

In (2.4) one could simply solve for D for each value of q and get a scalar quantity
of diffusion for each gradient direction, which has been shown as a useful feature
of the diffusion process in many early works [37]. However, this value may not be
enough to characterize the anatomical intricacies of the diffusion process and therefore, researchers have aimed to better understand a fuller explanation of diffusion as
a 3D probability distribution function over all directions in 3D space.
More concretely, consider the quantity P (Rτ |R0 , τ ), the probability of a water
molecule at position R0 being displaced to Rτ over time τ . As stated previously, the
displacement of one water molecule within Brownian motion is difficult to measure
accurately, hence we consider an ensemble of water molecules in a given voxel do-
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main Ωv and estimate their average propagation over time τ , known as the Ensemble
Average Propagator (EAP):

Z
P (Rτ |R0 , τ )ρv (R0 )dR0

P (r|τ ) =

(2.6)

R0 ∈Ωv

where ρv (R0 ) is a density of molecules in voxel v with

R
R0 ∈Ωv

ρv (R0 )dR0 = 1.

Many works have recently been studying the effects of time τ [38, 39], but in the
most classical setting, we assume τ to be constant for every voxel and so the EAP
can reduce to P (R). Writing E(q) :=

S(q)
,
S0

when δ << ∆, the normalized signal is

known to have a Fourier relationship with the EAP:

Z
P (r)exp(−2πiq · r)dR

E(q) =

(2.7)

r∈R3

Therefore the EAP can be computed by taking the inverse Fourier Transform of the
normalized dMRI signal

Z
E(q)exp(2πiq · r)dq.

P (r) =

(2.8)

q∈R3

In practical MRI systems, calculating a continuous P (r) for all q ∈ R3 is infeasible and so accurate estimations of P (r) depend on how one samples q-space. In
the following sections, we outline various popularly used models for estimating P (r)
and other informative features of the diffusion process which can reveal important
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structural properties of the brain anatomy for clinical applications of disease analysis
and biomarker discovery.

2.1.3

dMRI Diffusion Models

Much effort has been spent deriving accurate models for reconstructing diffusion
signals given noisy measurements and estimating the probability of diffusion P (r) in
a given voxel. By developing these diffusion models at each voxel, researchers can
reconstruct anatomical fiber tracts of the brain in vivo. Figure 2.13 illustrates fibers
crossing within a voxel and the orientations that we aim to estimate with models
of probability. The following sections are devoted to deriving these diffusion models
which each require their own imaging protocols for sampling q-space.

Figure 2.13: Fiber populations crossing within the space of a single voxel. The goal is to
estimate the orientations of each fiber from measurements of water diffusion indicated by
the green, blue and red arrows.
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2.1.3.1

Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI)

The most general and full diffusion model is known as diffusion spectrum imaging
(DSI) [40] which estimates the EAP directly using the 3D Fourier relationship in (2.8)
by densely sampling q-space on a 3D Cartesian grid (see Figure 2.14) with an range
of b-values. The most common scheme is an 11 × 11 × 11 grid that is contained within
a ball with a radius of 5-lattice points, resulting in a total of 514 q-space samples.
Adding the required b = 0 measurement gives 515. The EAP itself is evaluated on a
3
discrete grid, giving a probability at a dense set of points {ri }M
i=1 ∈ R . However, the

sheer number of DWIs required by DSI to estimate the EAP, prohibits it from being
used in clinical practice. To reduce the number of q-space measurements needed,
researchers have devised more simplified models which do not intend to estimate the
full EAP, but a probability of diffusion restricted to the unit sphere. Such models are
described next.

2.1.3.2

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [41] is one of the most well known dMRI techniques
due to its simplicity. The major simplification of DTI is that it assumes a 3D Gaussian
model of diffusion which allows for the computation of the Fourier transform to be
trivial. More specifically, in DTI,

p(r) = p

1
(4πτ )3 |D|
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Figure 2.14: Sampling schemes in q-space for DSI (dense Cartesian grid), DTI (sparse
unit sphere), HARDI (dense unit sphere), and MS-HARDI (multiple shells).

where




 Dxx Dxy Dxz
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 Dyx Dyy Dyz


Dzx Dzy Dzz









(2.10)

is the symmetric 3 × 3 co-variance matrix which defines the overall shape and orientation of the Gaussian distribution and has come to be known as the diffusion tensor
(DT). Then, given the Fourier relationship with the diffusion signal, and the fact that
the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is again a Gaussian, the EAP is given by

E(q) = exp(−4π 2 τ q> Dq).
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Since D is symmetric it contains 6 unknowns to estimate, requiring only 6 gradient
directions in addition to b = 0. Furthermore, because we have a quadratic equation
the domain of q-space can be restricted to the unit sphere where by ||q|| = 1. In
practice, to deal with noise, anywhere from 10-60 DWIs may be acquired to estimate
the DT with b = 1000 s/mm2 , making the acquisition process clinically advantageous.

Figure 2.15: Diffusion tensor with eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 and λ3 , describing the shape of the
3D Gaussian distribution with respect to the orientation of the underlying fiber population.

Researchers have derived many informative scalar features of the DT to better
characterize its shape in relation to the degree of water diffusion. In particular, the
eigenvalues of a covariance matrix, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0 are equal to the lengths of the
three oriented axes of the 3D Gaussian distribution, one major and two minor (see
Figure 2.15). The most popular scalar feature, known as fractional anisotropy (FA),
is a measure from 0 to 1 of the amount of diffusivity within a voxel as a function of
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the eigenvalues:
r s
3 (λ1 − λ̄)2 + (λ2 − λ̄)2 + (λ3 − λ̄)2
,
FA =
2
λ21 + λ22 + λ23

(2.12)

where λ̄ = (λ1 + λ2 + λ3 )/3 is the mean of the eigenvalues, otherwise known as
mean diffusivity (MD), and is also a common DTI feature (see Figure 2.16). Other
popularly used DTI features include other functions of the DT eigenvalues and are
used regularly in clinical studies to evaluate statistical differences of diffusivity and
anatomical structure between normal and abnormal subjects.

Figure 2.16: Diffusion information is extracted from DTI using features like FA, MD,
principal eigenvector direction, and tensor eigenvalues in comparison to T1 and T2 weighted
images. [Image adapted from [10].]
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However, while DTI is celebrated for its simplicity and enjoys a host of clinically
validated scalar features, a major drawback of its unimodal Gaussian model is the
inability to represent more complex diffusion patterns that involve two or more crossing fibers in a single voxel or fanning, kissing, twisting or sheering of fiber tracts.
To overcome these limitations, an alternative type of imaging protocol was developed
which increases the angular resolution of spherical q-space samples allowing for higher
order distributions to model the diffusion process.

2.1.3.3

High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI)

High angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) [31] was developed to overcome the model limitations of DTI by removing the single Gaussian model assumption, affording the ability to represent complex diffusion distributions of crossing fibers
with multiple probabilistic peaks. Unlike DSI, HARDI still restricts q-space samples
to the unit sphere, increasing the angular resolution from that of DTI anywhere from
60-200 or more gradient directions (see Figure 2.14). Instead of a Gaussian DT,
HARDI aims to estimate a non-parametric spherical probability distribution, named
the orientation distribution function (ODF), which indicates the probability of having
a fiber tract along a given direction in a given voxel and can accurately model crossing fiber populations. The ODF is a very meaningful and interpretable feature of the
EAP and can be calculated from it using DSI by integrating radially and projecting
onto the unit sphere. Q-Ball Imaging (QBI) [42] was one early technique for calcu-
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lating ODFs from spherical q-space samples (the q-ball), but later, a more correct
derivation was developed by [43] which took into account the variation of integration
over a solid constant angle. In particular, the ODF, p, is related to the EAP, P , by
integrating radially over a solid constant angle:

∞

Z

P (Rr)R2 dR

p(r) =

(2.13)

0

where r = Rr, ||r|| = 1. Using (2.13) and the definition of the EAP, the ODF can be
written as a function of the normalized dMRI signal directly as:

p(r) =

where FRT(f (x)) =

R
u∈C(x)

1
1
+
FRT(∇2b ln(−lnE(q))),
4π 16π 2

(2.14)

f (u)ds(u) with C(x) = {u ∈ S2 |u · x = 0} is the Funk-

Radon Transform (FRT) and ∇2b is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Spherical Harmonics. Since q-space samples for HARDI are confined to the unit
sphere, the normalized diffusion signal can be written in terms of spherical basis.
One well-studied choice is the spherical harmonic (SH) basis, which are continuous
complex-valued functions on the unit sphere, defined as:
s
Ylm (θ, φ) =

(2l + 1) (l − m)! m
P (cosθ)eimφ , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , −l ≤ m ≤ l,
4π (l + m)! l

(2.15)

where Plm is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree l and order m, θ ∈ [0, π],
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and φ ∈ [0, 2π). Analogous to a Fourier basis on the sphere, the SH function elements
can represent any spherical function. Figure 2.17 gives a visualization of the SH basis
functions up to order l = 4. Now, since HARDI signals are real valued, it is more
convenient to use the modified SH basis functions, defined as

Yl,m



√

|m|


2Re(Yl ),
if − 1 ≤ m ≤ 0,





= Y 0,
if m = 0,
l






√


 2(−1)m+1 Im(Ylm ), if 0 ≤ m ≤ l,

and write ln(−lnE(q)) =

P

l,m cl,m Yl,m (q).

(2.16)

The main advantage of this basis repre-

sentation is that Yl,m are eigenfunctions of both the FRT and the Laplace-Beltrami
operator FRT(Yl,m (q)) = 2πPl (0)Yl,m (r) and ∇2b (Yl,m (q)) = −l(l + 1)Yl,m (q). Therefore, (2.14) simplifies to:

p(r) =

where Ỹ0,0 =

X
1 X
1
+
−2πP
(0)l(l
+
1)c
Y
(r)
=
cl,m Ỹl,m (r)
l
l,m l,m
4π 16π 2 l,m
l,m
1
√
Y
2 π 0,0

and Ỹl,m =

1
P (0)l(l
8π l

(2.17)

+ 1)Yl,m for l > 0. In practice, when

representing a signal, the SH functions are truncated to an order L, emitting F =
(L+1)(L+2)
2

basis elements.
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Figure 2.17: Visualization of spherical harmonic (SH) basis functions. For each order l,
the rows of functions run from left to right with m = −l to l.

Spherical Ridgelets/Wavelets.

Another basis (or dictionary) used to represent

HARDI signals and ODFs are the spherical ridgelets (SR) and spherical wavelets
(SW), respectively [44]. While the SH basis is suitable for reconstructing any spherical bandlimited signals, the SR/SW pair is particularly advantageous for sparse representations of HARDI signals/ODFs. We will use the SR basis frequently in this
thesis for sparse reconstruction of HARDI.
Derived using properties of spherical harmonics, the SR/SW pair are related
by equation 2.14 and are known to provide sparse representations of HARDI signals/ODFs. As we will see in the coming thesis, sparsity is an important trait for
sparse coding, de-noising and compressed sensing [45] for HARDI. Visually, the SW
dictionary consists of a collection of single fiber ODFs rotated in 3D space which
covers a large set of orientations (see Figure ??). The shapes or scales of the ODF
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dictionary elements range from nearly isotropic to highly anisotropic. Then, the SR
are transformed from these oriented ODFs using the relation of equation (2.14).
Following [44, 45], the SR/SW bases are built using the SH property:

m
X

Yl,m (u)Yl,m (v) =

l=−m

2l + 1
Pl (u · v),
4π

(2.18)

for u, v ∈ S2 where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of degree l, for l ≥ 0, defined as
Pl (x) =

1 dn
(x2
2n n! dxn

− 1)n . It is noted that Pl (u · v) is a rotation of Yl,0 (u) about

the vector v giving the orientational nature of the dictionary. Then, any symmetric
square-integrable spherical function f can be written as:

Z

∞
X

2l + 1
Pl (u · v)dv =
f (u) =
f (v)
4π
S2
l=0,2,4,...

Z
f (v)Θv (u), dv,

(2.19)

S2

where Θv is a spherical convolution kernel. To account for multiple scales, the GaussWeierstrass scaling function χv,j at resolution j ∈ N is used, given by:

χv,j (u) =

∞
X

2l + 1
κj (2−j l)Pl (u · v),
4π
l=0,2,4,...

(2.20)

where κρ (x) = e−ρx(x+1) . Then, for r ∈ S2 , the SW basis is constructed as the
semi-discrete frame ∪∞
j=−1 ∪v∈S2 ψv,j (r) with

ψv,j (r) = χv,j+1 (r) − χv,j (r),
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for j ≥ 0 and ψv,−1 ≡ χv,0 . This can be rewritten using (2.20) in closed form as:
∞
X
2l + 1
ψv,j (r) =
νρ,j (l)Pl (r · v)
4π
l=2,4,...

(2.22)

with νρ,j (l) = κρ (2−j−1 l) − κρ (2−j l) for j ≥ 0 and νρ,−1 ≡ κρ (l). Then using (2.14),
the corresponding SR basis in q-space is:

γv,j (q) =

∞
X
4π(2l + 1) νρ,j (l)
Pl (q · v),
−l(l
+
1)
λ
l
l=2,4,...

(2.23)

where λl and −l(l+1) are the eigenvalues of the SH basis for the F RT and ∇2b , respectively. We will utilize the SR basis frequently in this thesis for sparse reconstruction
of HARDI signals, while the companion SW is used to estimate ODFs.
HARDI Features. One popular scalar feature of the ODF, akin to the FA in DTI,
is the generalized FA (GFA) [42] given by:
s
GF A =

N

PN

(N

2
i=1 (p(ri )) − p̄)
P
2
− 1) N
i=1 p(ri )

(2.24)

where {ri }M
i=1 are the M discrete points where the ODF is evaluated on the unit
sphere and p̄ =

1
N

PM

i=1

p(ri ) is the average. Like FA, the GFA computes a value

between 0 and 1 indicating the degree of anisotropy of the fiber population. Many
other features of the ODF have been proposed [46–49] including our own work [11] on
rotation invariant features built from eigenvalues derived from the SH representation
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of the ODF. Figure 2.18 illustrates the higher degree of information revealed from
our proposed HARDI features over that of the GFA within a phantom dataset with
known fiber populations in each voxel.
In our prior work [50], we proposed a novel method to unite feature extraction
with registration and atlas building by registering scalar features that preserved the
diffusion information extracted at every voxel to a novel feature atlas. Additionally
our method provided an automatic way to select for the most informative features
that drove the anatomical registration process. Feature selection is important machine
learning challenge and useful for disease classification. In this vein, we compared the
selected features of a healthy set of subjects with that of subjects who tested positive
for beta-amyloid pathology, a predictor of Alzheimer’s disease. We compared features
extracted from various diffusion models and found that features proposed in our prior
work [11] may be most distinguishable between these two populations.

2.1.3.4

Multi-Shell HARDI and Other Higher Order Models

Sampling q-space on the unit sphere, saves a significant amount of time over the
dense Cartesian sampling of DSI. To provide an intermediate protocol, HARDI was
extended to sample along multiple shells of varying b-values in order to estimate
the EAP without fully sampling q-space. This has been called Multi-Shell HARDI
(MS-HARDI). To calculate the EAP from MS-HARDI, a common formulation is to
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Figure 2.18: Analysis of HARDI features extracted from the ISBI 2013 HARDI Phantom
dataset. First Row: The left image is the ground truth fiber segmentation of a slice of the
phantom dataset, where the rectangle highlights an ROI with an intricate region of crossing
fibers. The right image is a count of the number of fibers that cross in a given voxel, ranging
from 0 to 3. Second Row: GFA and eigenvalue variance of the phantom slice. We notice
here the striking similarity between the plot of crossing fibers and the eigenvalue variance
whereas the GFA is unable to reveal this information. Third/Fourth Row: Close up of the
ROI with ODFs. [Image adapted from our prior work [11].]
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incorporate a radial function to the SH representation [51]:

P (r) =

X

clmn ρn (R)Ylm (r)

(2.25)

l,m,n

where the radial ρn are known as the Gauss-Laguerre basis functions:

ρn (R) =

1/2
−R2 1/2 R2
2n!
exp(
)Ln ( ),
ξ 3/2 Γ(n + 3/2)
2ξ
ξ

1/2

where ξ is a scale factor and Ln

(2.26)

is the generalized Laguerre polynomial of order

n ∈ N , and Γ is the Gamma function. The combined ρn (R)Ylm (r) elements are
called the Spherical Polar Fourier basis.
In addition to single- and multi-shell HARDI, there are a vast number of bases,
models and representations for reconstructing dMRI signals and estimating PDFs
of fiber orientation that are beyond the scope of this thesis. Some of these include
spherical deconvolution [52] which aims to estimate a fiber ODF that can better
resolve crossing fibers of small angular separation, higher-order tensors [53] which act
as a generalization to the 2nd order DT, multi-tensor methods [31] which include
multiple Gaussian fiber populations aim to model the microstructure of fiber tracts
with multiple diffusion compartments.
With an overview of the many diffusion models available in the literature, the goal
now is to estimate the distribution of fiber orientation from measured dMRI signals.
In the next section, I will outline the task of signal reconstruction and the estimation
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of ODFs specifically for the case of single-shell HARDI acquisition.

2.1.4

Signal Reconstruction and ODF Estimation
for HARDI

As outlined in the previous section, a single-shell HARDI signal with G gradient
2
directions {qj }G
j=1 ∈ S can be modelled as a linear combination of SH basis functions

and the coefficients can be used to estimate the ODF. Specifically, the HARDI signal
in a given voxel s = [s(q1 ), . . . , s(qG )]> ∈ RG , can be written as:

s = Bc + 

(2.27)

where B = [Y1 (q), . . . , YF (q)] ∈ RG×F is the matrix of modified SH basis functions of degree L (recall F =

(L+1)(L+2)
2

atoms as per (2.16)) evaluated at points

q = [q1 , . . . , qG ]> , c ∈ RR is the set of SH coefficients which parameterize s, and 
approximates unmodeled observation errors. A common choice for order L is 4, with
F = 15. To find c we solve the least-square problem

1
min ||Bc − s||22
c 2

(2.28)

Then, the reconstructed signal is s∗ = Bc∗ and by (2.17) the ODF is constructed as
p∗ = B̃c∗ , where B̃ = [Ỹ1 (r), . . . , ỸF (r)] ∈ RM ×F is evaluated at M selected points
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2
>
{ri }M
i=1 ∈ S with r = [r1 , . . . , rM ] .

However, ODFs are PDFs on the unit sphere, and therefore should be non-negative
and sum to 1, conditions which are often violated due to noisy measurements. While
ensuring the distribution sums to 1 is done by rescaling after estimation, enforcing
non-negativity has been addressed by adding constraints on the SH coefficients in
(2.28) as [32]:
1
min ||Bc − s||22 s.t. B̃c ≥ 0.
c 2

(2.29)

However, this constraint ensures that the estimated ODF be non-negative only at the
M selected points {ri }. In our prior work [12, 54], we improve upon this result by
enforcing that the ODF be non-negative everywhere on the continuous domain:

1
min ||Bc − s||22 s.t. B̃(r)c ≥ 0 ∀ r ∈ S2 ,
c 2

(2.30)

where B̃(r) = [Ỹ1 (r), . . . , ỸF (r)]. This becomes a difficult problem because of the
infinite number of constraints over the continuous domain. In [12], we enforce nonnegativity on a set of eigenvalues extracted from a transformation of the SH coefficients and solve a new positive semi-definite optimization (see Figure 2.19). This
method was improved in [54], by realizing that enforcing non-negativity at an infinite
number of points is equivalent to enforcing non-negativity at a single active constraint
at the minimum.
Enforcing non-negativity of ODFs is one such constraint used in signal reconstruc-
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(a) LS

(b) DN

(c) CN

(d) True

Figure 2.19: Non-negative ODF estimation using (a) Least Squares (LS) (2.28), (b) Discrete Non-negativity (DN) (2.29), and (c) Continuous Non-negativity (CN) (2.30) compared
to (d) the ground truth ODF. We compare the reconstructions of the three methods for a
single fiber ODF with SNR 5 dB. Our method CN provides a more accurate reconstruction by reducing negative lobes resulting from noisy data. [Image adapted from our prior
work [12].]

tion. In general, there are many other properties of interest used in signal processing, like enforcing spatial regularity, ODF smoothing, de-noising, interpolation, and
super-resolution which can be solved by constraints in signal reconstruction. Then
once signals are reconstructed and ODFs are estimated accurately, they are used to
reconstruct fiber tracts in tractography. However, before dMRI can be used for tractography and disease applications, it must be acquired at a clinically acceptable rate.
In the next section, we introduce methods for accelerating dMRI acquisition.

2.1.5

Acceleration of HARDI Acquisition and Reconstruction

While dMRI protocols like DSI, HARDI and MS-HARDI provide more accurate
models of diffusion than DTI, the complexity of their models usually implies a much
higher number of q-space samples resulting in long, clinically unsuitable scan times
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relative to DTI. A major ongoing research goal has been to reduce acquisition times
of these advanced imaging techniques, while maintaining accurate estimations of diffusion. To date, two main paths to accelerating image acquisition have been explored.
The first one is from a hardware perspective and involves new methods in parallel and
multi-slice imaging to acquire multiple signals from a single subject simultaneously.
The second one is from a signal processing processing perspective, using a paradigm
known as compressed sensing, which involves sparse representations of the data for
which the full number of signal measurements is no longer necessary to reconstruct
a full image. Ideally, the two areas may be optimally integrated to further accelerate
acquisition and this has been an ongoing effort as well. They are summarized briefly
below.

2.1.5.1

Parallel/Multi-Slice Imaging

The goal of parallel imaging is to accelerate MR signal acquisition by subsampling
along the phase-encoding direction in k-space. However, sampling at sub-Nyquist
levels will result in a reduced field of view (FOV) and aliasing artifacts in the form
of double overlapping images. The idea behind parallel imaging is instead of using
a single receiver coil over the entire slice, to utilize an array of receiver coils each
positioned to acquire smaller FOV images along a reduced set of phase-encoding kspace measurements (see Figure 2.20). Therefore a full FOV image can be imaged in
parallel by the combination of each local receiver coil and the full MR image can be
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acquired in an accelerated rate proportional to the number of coils in the array.
The challenge then is to recombine the individual sensor data and remove their
spatial aliasing. A number of algorithms have been proposed for accelerated reconstruction like sensitivity encoding (SENSE) [55] and generalized autocalibrating
partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) [56]. SENSE uses the locations of the local
coils to solve a number of linear programs by constraining overlapping pixel data
in the reconstructed spatial domain. On the other hand, GRAPPA aims to recover
the missing k-space values by the overlapping information in neighboring coils and
then reconstruct a full MR image. While parallel imaging refers to multiple coils sensing simultaneously in the phase-encoding k-space dimension, simultaneous multi-slice
(SMS) imaging refers to sensing multiple slices of an MR volume in parallel. Both
parallel and SMS imaging methods have been extended to the domain of dMRI [57]
and even further combined with the framework of compressed sensing [58] which we
summarize next.

2.1.5.2

Compressed Sensing

Compressed Sensing (CS) is a class of mathematical results and algorithms that
exploits sparse representations of signals, discovered through sparse coding, to obtain
extremely accurate reconstructions at sub-Nyquist rates [59]. The main ingredients
of the CS framework are an appropriately chosen sampling scheme and an underlying
“sparse” representation of the data. The key idea is that, the sparser the representa-
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Figure 2.20: Example acquisition with 8 receiver coils positioned around the subject.
Parallel imaging accelerates acquisition by imaging subsets of an entire brain image in
parallel and reconstructing the whole image using post-processing algorithms based on the
known locations of each coil. [Image adapted from [13].]

tion, the fewer the samples needed to reconstruct the full signal with high accuracy.
CS has been classically applied to MRI [60] by subsampling in the native kspace (k-CS) while applying sparsifying transforms in the spatial image domain like
wavelets and total-variation (TV). For dMRI, diffusion signals are measured along
different angular gradient directions in q-space for every point in k-space. Thus,
to reduce the number of diffusion measurements, many methods [61] have exploited
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sparse representations in the angular domain by applying CS in q-space (q-CS). To
further accelerate dMRI, more recent methods [62] combine aspects of k-CS and q-CS
by subsampling jointly in (k, q)-space ((k, q)-CS).
One of the core contributions of this thesis is new advances in CS for dMRI and
so in the following section, we will review the ingredients of CS in the larger context
of sparse reconstruction for general signals.

2.2

Principles of Sparse Reconstruction

The main contributions of this thesis are to advance the fields of sparse coding,
compressed sensing, and dictionary learning for dMRI signal processing and acceleration. In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of sparse coding, compressed
sensing, and dictionary learning for general signals, to be used as a reference for
the remainder of the thesis. We will also include an introduction to convolutional
methods applied to sparse coding and dictionary learning.

2.2.1

Sparse Coding

In signal processing, a well studied problem is that of reconstructing a signal from
a set of noisy measurements by finding a representation of the signal in a chosen
domain for which one can more easily process and analyze the data. This is a wellstudied problem that has been widely used in applications in machine learning [63]
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such as de-noising [64], super-resolution [65] and neural networks [66] and can be used
to combat over-fitting of signal reconstruction.

2.2.1.1

Formulation

In the most general setting of representation theory one would like to represent a
signal s ∈ RN in terms of a dictionary D ∈ RN ×ND with ND dictionary atoms as

s = Da + ,

(2.31)

where the coefficient vector a ∈ RND is the representation of s in terms of dictionary
D and  represents unmodeled errors or deviations from the model. The procedure
of finding the coefficients a becomes an optimization problem:

min `(s, Da),
a

(2.32)

where ` is defined as some “loss” function which penalizes some type of difference
between the measured signal s and the reconstruction ŝ = Da. The most common
choice of `, is the squared norm of the difference:

1
`(s, Da) = ||s − Da||22
2
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where || · ||2 is the usual L2 norm defined by ||x||2 =

qP

N
i

|xi |2 for vector x ∈ RN .

Depending on the size of D, an exact solution can be solved using least squares. But
to avoid overfitting the noise in the signal, including additional regularization on the
solution space of a may be necessary to produce more structured representations.
One possible regularization strategy is to require the solution of (2.32) to be sparse,
i.e. the vector a contains very few non-zero elements. The most notable application
of sparse coding in our context is that of compressed sensing, by which the level of
sparsity, i.e. the number of non-zero elements, is closely related to the amount of
subsampling of the signal that can be achieved. Formally, the sparse coding problem
can be written as:
min g(a) s.t.
a

1
||s − Da||22 ≤ ,
2

(2.34)

where g is a regularizer that promotes sparsity. In the next section we will preview
some of the many algorithms designed to solve this general sparse coding problem,
depending on the choice of regularizer g.

2.2.1.2

Algorithms

The most fundamental choice of regularizer g to measure sparsity is the L0 seminorm, g(a) = ||a||0 , which simply counts the number of non-zero entries of vector a.
Solving (2.34) with the L0 semi-norm however is intractable and so a family of greedy
algorithms have been proposed to approximate a solution. For example, the popular
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Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm [67] selects the K dictionary atoms
most correlated with the signal one by one, removing the residual of the currently
selected atom, orthogonalizing the coefficients, and then finding the next most correlated. The OMP algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1, where at iteration k, I k is
the set of indices for chosen dictionary atoms, and rk is the residual initialized as the
signal itself. From the orthogonality property of the residual at each iteration, the
algorithm is guaranteed to find a next most correlated atom and converge in a finite
number of iterations.
Algorithm 1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
Choose: K, .
Initialize: k = 1, I 0 = ∅, r0 = s.
while k ≤ K and error >  do
ik = arg maxi |hrk , Di|;
I k = [I k−1 , ik ];
ak = arg mina ||s − DI k a||22 ;
r k = s − D I k ak ;
k ← k + 1;
end while

To avoid the use of greedy algorithms, another approach is to relax the problem
by using the L1 norm, g(a) = ||a||1 , which is known to promote sparse solutions.
Then (2.34) can be reformulated using a relaxation term as

min
a

1
||s − Da||22 + λ||a||1 ,
2

(2.35)

and solved using convex optimization techniques. Problem (2.35) is commonly known
as the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator or LASSO problem, due to
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the L1 -norm’s ability to shrink the absolute value of some of the coefficients and
reduce others to 0 [68].
Gradient descent is a common method for solving convex optimization problems
which do not have closed form solutions of the optimality equations. However, because
the L1 norm is non-differentiable an alternative strategy is to combine the gradient
with the proximal operator of the non-smooth part. The definition of the proximal
operator of a non-differentiable function g(a) is:

proxλg(·) (a) = arg min
x

1
||x − a||22 + g(x),
2λ

(2.36)

When g(a) = ||a||1 , the proximal operator has a closed-form expression given by the
shrinkage or soft-thresholding operator:

proxλk·k1 (a) ≡ shrinkλ (a) = sign(a) · max(|a| − λ, 0),

(2.37)

where the max is taken element-wise over the vector a. Algorithms that utilize this
result include the Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA), stated
in Algorithm 2, which performs a proximal gradient descent on (2.35). Letting f (a) =
1
||s − Da||22 ,
2

we take a step in the gradient direction ∇f (a) = D> s − D> Da and then

take the shrinkage operator. FISTA outperforms its ISTA precursor by including
Nesterov acceleration (end of Algorithm 2).
Another popularly used algorithm is known as the Alternating Direction Method
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Algorithm 2 Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA)
Choose: L, λ, .
Initialize: k = 1, z1 = a0 = 0, n1 = 1.
while error >  do
ak = shrinkλ/Lp
(zk − ∇f (zk )/L);
1
nk+1 = 2 (1 + 1 + 4n2k );
−1
zk+1 = ak+1 + nnkk+1
(ak+1 − ak );
6: k ← k + 1;
end while
of Multipliers (ADMM) which is a universal approach to solving convex optimization
problems that may involve one differentiable and one non-differentiable function, as
is the case of LASSO, by splitting the problem into two subproblems and alternatingly updating each variable. More specifically, with a change of variable, (2.35) is
equivalent to
min
a,v

1
||s − Da||22 + λ||v||1 s.t. v = a
2

(2.38)

Then incorporating the constraint through the augmented Lagrangian problem with
Lagrange multiplier τ and additional relaxation with constant µ the problem can be
posed as

min max {Lµ (a, v, τ ) =
a,v

τ

µ
1
||s − Da||22 + λ||v||1 + hτ, a − vi + ||a − v||22 }.
2
2

(2.39)

ADMM alternates optimization over a, v, and τ until convergence with the updates
described in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
Choose: µ, λ, .
Initialize: k = 0, v0 = 0, τ0 = 0.
while error >  do
ak+1 = arg mina Lµ (a, vk , τk );
vk+1 = arg minv Lµ (ak+1 , v, τk );
τk+1 = τk + ak+1 − vk+1 ;
k ← k + 1;
end while

2.2.2

Compressed Sensing

Compressed Sensing (CS) is a class of mathematical and signal processing results
aimed at recovering a signal from a compressed set of measurements. Classical sampling theory and algorithms were designed for the class of band-limited signals. In
this case, the Shannon-Nyquist theorem states that the minimum sampling rate of a
band-limited signal is twice the highest frequency component of the signal, otherwise,
sampling below this Shannon-Nyquist rate would induce aliasing in the reconstruction.
On the other hand, CS theory is designed for signals (1) that admit a sparse
representation with respect to some dictionary and (2) for which the choice of dictionary and sampling pattern provide adequate conditions for recovering the original
signal. Under these conditions, CS theory predicts that one can sample below the
Shannon-Nyquist rate and still recover the full signal.
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2.2.2.1

Formulation

To motivate these two themes, the problem we consider is recovering a signal
s ∈ RN of full dimension N , from a subset of noisy samples ŝ ∈ Rm , with m << N ,
as
ŝ = U s

(2.40)

where U ∈ Rm×N is a sensing or under-sampling matrix applied to s. Recovering
s from (2.40) is ill-posed because there are an infinite number of solutions to this
under-determined problem. By imposing a structure on the signal s, the space of
solutions can be constrained. The structure that is assumed is that s is sparse with
respect to some dictionary, i.e. s can be written as

s = Da s.t. ||a||0 ≤ K

(2.41)

for some non-zero sparsity level K. Combining (2.40) and (2.41), the samples are a
function of the underlying sparse code a as:

ŝ = U Da = Φa.
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Then given ŝ, the goal is to minimize the number of non-zero coefficients of a such
that ŝ = U Da, known as the P0 problem:

(P0 ) : min ||a||0 s.t. ŝ = U Da
a

(2.43)

As we saw in the case of sparse coding in the previous section, because of the L0
semi-norm, P0 is a combinatorial NP-hard problem. Methods such as OMP can find
an approximate solution and work well in practice. Alternatively, one can relax the L0
semi-norm to the L1 norm and solve the following convex Basis Pursuit problem [69]:

(P1 ) : min ||a||1 s.t. ŝ = U Da.
a

(2.44)

The above formulations of P0 and P1 with exact constraints may not be adequate for
real applications due to noise and other sampling artifacts. Letting ξ be a vector that
captures the deviations from the ideal model, a noisy version of the exact constraints
can be written as:
ŝ = U Da + ξ.

(2.45)

Then, the problems to consider instead are:

(P0 ) : min ||a||0 s.t. ||ŝ − U Da||22 ≤ 
a
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and
(P1 ) : min ||a||1 s.t. ||ŝ − U Da||22 ≤ .
a

(2.47)

where the constant  > 0 is an error threshold. The former (2.46) can again be
approximated using OMP and the latter (2.47) can be solved using Basis Pursuit
Denoising. As discussed in the previous section, problem P1 can also be rewritten
with Lagrange multipliers and solved using LASSO algorithms.

2.2.2.2

Recovery Conditions

The algorithms we have discussed work well in practice to a find a sparse solution
a which can synthesize a full resolution signal, but theoretically it is useful to know
under what conditions we can guarantee the recovery of the true set of coefficients
that generated our data. A key notion important for guaranteeing signal recovery is
known as the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) which attempts to measure how
close a matrix Υ is to being an isometry, i.e. obeying ||Υa||22 = ||a||22 , when restricted
to sparse vectors.
Definition 1. A matrix Υ satisfies the RIP property if:

(1 − δK )||a||22 ≤ ||Υa||22 ≤ (1 + δK )||a||22 ,

(2.48)

for all vectors a with kak0 ≤ K, where δK , the isometry constant of Υ, is taken to be
the smallest of the constants such that the RIP property holds.
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Satisfying the RIP property guarantees that we can distinguish between multiple
K-sparse solutions and recover the unique solution to our problem.
√
.
Theorem 2. If Υ = U D satisfies the RIP property with δ2K < 2 − 1, the solution
a∗ to problem P1 (2.47) obeys

||a∗ − a||2 ≤ C0 K −1/2 ||aK − a||1 + C1 .

(2.49)

where aK contains the K largest magnitude elements of a and zero otherwise, and C0
and C1 are constants.
Several classes of random subsampling matrices like Gaussian, Bernoulli,... have
been shown to verify RIP with overwhelming probability [70]. However, with fixed
deterministic sampling schemes, the RIP property is very difficult to check in practice
as it requires testing all possible K-sparse subspaces, which is combinatorial.
Another condition for signal recovery, known as mutual coherence, was also proposed to provide a more practical criterion. In that case, considering a fixed orthonormal measurement matrix Φ ∈ RN ×N (from which we will extract a subset of rows to
obtain the subsampling matrix U ), one defines:
Definition 3. The mutual coherence, µ(Φ, D), of the sensing matrix Φ and dictionary
D is the maximum absolute value of the inner products between all the columns of
Φ and D, i.e.
µ(Φ, D) =

max

1≤i≤N,1≤j≤ND
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This quantity measures the degree of similarity between the measurement system
and the dictionary. When D is itself a N × N orthonormal matrix (e.g Fourier basis,
√
√
Haar wavelet basis...), we have µ ∈ [1/ N , 1]. Then low coherence µ ≈ 1/ N
essentially means that the measurements in Φ are very spread out on the domain
of D whereas high coherence µ ≈ 1 implies maximal concentration along certain
components of D. Coherence and sparsity of the underlying signal are then related
to the number of measurements M needed to recover s by the following result:
Theorem 4. Consider a subset T ⊂ {1, . . . , N } with |T | = M chosen uniformly at
random and the matrix U as the restriction of Φ to the column indexed by T . Then,
with
√
M ≥ CK N tµ(Φ, D)log(tK log N ) log2 K

(2.51)

where C is a constant, and with probability exceeding 1 − e−t over the choice of T , the
matrix U D satisfies the RIP condition with δ2K <

√

2 − 1.

Therefore, combining both Theorems 2 and 4, the more incoherent Φ and D are
(smaller µ), and the sparser the representation (smaller K), the fewer measurements
M are needed to recover s from its subsamples. Adequate sparsifying dictionaries
for the signals at hand may be given by classical bases like wavelet. While general
dictionaries may produce sparse representations in certain signals, it is also possible to
optimize that choice by learning the dictionary directly from a training set of signals.
This is an actively researched field known as dictionary learning that we summarize
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in the following section and develop in Chapter 5 for the specific case of HARDI.
Note however that RIP or low coherence assumptions are usually not well-adapted
to signals represented in overcomplete (instead of orthogonal) dictionaries D since
such dictionaries may typically have highly correlated atoms. In such cases, more
adequate notions and recovery guarantees can be considered, which will be discussed
more in detail in the next section.

2.2.2.3

Recovery Conditions with Overcomplete Dictionaries

For overcomplete/redundant dictionaries, which have more columns then rows
(commonly used for sparse coding), reconstruction guarantees derived from the notion
of incoherence as in Section 2.2.2 are usually weak since redundant dictionaries tend
to be highly coherent in practice. In [71], it is argued that incoherence is in fact not
a necessary restriction for accurate reconstruction of signals in such cases. Instead,
the authors proposed an alternative notion that extends the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP) presented in Section 2.2.2, which they coined D-RIP for RIP adapted
to a certain dictionary D. In this framework, for a given dictionary D (and associated
transform D∗ ), it is defined as follows:
Definition 5. A sensing matrix U is said to satisfy the D-RIP property with constant
δK if
(1 − δK )kvk22 ≤ kU vk22 ≤ (1 + δK )kvk22
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for all vector v belonging to the reunion of all subspaces spanned by K columns
extracted from D.
Then, given a measurement vector y = U s + z where s is the ideal signal and
z a noise vector with kzk2 ≤ , one introduces the usual L1 -analysis basis pursuit
problem:
s̃ = arg min kD∗ sk1 subject to kU s − yk2 ≤ 

(2.53)

s

and the following important result of stable reconstruction is shown in [71]:
Theorem 6. If D is a tight frame and U a sensing matrix satisfying the D-RIP
property with constant δ2K < 0.08 then the solution s̃ to (2.53) satisfies:

ks̃ − sk2 ≤ C0  + C1

kD∗ s − (D∗ s)K k1
√
K

for some constants C0 and C1 , where (D∗ s)K denotes the K largest coefficients of the
decomposition D∗ s.
In particular, in the noiseless scenario and if the signal s is K-sparse, then the
previous theorem shows that it can be recovered exactly from the measurements by
solving (2.53). In the general case, we see that the reconstruction error given by
the right hand term will be smaller if the signal is more compactly decomposed by
D, provided that the sensing matrix satisfies the adequate D-RIP property. We will
revisit the implications of D-RIP for overcomplete dictionaries in Chapter 4.4.
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2.2.3

Dictionary Learning

In sparse coding, the sparsity of a is dependent on the choice of dictionary D and
for different types of signals there may be an array of known dictionaries that produce
sparse representations (e.g. Wavelets for natural images). However, prescribing a
known dictionary for a new signal or data type may lead to suboptimal sparsification
(amount of sparsity of the representation) with respect to a specific signal of interest.
To overcome this limitation, the idea of learning adapted dictionaries from training
examples of typical signals of interest is known as dictionary learning.
Given a training set of T signals {st }Tt=1 that resemble the signal of interest,
dictionary learning amounts to solving (2.34) jointly over D and each coefficient
D
vector at with added constraints on the dictionary atoms {Dk }N
k=1 to keep them from

growing in magnitude:

min

{at },D

T
X
t=1

T

1X
||st − Dat ||22 ≤ , ||Dk ||22 ≤ 1 ∀ k.
g(at ) s.t.
2 t=1

(2.54)

There have been many proposed algorithms to solve this dictionary learning problem,
that alternate between solving for {at } while D is fixed (sparse coding update), and
solving for D while {at } are fixed (dictionary learning update). One of the earliest
algorithms is the Method of Optimal Directions (MOD) [72] which alternates between
sparse coding and using the analytical least-squares pseudoinverse to solve for D.
Perhaps the most well-known dictionary learning algorithm is called K-SVD [73]
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which solves the dictionary update for fixed sparse codes {at }, by solving a singular
value decomposition (SVD) for each dictionary atom. More specifically, the dictionary
update of K-SVD decomposes the multiplication DW (where W = [a1 , . . . , aT ]) as
t
t
a sum of T rank-1 matrices dt w>
, where w>
denotes the tth row of W . Letting

Y = [s1 , . . . , sT ], each atom dt can be solved in succession by noting:

||Y − DW ||2F = ||(Y −

X

j 2
j 2
t
||F .
) − dj w>
||F = ||Ej − dj w>
dt w>

(2.55)

t6=j

j
Since w>
is sparse, the authors reduce the size by keeping only the nonzero elements

which correspond to the K training signals in Y that use dj . Defining EjK as the
j
reduced matrix Ej with the K columns corresponding to the nonzero entries of w>

removed, dj can be solved for by taking the SVD of EjK , where dj is the left singular
vector. Once a dictionary is learned, one can use this in (2.34) to sparsely represent
a new (test) signal of interest.
Dictionary learning has been shown to outperform analytic dictionaries in terms
of sparse reconstruction and applications like de-noising and image processing for
natural and medical images. Because learning dictionaries directly from signals of
interest can produce sparser codes, this has also been shown to be useful for reducing
measurements via compressed sensing. One major drawback of the dictionary learning
problem however, is that the joint optimization of the sparse codes and the dictionary
is non-convex, hence existing alternating minimization algorithms may get stuck at
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local minima. A major challenge in the field of dictionary learning is deriving methods
which can guarantee globally optimal solutions and addressing this limitation will be
one of the main contributions in this thesis.
One popular domain of our interest for learning dictionaries is for image data.
However, images may be somewhat large in size, especially as the resolutions of
modern cameras and medical imaging modalities continue to increase, and so learning global dictionaries becomes computationally difficult. In addition, natural and
medical images exhibit diverse local textures and patterns, making local dictionary
learning advantageous for some applications such as denoising or inpainting. For two
dimensional images, local dictionaries take the form of small 2D patches, giving rise
to the name patch-based dictionary learning where a collection of patch training examples can be taken to cover a full image or sets of images. Then the question arises
as to the best method for reconstructing a new test image based on local dictionaries.
As a first attempt, one may try to reconstruct every patch in an image independently.
But then this may create artifacts between neighboring patches and does not give a
global representation of the full image. To respect a global structure, a new methodology has become increasingly popular, known as convolutional sparse coding and
dictionary learning, which unites a global image with local dictionaries through the
convolution operator.
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2.2.4

Convolutional Methods

The discrete two dimensional convolution between an N ×N image I and a smaller
d × d filter D is defined as:

(I ∗ D)(x, y) =

N/2
X

N/2
X

I(m, n)D(m − x, m − y).

(2.56)

m=−N/2 n=−N/2

In image processing this operation can be seen as applying a d × d filter centered at
every pixel in an image, with the goal of smoothing or edge detection or feature extraction. For convolutional sparse coding, the correlation between the dictionary atoms
at each image location are computed over the entire image. First, the convolutional
sparse coding problem is:

min
{xk }

ND
X
k=1

g(xk ) s.t.

ND
X
1
||s −
Dk ∗ xk ||22 ≤ ,
2
k=1

(2.57)

where each xk is the size of the image s and is a sparse activation map which indicates the weighted locations of dictionary atom Dk . Then the convolutional dictionary learning problem is posed similarly but now with T training examples st and
corresponding coefficients xk,t and a joint minimization over {xk,t } and D:

min

{xk,t },D

ND
T X
X
t=1 k=1

g(xk,t ) s.t.

ND
T
X
1X
Dk ∗ xk,t ||22 ≤ , ||Dk ||22 ≤ 1 ∀ k,
||st −
2 t=1
k=1

(2.58)

There have been a number of recent algorithms to solve convolutional sparse cod73
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ing/dictionary learning in an efficient manner. One popular strategy is exploiting
the fact that a convolution in the Fourier domain reduces to the element-wise multiplication of the Fourier coefficients. The works of [74–76] explore various methods
of efficiently exploiting the Fourier transform using ADMM but must take careful
consideration of important boundary effects when going to and from the Fourier domain [77]. In a similar way, [78] convert the convolution into a large Toeplitz or
circulant matrix and exploit the properties of its structure for efficient computation
within ADMM. More recently, the work of [79–82] further analyze these circulant
matrices and define new relationships between local sparsity in convolutional dictionaries and guarantees of global recovery. Alternatively, [83] uses FISTA and applies
proximal gradient descent to the convolution directly.
We have thus outlined three machine learning topics, sparse coding, compressed
sensing, and dictionary learning, that we will apply to dMRI data in the next three
chapters and conclude with future work applying convolutional methods to sparse
coding and compressed sensing in the final chapter. An over view of the ordered
relationship between each of these topics is presented in Figure 2.21. While each has
been applied to dMRI previously within a voxel-wise viewpoint, our major contribution in this thesis is to improve upon prior models within a global paradigm for dMRI
processing and analysis.
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Figure 2.21: Overview of the relationships between each of our machine learning contributions.
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Chapter 3
Spatial-Angular Sparse Coding
Finding sparse representations of data is important for a number of applications in
signal processing (e.g., compressed sensing), image processing (e.g., dictionary learning), computer vision (e.g., face recognition), and biomedical imaging (e.g., MRI). In
this chapter we show how sparse coding can be extended for the analysis of dMRI
data. The contributions in this chapter have been published in [84, 85].

3.1

Introduction

As evidenced by our introduction in Chapter 2.1, dMRI data exhibit complex
structure both in the spatial and angular domain. Nonetheless, much of the prior
methods in sparse coding for dMRI rely on a voxel-wise viewpoint of the data and
aim to find a sparse representation of the angular diffusion signals located at each
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voxel in a brain volume. This makes the application of existing sparse coding methods
to dMRI computationally efficient, as because a separate sparse coding problem must
be solved at each voxel. However, because a non-zero signal must be modeled by
at least one non-zero coefficient, voxel-wise or angular sparse coding will require at
least one non-zero coefficient per voxel and thus for an entire volume the number of
coefficients must be at least the number of total voxels. Herein lies a fundamental
limitation of angular sparse coding. Some methods attempt to incorporate spatial
regularization to enhance reconstructions of angular sparse coding based on sparse
reconstruction work in MRI, but this will not improve the sparsity limit inherent in
the problem formulation.
In this thesis, we propose a joint spatial-angular representation of dMRI that allows global sparsity levels to fall below one atom per voxel by exploiting redundancies
in the spatial and angular domains, jointly. This can then open up the possibility to
overcome the sparsity limits of the state of the art to achieve much higher acceleration rates for dMRI. A major challenge, however, is the computational complexity of
solving a massive global sparse coding problem over large-scale dMRI data. Yet, by
imposing that our global dictionary be separable over the spatial and angular domains
we can greatly improve computational efficiency while preserving good sparsity levels
for typical signals. One of our main contributions in this chapter is a set of novel
adaptations of popular sparse coding algorithms to solve general large-scale sparse
coding problems using separable dictionaries. Many of these algorithms will provide
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insight into the related problems of compressed sensing and dictionary learning in
the following chapters of this thesis. Our experiments on phantom and real HARDI
brain data show that it is possible to achieve accurate global HARDI reconstructions
with a sparse representation of less than one dictionary atom per voxel, exceeding
the theoretical limit of the state of the art in sparse coding. Incorporating this joint
spatial-angular sparse coding framework into a joint (k, q)-CS framework will be the
subject of the work in Chapter 4.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, we review
state-of-the-art sparse coding and CS dMRI methods and illustrate the limitations
of their performance on a phantom HARDI dataset. In Section 3.3, we present our
joint spatial-angular dMRI representation and formalize the global spatial-angular
sparse coding problem. Then, in Section 3.4, we develop and compare a set of novel
sparse coding algorithms using separable dictionaries to efficiently solve our largescale global optimization. Finally, in Section 3.5 we provide experimental results
showing the performance of our method over the state-of-the-art and conclude with
a discussion in Section 3.6.

3.2

State of the Art in Sparse Coding

Existing sparse coding methods for dMRI can be divided in three main categories: spatial, angular, and a combination of spatial and angular. While spatial
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CS

k
q
(k, q)

Spatial
[60]

Angular

Sparse Coding
Spatial + Angular

Joint Spatial-Angular

[62, 94–97]

Proposed

[61, 86–93]

Table 3.1: Summary of the state-of-the-art dMRI sparse reconstruction methods organized
by domains of sparse coding and CS subsampling. The literature has provided a natural
extension from k-CS in MRI using spatial sparse coding to q-CS in dMRI angular sparse
coding. However, for (k, q)-CS, the state of the art enforce sparsity in the spatial and
angular domains separately, (called “Spatial + Angular” Sparse Coding). In contrast, the
proposed work considers a joint spatial-angular representation for sparse coding which is a
more natural model for joint (k, q)-CS.

sparse coding (MRI) and angular sparse coding (dMRI) can be written in the classical framework described in Chapter 2.2.1, and classically extended to compressed
sensing in k-space and q-space respectively, the combination of spatial and angular
sparse coding becomes more involved. The next subsections summarize state of the
art methods for angular sparse coding and Table 3.1 organizes the recent literature
into their respective categories of spatial/angular sparse coding and their domains for
compressed sensing.

3.2.1

Angular (Voxel-Wise) Reconstruction

A dMRI can be modeled as a 6D signal S(v, q), where v ∈ Ω ⊂ R3 is the location
of a voxel in the 3D spatial domain Ω and q ∈ R3 is a point in the so-called qspace.1 A dMRI signal is measured at a discrete number of voxels, V , and a discrete
number of q-space points, G. While dMRI signals can be viewed as a set of G
1

The q-space is the frequency domain associated with the angular domain, while the k-space is
the frequency domain associated with the spatial domain.
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diffusion weighted images (DWIs) or volumes, the most common view-point for dMRI
processing and analysis is voxel-wise, i.e. for each voxel v ∈ Ω, we acquire a vector
G
of G diffusion measurements S(v, qg )G
g=1 = sv (qg )g=1 = sv at points qg in 3D q-space.

This interpretation is most common for modeling because a major goal of dMRI
reconstruction is to estimate 3D probability distribution functions (PDFs) of fiber
tract orientation at each voxel. Accordingly, the signal vector sv is represented by a
Γ
q-space, or angular, dictionary Γ = [Γi (q)]N
i=1 , with NΓ atoms, such that

sv = Γav .

(3.1)

where av are the angular coefficients for voxel v. The dMRI literature has produced a
wide array of dMRI reconstruction algorithms for different acquisition protocols, an
artillery of q-space bases and varying models for estimating PDFs of fiber orientation.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the vast majority of research reconstructs q-space signals
in each voxel with a q-space basis [98] while adding a set of constraints C on the
coefficients to enforce desirable properties such as non-negativity of PDFs [12, 54] or
angular smoothing [99]. More specifically the angular coefficients in (3.1) are found
by solving:
1
a∗v = arg min ||Γav − sv ||22
2
av

s.t. av ∈ C.

(3.2)

The constraint of particular interest in this thesis is that of enforcing sparsity on the
coefficients of the reconstruction, known as Sparse Coding, which has applications in
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CS as well as super-resolution [100] and de-noising [101].

3.2.2

Angular (Voxel-Wise) Sparse Coding

Sparse coding is a reconstruction problem which seeks a sparse representation,
i.e. a coefficient vector with few nonzero elements. Given a sparsifying q-space basis
Γ for which the dMRI signal in each voxel is expected to have a sparse representation,
the angular (voxel-wise) sparse coding problem can be formulated as:

1
a∗v = arg min ||Γav − sv ||22
2
av

s.t. ||av ||0 ≤ Kv ,

(3.3)

where ||av ||0 counts the number of nonzero elements of vector av , and Kv is the
sparsity level at voxel v. This problem is known to be NP-hard, and therefore the
two main methodologies to tackle (3.3) are to a) approximate a solution using greedy
algorithms such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [67] or b) replace the L0
semi-norm by its convex relaxation, the L1 norm, and solve either the Basis Pursuit
or LASSO problem given by:

1
a∗v = arg min ||Γav − sv ||22 + λ||av ||1
2
av

(3.4)

using algorithms such as Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [102]
or Fast Iterative Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [103], where λ is the trade-off
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of voxel-wise angular HARDI representation av using a sparsifying
dictionary Γ.

parameter between data fidelity and sparsity. Angular sparse coding and q-CS have
been widely researched for dMRI to reduce long acquisition times. Many groups
have done extensive work choosing sparsifying q-space bases [61, 90, 104], developing
dictionary learning methods [88, 105–111], and testing q-space subsampling schemes
for DSI [86, 108, 112–114], MS-HARDI [89, 110, 115–117], HARDI [15, 44, 91, 118, 119]
and DTI [120] with promising results in sparsity and measurement reduction for
clinical tractography [121,122]. However, a major limitation for this family of methods
is that the sparsest possible representation of an entire dMRI dataset can be no less
than the number of voxels since ||av ||0 ≥ 1 ∀ v ∈ Ω. In CS applications, this induces
fundamental limitations in the amount of subsampling factors that may be achievable
in q-space. In practice, the global sparsity level will be much greater than the number
of voxels, to account for noise. For example the work of [14, 15] report an average
sparsity level of 6 to 10 atoms per voxel. The methods presented in the next section
attempt to improve upon these results by exploiting spatial redundancies and reducing
measurements in k-space.
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3.2.3

Angular Sparse Coding with Spatial Regularization

Incorporating spatial information into voxel-wise reconstruction is a well utilized
technique for increasing the accuracy of reconstruction. The following is a general
formulation for including spatial regularization into the angular sparse coding problem:
A∗ = arg min ||ΓA − S||2F + λ||A||1 + R(A),

(3.5)

A

where S = [s1 . . . sV ] ∈ RG×V is the concatenation of signals sv ∈ RG sampled at
G gradient directions over V voxels, A = [a1 . . . aV ] ∈ RNΓ ×V is the concatenation
of angular coefficients and R(A) is a spatial regularizer that depends on the anqP P
2
gular representation A. Here ||X||F =
i
j |Xi,j | is the Frobenius norm and
||X||1 =

P P
i

j

|Xi,j | is the 1-norm taken over all elements of the matrix. In par-

ticular when R = 0, this reduces to solving (3.4) for each voxel. When λ = 0
and R(A) =

P P
i

j∈Ni

kai − aj k2 (Laplacian regularization), where Ni is a local

spatial neighborhood of voxel i, this is the general non-sparse reconstruction with
spatial coherence (see [32] for example). Some have found incorporating both angular sparsity λ||A||1 and spatial coherence R(A) beneficial for applications such as
de-noising [99, 101, 123, 124] and tractography [125].
Spatial regularization within sparse coding is more prominently used for the application of reducing redundancies for CS. For example, [45, 87, 126] enforce spatial
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smoothing for q-CS while [92, 93] combine q-CS, with super-resolution reconstruction
of the spatial domain. To further accelerate dMRI, the recent work of [127] combines
CS with parallel imaging but reconstructs the signals in first in k-space and then in
q-space, separately. A joint (k, q)-space reconstruction is important for maintaining
coherence throughout the dataset. As such, the works of [62, 94–97, 128] combine kand q-CS by adding a data fidelity term for k-space subsampling and an additional
spatial sparsity term. In total, however, while each of these works may be applied
to different diffusion models and acquisition protocols testing various subsampling
schemes, sparsifying transforms and dictionaries, each are based on an angular representation of dMRI data, A. In fact, they stem from the same optimization problem
formulation (3.5) with
R(A) = ξ||Ψ(ΓA)||1 ,

(3.6)

where ξ ≥ 0 is an additional trade-off weighting parameter, and Ψ(·) is a sparsifying
transform (or dictionary) applied to the spatial domain such as wavelets or the finite
difference gradient operator, leading to the usual total variation (TV) norm. In (3.6),
ΓA is a reconstruction of the signal S based on the angular representation A.
While adding these spatial and angular sparsity terms may exploit redundancies
in both the spatial and angular domains, because they are separate disjoint terms the
minimal global sparsity level will be still limited by the size of the data since ||A||0
should be greater than V and ||Ψ(ΓA)||0 should be greater than G. Indeed, when
||A||0 < V , there must exist voxels v such that av = 0, leading to a zero valued signal
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sv (column of S) in that voxel. Likewise, when ||Ψ(ΓA)||0 < G, there must exist
some gradient directions, qg , such that the signal in the entire volume sq (rows of S)
equals zero. This becomes a problem because zero valued signals are not physically
representative of real dMRI data. This also becomes a heuristic limitation of prior
methods for appropriately choosing trade-off parameters λ and ξ that result in a
physically accurate sparsity level. In the next section we will explicitly show this
sparsity limitation on phantom data.
Table 3.1 organizes the recent literature’s usages of sparse coding and CS for dMRI
and places the proposed work in context compared to the state of the art. There we
use the term “Spatial + Angular” Sparse Coding to emphasize that the state of the
art perform both spatial and angular sparse coding, but not jointly. In light of a joint
(k, q)-CS, a disjoint set of spatial and angular sparsifying transforms may also not be
the most natural choice from a classical CS perspective.

3.2.4

Limitations of Angular Representations for
Sparse Coding

We illustrate the limitations of sparse coding using a per-voxel angular representation on a HARDI phantom dataset with V = 50×50 and G = 64 gradient directions
(the same data is used in our experiments in Section 4.6). First, we solve (3.5) with
R(A) = 0, showing qualitative reconstruction results in Figure 3.2, for various spar-
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Figure 3.2: Qualitative demonstration of state-of-the-art sparse coding limitations (3.5)
with the spherical ridgelets (SR) dictionary for 5 different spatial-angular sparsity levels
compared to the original signal (bottom right) with ROI closeups underneath. For high
spatial-angular sparsity levels (top left, middle), voxels with complex signals are forced to
zero (yellow spheres). Regions with crossing fibers are unable to be accurately reconstructed
even when using an average of 2.07 atoms/voxel. The label I-SR refers to Identity-SR,
explained in the next section.
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction error vs. the average number of angular dictionary atoms per
voxel using spatial regularization for the HARDI phantom data. As α, the relative weight
of spatial regularization (TV) in (3.6), increases, the average number of angular atoms increases for a given reconstruction error. This suggests that sparser solutions for angular
sparse coding can be achieved without spatial regularization, although using adequate spatial regularizers can improve the qualitative aspect of the reconstructed signal, in particular
for noisy inputs.

sity levels given by the value of λ. Our second result considers the effect of spatial
regularization R(A) 6= 0 on the amount of angular sparsity as a function of the
reconstruction error in Figure 3.3.
For this setting, we choose angular basis Γ to be the well performing overcomplete
spherical ridglet (SR) dictionary [14, 44, 118]. Figure 3.2 shows the ODF estimations
(computed using the spherical wavelets [44]) from the sparse signal reconstruction
for various sparsity levels compared to the ODFs estimated from the original signal,
as well as close-ups of a region of interest (ROI) containing ODFs with complex
crossings of 2, 3 and 4 fibers. In order to compare spatial-angular sparsity levels
we are interested in the average number of active dictionary atoms over all voxels,
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i.e. ||A||0 /V . We use 5 different values of λ which gives us average spatial-angular
sparsity levels of 0.246, 0.485, 1.11, 2.07, and 3.84 atoms per voxel. As expected, when
||A||0 /V < 1 (see top left/middle), many voxels are forced to zero (as indicated by
yellow spheres in Figure 3.2). This is especially true for isotropic signals surrounding
the fiber tracts. Also as expected, when ||A||0 /V ≈ 1, (see top right) many of the
complex signals in the fiber crossing ROI are pushed to zero. This model requires
an average of close to ||A||0 /V = 4 atoms per voxel to achieve nearly accurate signal
reconstruction (bottom middle). In fact, the actual number of coefficients per voxel
to accurately represent typical dMRI data with angular bases is substantially higher.
We illustrate this in Figure 3.4 which shows the number of atoms used to represent
the HARDI signals in each voxel for the reconstructions in Figure 3.2. The bottom
right image shows the ground truth number of fibers crossing in each voxel. This
experiment demonstrates that voxels containing crossing fibers are forced to zero
atoms when the average number of atoms per voxel is very small and tend to 612 atoms for accurate reconstruction when the sparsity level is decreased. This is
consistent with the reports of [14, 15] for the SR dictionary.
Next, we explore the effect of adding spatial regularization R to the angular
sparsity penalty, as a function of the reconstruction error. As a common spatial regularizer used in the literature, we consider for T in (3.6) the finite difference (gradient)
operator T = ∇ := [∂x , ∂y , ∂z ] and the corresponding isotropic TV norm given by
||∇(X)||2,1 = ||

p
|∂x X|2 + |∂y X|2 + |∂z X|2 ||1 . This leads to the new optimization
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problem
A∗ = arg min ||ΓA − S||2F + λ||A||1 + αλ||∇(ΓA)||2,1 ,

(3.7)

A

for various λ and α ≥ 0, the relative weight of spatial regularization. Figure 3.3
shows the effect of nonzero α on angular sparsity compared to the case of α = 0
(R = 0) on a small 30 × 30 segment of the phantom HARDI data. As we can see,
in all cases, the minimal sparsity for accurate reconstruction does not go below the
limit of 5 atoms per voxel. In addition, increasing the relative weight of the TV norm
spatial regularization actually results in an increase in angular sparsity for a given
reconstruction error. In a sense, this is not surprising since the additional regularizer
R will enforce spatial smoothness of the reconstructed signal (which can be beneficial
for noisy data and in compressed sensing scenarios) but cannot improve the resulting
sparsity of the solution which is still represented by a set of coefficients per voxel in
the angular basis Γ. As the goal of this paper is sparse coding, i.e finding sparsest
possible representations of full HARDI data, in our later experimental comparisons,
we will be using R = 0 when referring to state-of-the-art reconstruction.
In the following section, we present our global spatial-angular representation of
dMRI which allows for the possibility to achieve accurate reconstruction with sparsity
levels below the number of voxels, unachievable with an angular representation alone.
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Figure 3.4: Number of atoms found in each voxel corresponding to the 5 levels of spatialangular sparsity in Figure (3.2). The bottom right figure shows the ground truth number
of fibers crossing in each voxel to illustrate the complexity of each angular signal in relation
to how many atoms are needed to sparsely model them. Crossing fiber signals are either
forced to zero for high spatial-angular sparsity levels (see: top row) or require between 3-5
atoms for single fiber signals (see: avg. sparsity 1.11 and 2.07) and 6-12 for double and
triple crossing fiber signals (see: avg. sparsity 3.83). The label I-SR refers to Identity-SR,
explained in the experiments Section 3.5.

3.3

Joint Spatial-Angular dMRI Representation

To overcome the sparsity limits of an angular representation, we propose to model
a dMRI signal S : Ω × R3 → R globally with a joint spatial-angular dictionary, say
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ϕ(v, q), such that
S(v, q) =

X

ck ϕk (v, q)

(3.8)

k

with a single set of global coefficients c = [ck ]. A global dictionary allows us to
find global representations with sparsity levels below the number of voxels without
forcing some voxels to have zero signal. In fact, the sparsest possible representation
would be the absolute limit of 1 nonzero coefficient ck , and so we find ourselves in
a unrestricted setting for global sparse coding. To set up the spatial-angular sparse
coding problem, we let s ∈ RGV be the vectorization of S(v, q) where for v = 1 . . . V
we stack the q-space signals, sv ∈ RG , and Φk ∈ RGV be the vectorization ϕk (v, q)
to build the global dictionary Φ = [Φ1 . . . ΦNΦ ] ∈ RGV ×NΦ , with NΦ atoms. Then, to
find a globally sparse c, we can solve the L0 minimization problem:

1
c∗ = arg min ||Φc − s||22 s.t. ||c||0 ≤ K,
2
c

(P 0vec)

for a sparsity level K or the LASSO problem:

1
c∗ = arg min ||Φc − s||22 + λ||c||1 ,
2
c

(P 1vec)

where λ > 0 is the sparsity trade-off parameter. However, typical dMRI contains
on the order of V ≈ 1003 voxels each with G ≈ 100 q-space measurements for a
total of 1004 = 100 million signal measurements (|s| ≈ 108 ). Since many sparse
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coding applications often utilize dictionaries that are over-redundant, this leads to
a massive matrix Φ with 1004 rows and over 1004 columns (|Φ| ≈ 1016 ). For some
datasets, even committing Φ to memory is prohibitive. Therefore solving this largescale global dMRI sparse coding problem using traditional solvers like OMP to approximate (P 0vec) or ADMM and FISTA to solve (P 1vec), prove intractable.
To address this challenge, we introduce additional structure on the dictionary
atoms by considering separable functions over Ω and R3 , namely a set of atoms of
the form {ϕk (v, q)} = {ψj (v) ⊗ γi (q)}, where {ψj (v)} is a spatial basis for the space
of functions from Ω → R and {γi (q)} is an angular basis for the space of functions
from R3 → R and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. In discretized form for V voxels and
G gradient directions, with Ψ ∈ RV ×NΨ and Γ ∈ RG×NΓ , the matrix Φ = Ψ ⊗ Γ is of
the form:






s=












s1   Ψ1,1 Γ Ψ1,2 Γ
 
 

s2 
  Ψ2,1 Γ Ψ2,2 Γ
=
 .
.. 
..

.  
.
 ..
 
 
ΨV,1 Γ ΨV,2 Γ
sV

· · · Ψ1,NΨ Γ   c1



· · · Ψ2,NΨ Γ 
  c2


..
..
..

.
.
.



c NΨ N Γ
· · · ΨV,NΨ Γ







 = Φc.






(3.9)

Figure 3.5 illustrates the Kronecker structure of spatial-angular atom Φk . We can
see that by representing a dMRI signal with this type of global spatial-angular atom,
one can model an entire region of the brain with as few as a single atom instead of
angular atoms at every voxel.
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Curvelets

Spherical Ridgelets

Figure 3.5: Top: A separable spatial-angular dictionary composed of the Kronecker product between curvelets Ψ and spherical ridgelets Γ. A pair of spatial and angular atoms
are highlighted in red and zoomed in below. Bottom: An example construction of a single
spatial-angular basis atom Φk (right) by taking the Kronecker product of Ψj (left) and Γi
(middle), i.e. Ψj ⊗ Γi = Φk . With this particular combination of spatial (curvelet Candes:MMS06) and angular (spherical wavelet TristanVega:MICCAI11) atoms, we can see that
it may be possible to represent an entire fiber tract with very few spatial-angular atoms.

A motivating model for this separable structure for dMRI is as follows: first, as is
traditionally done, the signal at each voxel v ∈ Ω is written as a linear combination
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of angular basis functions {Γi (q)}:

S(v, q) =

NΓ
X

ai (v)Γi (q).

(3.10)

i=1

Then, we notice that each spherical coefficient ai (v) forms a 3D volume and so can
be written as a linear combination of spatial basis functions {Ψj (v)}:

ai (v) =

NΨ
X

ci,j Ψj (v).

(3.11)

j=1

Combining (3.10) and (3.11) we arrive at our proposed separable spatial-angular
dictionary
S(v, q) =

NΓ X
NΨ
X

ci,j Ψj (v)Γi (q),

(3.12)

i=1 j=1

When stacking each sv in a large vector, (3.12) results in the Kronecker product in
(3.9), s = (Ψ ⊗ Γ)c. Alternatively, when writing S = [s1 , . . . , sV ] as a matrix, (3.12)
results in the equivalent matrix form:

S = ΓCΨ> .

(3.13)

Table 3.2 summaries the dimensions of the vector and matrix variables and Figure 3.6
illustrates the Kronecker decompositions in the vector and matrix forms.
Decomposing signals into Kronecker (or more general multi-tensor) structures
has been well researched to increase algorithmic efficiency by reducing computations
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Variable
Dimensions

Signal
s
S
GV G × V

Coefficients
c
C
N Γ NΨ N Γ × N Ψ

Dictionaries
Φ
Γ
GV × NΓ NΨ G × NΓ

Ψ
V × NΨ

Table 3.2: Sparse coding variable dimensions, where G (≈ 100) is the number of gradient
directions in q-space, V (≈ 1003 ) is the number of voxels in the volume, NΓ (& 100) is the
number of atoms of the angular dictionary Γ, and NΨ (& 1003 ) is the number of atoms of
the spatial dictionary Ψ.

to the smaller, separate domains. Many research groups have exploited properties
of the Kronecker product, when solving problem types of the form of (P 0vec) and
(P 1vec) for computational efficiency of larger sparse coding [129], dictionary learning
[130] and CS [131] applications. The work of [132] has applied multi-tensor sparse
coding methods on dMRI data for the application of fiber tract data compression.
In particular, a Kronecker Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (Kron-OMP) [133] has been
utilized to solve (P 0vec). Although Kron-OMP becomes much more efficient than
the classical OMP [67], the problem is not entirely separated into smaller domains,
and the computationally expensive Φ matrix is still built explicitly. For large-scale
problems like that of dMRI reconstruction, solving (P 0vec) or (P 1vec) even with a
Kronecker structure dictionary remains largely intractable/expensive for memory and
computation time.
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Figure 3.6: Equivalent vector form (top) and matrix form (bottom) for the Kronecker decomposition of a signal. We propose to use the matrix form which provides a more compact
representation for signals of large size and exploits the full separability of the Kronecker
product, reducing matrix multiplication complexity from O(GV NΓ NΨ ) to O(GV NΓ ).

In this thesis, we propose to use the matrix form (3.13) which allows us to avoid
the expensive uses of Φ and fully reduce computational complexity to the smaller
separable basis domains of Γ and Ψ (consult Table ?? for a review of variable dimensions). In particular we develop efficient algorithms to solve the completely separable
spatial-angular sparse coding problems:

1
C ∗ = arg min ||ΓCΨ> − S||2F s.t. ||C||0 ≤ K
2
C

(P 0mat)

1
C ∗ = arg min ||ΓCΨ> − S||2F + λ||C||1 .
2
C

(P 1mat)

and
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This becomes a general optimization to solve large-scale sparse coding problems with
separable dictionaries and can also be extended to the tensor setting.
As an important note, this matrix formulation is a generalization of the voxel-wise
angular sparse coding problem (3.5) in the special case of Ψ = IV , the V × V identity
matrix, with C ≡ A. We use the identity as a choice for Ψ in the experiments of
Section 3.5 when comparing the performance of purely angular sparse coding with
our proposed framework2 .

3.4

Efficient Kronecker Sparse Coding
Algorithms

In what follows we present three novel adaptations of existing sparse coding algorithms for solving large-scale sparse coding problems with a Kronecker dictionary
structure. These are Kronecker extensions of OMP (Section 3.4.2), ADMM/Dual
ADMM (Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.4.4), and FISTA (Section 3.4.5). We compare
these to an existing Kronecker OMP algorithm proposed in [133] (Section 3.4.1). We
compare these algorithms in terms of complexity for various types of bases in Section
3.4.6 and show experimental time comparisons in Section 3.5. (See Chapter 2.2.1.2
for a review of the classical OMP, FISTA and ADMM algorithms.)
2
Using Ψ = IV identity with spherical ridgelets (SR) we adopt the notation I-SR for the dictionary
used in the state-of-the-art illustration Figure 3.2 and Section 3.5.
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3.4.1

Kronecker OMP

To approximate a solution to the L0 problem (P 0vec), Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [67] is a popular greedy algorithm that iteratively selects the atom that is
most correlated with the signal, orthogonalizes it to the previously selected atoms by
solving a least squares optimization, and selects the next atom that is most correlated
with the resulting residual. For the case of a Kronecker structured basis, a Kronecker
OMP (Kron-OMP) algorithm has been previously proposed [129, 133] that reduces
computations of solving the least squares subproblem in each iteration by exploiting
properties of the Kronecker product. This form of Kron-OMP, however, represents
the signal, coefficients, and basis atoms in vector form providing a solution to (P 0vec).
In Algorithm 4 we rewrite the Kron-OMP algorithm adapted to the structure of our
problem, where vec(·) and mat(·) convert matrices to vectors and vice versa. The
main complexity gain of Kron-OMP over the vector OMP is obtained by separating
the effects of Γ and Ψ when computing the maximally correlated atoms with the
residual, |Γ> RΨ| (See Algorithm 4 Step 1) with complexity O(NΓ GV + GNΓ NΨ ) instead of computing |Φ> r| with complexity O(NΓ NΨ GV ). The other gain is in solving
the least squares problem (See Algorithm 4 Step 3) by exploiting properties of the
Kronecker product (A

B = [a1 ⊗ b1 , . . . , aN ⊗ BN ]) to compute a rank-1 update.

However, the only real improvement on complexity is in memory since Φ can be built
atom by atom from the columns of Γ and Ψ instead of storing the entire matrix. The
rank-1 update remains O(k 2 ) for both vector and Kron-OMP. In the next section
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we present an alternative Kron-OMP algorithm that reduces complexity further by
exploiting the full separability of the dictionary.
Algorithm 4 Kron-OMP
Choose: K, .
Initialize: k = 1, I 0 = ∅, J 0 = ∅, R0 = S, s = vec(S).
while k ≤ K and error >  do
1: [ik , j k ] = arg max[i,j] |Γ>
i Rk Ψj |;
k
k−1
k
k
2: I = [I , i ]; J = [J k−1 , j k ]; Ak = (I k , J k );
3: ck = arg minc 21 ||(ΓI k ΨJ k )c − s||22 ;
4: Rk = mat(s − (ΓI k ΨJ k )ck );
5: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: AK , cK

3.4.2

Kronecker OMP with Projected
Gradient Descent

In what follows, we develop a novel form of Kronecker OMP which solves the
separable (P 0mat) instead of (P 0vec). This allows us to reduce computation by not
building columns of Φ and not repeating individual atoms of Γ or Ψ. Instead, indices
of Γ and Ψ are updated only when they each have not been chosen before, fully
exploiting the separability of the dictionary. Given the previous sets of respective
of indices I k−1 and J k−1 , we update sets by following I k = [I k−1 ik ] if ik 6∈ I k−1
and I k = I k−1 otherwise. Likewise, J k = [J k−1 j k ] if j k 6∈ J k−1 and J k = J k−1
otherwise. With the selected indices, the size of Ck will be | I k | × | J k | instead of
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k × k. To find Ck , it seems natural to solve:

1
2
Ck = arg min ||ΓI k CΨ>
J k − S||F .
2
C

(3.14)

But the solution Ck will contain possible nonzero coefficients that do not coincide
with the chosen selection of indices since additional indices in all combinations of pairs
between I k and J k will be updated in each iteration. This is problematic for the
correctness of the algorithm when choosing the next single most correlated coefficient.
Therefore we must enforce that these coefficients are zero:

1
2
k
Ck = arg min ||ΓI k CΨ>
J k − S||F s.t. Ci,j = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ O .
2
C

(3.15)

where Ok := (I k , J k ). To solve this problem, we can use projected gradient descent
(PGD). The gradient of f (C) = 21 ||ΓI k CΨ>
− S||2F at iteration k is
Jk

∇f (C) = Γ>
Γ k CΨ>
Ψ k − Γ>
SΨJ k .
Ik I
Jk J
Ik

(3.16)

Then setting Z 1 = Ck−1 we iteratively project the update in the gradient direction
to the space of feasible solutions:

Z t+1 = POk (Z t − k ∇f (Z t )),
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where the projection POk sets all elements in Ok to 0 and the step-size k is estimated
at each iteration using a line search.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of time per iteration for Kron-OMP and the proposed KronOMP-PGD. The total time to choose K = 7000 = 2.8V atoms for this V = 50 × 50 slice of
a phantom dataset, is 68 min for Kron-OMP and 40 min for Kron-OMP-PGD. We can see
that as the number of atoms grows, the time per iteration of Kron-OMP continues to grow
at a much higher rate than Kron-OMP-PGD.

Once the procedure has converged to Z ∗ , we set Ck = Z ∗ and compute the residual Rk = S − ΓI k Ck Ψ>
. Then, for iteration k + 1 we must find (ik+1 , j k+1 ) =
Jk
>
arg max[i,j] |Γ>
i Rk Ψj |. To save significantly on computation we precompute G = Γ Γ,

P = Ψ> Ψ, and Ŝ = Γ> SΨ and can access access the I k , J k columns and all rows,
at each iteration, using the notation: GI k ,I k , PJ k ,J k , ŜI k ,J k . We use our precomputed
G and P to instead find arg max[i,j] [R̂k ]i,j , where R̂k = |Ŝ − GI k Ck PJ>k |. In this way,
maintaining matrix forms throughout allows us to combine computing the residual
and the next atoms for a large reduction in computation at each iteration k. Our pro101
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posed Kronecker OMP with projected gradient descent (Kron-OMP-PGD) is outlined
in Algorithm 5.
We show a comparison of time per iteration for a small V = 50 × 50, G = 64
phantom dataset in Figure 3.7. The steeper time increase for Kron-OMP is due to
the fact that at iteration k there is a complexity of O(k 2 + kGV ) that comes from
Steps 3 (rank-1 update) and 4 of Algorithm 4. On the other hand, Kron-OMP-PGD
has complexity involving | I k |, | J k | ≤ k which are in practice significantly less than
k. Even though a PGD sub-routine must be performed at each iteration k, we found
that by incorporating Nesterov acceleration with a line search, the time per iteration
remains lower than Kron-OMP as the number of iterations k increases.
However, for dMRI data, typical sparsity levels are K = O(V ). So for V ≈ 1003
the number of iterations as well as the time per iteration of both Kron-OMP and
Kron-OMP-PGD when k approaches K becomes astronomical. Even on a relatively
small 3D phantom dataset of spatial size V = 50×50, for example, one iteration takes
on the order of a few seconds which results in over 34 hrs for these greedy algorithms
to reach 1 atom/voxel atoms (K = V ). In this way, greedy algorithms such as
OMP are not suitable for large-scale problems that require hundreds of thousands of
iterations. Instead, optimizing the LASSO problem (P 1mat) can be accomplished
with significantly less iterations, as we examine in the following section.
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Algorithm 5 Kron-OMP-PGD
Choose: K, 1 , 2 .
Precompute: Ŝ = Γ> SΨ, G = Γ> Γ, P = Ψ> Ψ.
Initialize: k = 1, C0 = 1, I 0 = ∅, J 0 = ∅, R̂0 = Ŝ.
while k ≤ K and error > 1 do
1: [ik , j k ] = arg max[i,j] [R̂k ]i,j ;
2: I k = I k−1 ∪ {ik }; J k = J k−1 ∪ {j k }; Ak = (I k , J k ); Ok = Ak ;
3: ZJ1 k−1 ,I k−1 = Ck−1 ; n1 = 0; t = 1;
while error > 2 do
1: δ = linesearch(Z t );
2: X t+1 = POk (Z t − δ(GI k ,I k Z t PJ k ,J k − ŜI k ,J k ));
p
4: nt+1 = 12 (1 + 1 + 4n2t );
−1
(X t+1 − X t );
5: Z t+1 = X t+1 + nntt+1
6: t ← t + 1;
end while
4: Ck = Z ∗ ;
5: R̂k = |Ŝ − GI k Ck PJ k |;
6: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: AK , CK .

3.4.3

Kronecker ADMM

The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [102] is a popular
method for solving the LASSO problem (P 1vec). However, its application in the case
of a large dictionary Φ remains prohibitive, requiring computations involving Φ> s
of order O(GV NΓ NΨ ). Instead, we apply ADMM to the separable L1 minimization
problem (P 1mat) to reduce computations by solving

1
min ||ΓCΨ> − S||2F + λ||Z||1 s.t. C = Z.
C,Z 2
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The augmented Lagrangian writes:

1
µ
Lµ (C, Z, T ) = ||ΓCΨ> − S||2F + λ||Z||1 + < T , C − Z > + ||C − Z||2F ,
2
2

(3.19)

and:

∂Lµ
= Γ> (ΓCΨ> − S)Ψ + T + µ(C − Z) = 0
∂C
=⇒ Γ> ΓCΨ> Ψ + µC = µZ − T + Γ> SΨ := Q.

(3.20)
(3.21)

In principle, one can solve for C by solving a linear system of equations h(C) = Q,
where h(C) = Γ> ΓCΨ> Ψ + µC. However, solving this linear system directly is
computationally challenging due to the size of the matrices involved. Therefore, to
solve for C efficiently, we begin by taking the SVDs of Γ and Ψ. With Γ = UΓ ΣΓ VΓ>
and Ψ = UΨ ΣΨ VΨ> , Γ> Γ = VΓ ∆Γ VΓ> and Ψ> Ψ = VΨ ∆Ψ VΨ> , where UΓ , UΨ are the
>
matrices of eigenvectors and ∆Γ = Σ>
Γ ΣΓ , ∆Ψ = ΣΨ ΣΨ are the diagonal matrices of

eigenvalues for Γ and Ψ respectively. Then:

VΓ ∆Γ VΓ> CVΨ ∆Ψ VΨ> + µC = Q

(3.22)

=⇒ ∆Γ C̃∆Ψ + µC̃ = Q̃

(3.23)

where we introduced the notation X̃ = VΓ> XVΨ . Since ∆Γ and ∆Ψ are diagonal with
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elements δΓi and δΨj , respectively, we can solve for C̃ by:

δΓi C̃i,j δΨj + µC̃i,j = Q̃i,j =⇒ C̃i,j =

Q̃i,j
.
δ Γ i δ Ψj + µ

(3.24)

To write this in matrix form we define [∆µ ]i,j , 1/(δΓi δΨj + µ) and have C̃ = (∆µ ◦ Q̃)
where ◦ stands for element-wise matrix multiplication. Finally, we can recover C =
VΓ C̃VΨ> and the complete update for C is:

Ck+1 = VΓ (∆µ ◦ (VΓ> Qk VΨ ))VΨ>

(3.25)

where Q = µZ − T + Γ> SΨ. When minimizing Lµ with respect to Z, we end up with
the usual proximal operator of the L1 norm that is given by the shrinkage operator,
shrinkκ (X) = max(0, X − κ) − max(0, −X − κ), applied element-wise to matrix X,
giving Zk+1 = shrinkλ/µ (Ck+1 + Tk ). Similarly with respect to T , we have the usual
Lagrange multiplier gradient ascent update Tk+1 = Tk + Ck+1 − Zk+1 . The formal
updates for Kron-ADMM are presented in Algorithm 6. The update for C in (3.25)
works well when Γ and Ψ are under-complete and the eigen-decompositions of Γ> Γ
and Ψ> Ψ are easily computable. However, dictionaries most commonly used for
sparse coding and the application to CS are over-complete i.e. G < NΓ and V < NΨ
making these SVDs potentially expensive to compute. In the case of an over-complete
Φ, for traditional vector ADMM, the matrix inversion lemma [102] is involved in order
to compute SVDs of the smaller ΦΦ> instead of Φ> Φ. In the following proposition,
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Algorithm 6 Kron-ADMM (for undercomplete dictionaries)
Choose: µ, λ, .
Precompute: VΓ , VΨ , ∆µ .
Initialize: k = 0, Z0 = 0, T0 = 0.
while error >  do
1: Qk = Γ> SΨ + µZk − Tk ;
2: Ck+1 = VΓ (∆µ ◦ (VΓ> Qk VΨ ))VΨ> ;
3: Zk+1 = shrinkλ/µ (Ck+1 + Tk );
4: Tk+1 = Tk + Ck+1 − Zk+1 ;
5: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: C.
we derive the equivalent result for the update of C in (3.25).
Proposition 1. For over-complete dictionaries Γ and Ψ, update (3.25) is equivalent
to the more compact

C = Q/µ − Γ> UΓ (∆µ ◦ (UΓ> ΓQΨ> UΨ ))UΨ> Ψ/µ.

(3.26)

Proof. For over-complete dictionaries Γ = UΓ [ΣΓ , 0]VΓ> and Ψ = UΨ [ΣΨ , 0]VΨ> ,








 ∆Γ 0  >
 ∆Ψ 0  >
 VΓ and Ψ> Ψ = VΨ 
 VΨ .
Γ> Γ = VΓ 




0 0
0 0

For G < i ≤ NΓ , V < j ≤ NΨ , δΓi , δΨj = 0, so C̃i,j =
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δΓi δΨj +µ

=

Q̃i,j
.
µ

For i ≤ G and
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j ≤ V , we can rewrite

C̃i,j

2
σΓ2 i Q̃i,j σΨ
δΓi Q̃i,j δΨj
Q̃i,j
Q̃i,j
Q̃i,j
j
=
=
−
=
−
δ Γi δ Ψj + µ
µ
µ(δΓi δΨj + µ)
µ
µ(δΓi δΨj + µ)

=

σΓi Q̃i,j σΨj
Q̃i,j
− σ Γi
σΨ
µ
µ(δΓi δΨj + µ) j

>
=⇒ C̃ = Q̃/µ − Σ>
Γ (∆µ ◦ (ΣΓ Q̃ΣΨ ))ΣΨ /µ
>
>
>
C = Q/µ − VΓ Σ>
Γ (∆µ ◦ (ΣΓ VΓ QVΨ ΣΨ ))ΣΨ VΨ /µ

C = Q/µ − Γ> UΓ (∆µ ◦ (UΓ> ΓQΨ> UΨ ))UΨ> Ψ/µ

Letting Γ0 = UΓ> Γ and Ψ0 = UΨ> Ψ, which can be precomputed, we have a final
efficient update
Ck+1 = Qk /µ − Γ0> (∆µ ◦ (Γ0 Qk Ψ0> ))Ψ0 /µ

(3.27)

This allows us to compute the SVDs of ΓΓ> and ΨΨ> instead of the larger Γ> Γ and
Ψ> Ψ and work with smaller matrices within each iteration. We present Kron-ADMM
for over-complete dictionaries in Algorithm 7.

3.4.4

Kronecker Dual ADMM

As an alternative to ADMM, Dual ADMM, which applies ADMM to the dual of L1
problem (P 1vec), has been shown to be more efficient than ADMM for over-complete
dictionaries [134] by allowing one to compute SVDs of the more affordable ΦΦ>
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Algorithm 7 Kron-ADMM (for overcomplete dictionaries)
Choose: µ, λ, .
Precompute: UΓ , ∆Γ , UΨ , ∆Ψ , Γ0 , Ψ0 , ∆µ .
Initialize: k = 0, Z0 = 0, T0 = 0.
while error >  do
1: Qk = Γ> SΨ + µZk − Tk ;
2: Ck+1 = Qk /µ − Γ0> (∆µ ◦ (Γ0 Qk Ψ0> ))Ψ0 /µ;
3: Zk+1 = shrinkλ/µ (Ck+1 + Tk );
4: Tk+1 = Tk + Ck+1 − Zk+1 ;
5: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: C.
instead of Φ> Φ. In our previous work [84] we proposed a Kronecker Dual ADMM
(Kron-DADMM) that efficiently solves the spatial-angular sparse coding problem.
Below, we give an alternative derivation of this algorithm directly based on the matrix
formulation of (P 1mat). The dual of (P 1mat) is:

1
max − ||A||2F + A> S s.t. ||Γ> AΨ||∞ ≤ λ,
A
2

(3.28)

where ||X||∞ = maxi,j |Xi,j |. To apply ADMM to this optimization problem, we
replace Γ> AΨ with auxiliary variable V and add the additional constraint Γ> AΨ−V =
0 to get:
1
max − ||A||2F + A> S s.t. ||V||∞ ≤ λ and V = Γ> AΨ.
A,V
2

(3.29)

Then the augmented Lagrangian is

1
η
Lη (A, V, C) = − ||A||2F +A> S+ < C, V −Γ> AΨ > + ||V −Γ> AΨ||2F +δλ (V) (3.30)
2
2
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where
δλ (V) =





0

if ||V||∞ ≤ λ
.

(3.31)




∞ if ||V||∞ > λ
and the Lagrange multiplier C corresponds to the primal variable C in (P 1mat),
which our variable of interest. We then have

∂Lη (A, V, C)
= −A + S − ΓCΨ> − ηΓ(V − Γ> AΨ)Ψ> = 0
∂A
=⇒ A − ηΓΓ> AΨΨ> = S − Γ(C + ηV)Ψ> := P.

(3.32)
(3.33)

Now with eigen-decompositions ΓΓ> = UΓ ∆Γ UΓ> and ΨΨ> = UΨ ∆Ψ UΨ> and letting
X̃ = UΓ> XUΨ ,

A + ηUΓ ∆Γ UΓ> AUΨ ∆Ψ UΨ> = P

(3.34)

=⇒ Ã + η∆Γ Ã∆Ψ = P̃ .

(3.35)

Then, Ã can be found element-wise by:

Ãi,j + ηδΓi Ãi,j δΨj = P̃i,j =⇒ Ãi,j =

P̃i,j
.
1 + ηδΓi δΨj

(3.36)

Defining [∆η ]i,j , 1/(1 + ηδΓi δΨj ), the update is Ã = ∆η ◦ P̃ . As shown in [134] we
can keep the update in terms of Ã instead of A since the variable we are interested in
is C. We can then precompute S 0 = Γ0> SΨ0 , Γ0 = UΓ> Γ and Ψ0 = UΨ> Ψ. The updates
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of V and C are as in [84] and presented in Algorithm 8, where Pλ∞ (X) sets all entries
of matrix X that are greater than λ to λ.
Algorithm 8 Kron-DADMM
Choose: η, λ, .
Precompute: S 0 , Γ0 , Ψ0 , ∆η .
Initialize: k = 0, C0 = 0, V0 = 0.
while Duality Gap >  do
1: Ãk+1 = ∆η ◦ (S 0 − Γ0 (Ck − ηVk )Ψ0> );
2: Vk+1 = Pλ∞ ( η1 Ck + Γ0> Ãk+1 Ψ0 );
3: Ck+1 = shrinkλη (Ck + ηΓ0> Ãk+1 Ψ0 );
4: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: C.

3.4.5

Kronecker FISTA

The Fast Iterative Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [103] is another well-known
method for solving LASSO. However, just as before, applying FISTA to (P 1vec) for
large-scale dMRI data is largely intractable. So here we adapt FISTA to (P 1mat)
in order to exploit the separability of our spatial-angular basis. FISTA is a proximal
gradient descent
Ck+1 = shrinkλ/L (Ck − ∇f (Ck )/L),

(3.37)

where the proximal operator is the soft-thresholding shrinkage operator associated
with the L1 norm and 1/L is a chosen step size. The gradient is simply computed as:

∇f (C) = Γ> (ΓCΨ> )Ψ − Γ> SΨ.
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To help speed convergence, we use a line search subroutine to update L at each
iteration in addition to the usual Nesterov acceleration. By [103], FISTA will converge
for any L greater than the Lipschitz constant of ∇f , which can be estimated by
bounding

||∇f (C) − ∇f (C̄)||F = ||Γ> Γ(C − C̄)Ψ> Ψ||F ≤ λΓmax λΨ
max ||C − C̄||F

(3.39)

>
>
where λΓmax and λΨ
max are the maximum eigenvalues of Γ Γ and Ψ Ψ respectively.

Therefore we initialize L = λΓmax λΨ
max . The Kronecker FISTA (Kron-FISTA) is presented in Algorithm 9. This natural Kronecker extension to FISTA has also been
recently presented in [135], but has not been adapted and tested on data of our scale.

Algorithm 9 Kron-FISTA
Choose: .
Precompute: Ŝ = Γ> SΨ
Initialize: Z1 = C0 = 0, n1 = 1, L = λΓmax λΨ
max .
while error >  do
1: L = linesearch(Zk );
2: ∇f (Zk ) = Γ> (ΓZk Ψ> )Ψ − Ŝ;
3: Ck = shrinkλ/Lp(Zk − ∇f (Zk )/L);
4: nk+1 = 21 (1 + 1 + 4n2k );
−1
5: Zk+1 = Ck+1 + nnkk+1
(Ck+1 − Ck );
6: k ← k + 1;
end while
Return: C.
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Algorithm
OMP
OMP-PGD
ADMM
DADMM
FISTA

Standard
k 2 + kGV + GV NΓ NΨ
–
(GV )2 NΓ NΨ + GV (NΓ NΨ )2
(GV )2 NΓ NΨ
(NΓ NΨ )2 + GV NΓ NΨ

Kronecker
k 2 + kGV + GV NΓ + V NΓ NΨ
T G| I k || J k | + T GV | J k | + | J k |NΓ NΨ
(GNΓ NΨ + GV NΨ ) + GV
(GNΓ NΨ + GV NΨ ) + GV
(GNΓ NΨ + GV NΨ )

Table 3.3: Comparison of algorithms complexity at iteration k. For Kron-OMP-PGD, T
is the number of sub-iterations of PGD.

3.4.6

Complexity Analysis

To evaluate the efficiency of each algorithm and the gains of Kronecker separability
compared to the original algorithms we summarize the complexity of each algorithm
for general Ψ and Γ in Table 3.3. We notice that classical L1 algorithms have complexity on the order of the size of the Φ matrix, including terms that multiply all four
dimensions GV NΓ NΨ . When applying the Kronecker L1 algorithms, the complexity
is reduced to a summation that includes only 3 of the dimensions GV NΨ , a reduction
on the order of NΓ (≈ 200 for some of our dictionary choices). We compare the
Kronecker L1 algorithms empirically in Section 3.5 to identify which is fastest for our
regime. Next we address the fact that the dimensions of Γ ∈ RG×NΓ and Ψ ∈ RV ×NΨ
will be orders of magnitude different since G ≈ 100 and V ≈ 1003 . We consider a few
specific assumptions on the structure of spatial dictionary Ψ which can decrease the
complexity and simplify computations of some of the proposed algorithms:
Ψ Tight Frame. In the case that Ψ is a tight frame, Ψ> = I, which is commonly
an assumption in compressed sensing theorems, our method can still be simplified.
In Kron-ADMM (overcomplete) and Kron-DADMM, we may avoid the SVD of ΨΨ>
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and respective updates (3.23) and (3.35) can be simplified.
Ψ Fast Transform. In the case that Ψ corresponds to a well-studied transform such
as wavelets, curvelets, etc., fast transform implementations can be utilized to reduce
complexity further. For the case of FISTA, for example, matrix multiplications of
Γ> (ΓZk Ψ> )Ψ (See Algorithm 9 Step 2) involve fast transform reconstructions (Ψ> )
of each DWI (ΓZk ) and then deconstructions (Ψ) which we parallelize over all DWI
in our implementation.
Ψ Orthonormal. In the case that Ψ is orthonormal, > Ψ = ΨΨ> = I then (P 1mat)
can be simplified to (3.5) after noticing:

||ΓCΨ> − S||2F = ||ΓCΨ> Ψ − SΨ||2F = ||ΓC − Ŝ||2F .

(3.40)

This optimization can be solved using traditional methods after precomputing Ŝ =
SΨ.
Ψ Separable Tensor Product.

In the case that Ψ can be separated into a 3D

tensor product Ψ = Ψx ⊗ Ψy ⊗ Ψz , the complexity of multiplication can be simplified
by another degree, in the same vein as the decrease in complexity we gained from
using Φ = Ψ⊗Γ. In this case, instead of the matrix multiplication, S = ΓCΨ> can be
written using n-mode products of tensors S = C ×x Ψx ×y Ψy ×z Ψz ×q Γ. Furthermore,
if we consider DSI acquisition where q-space measurements are acquired in a grid over
R3 , and assume we can represent these measurements over a separable basis over each
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dimension, then we can take Γ = Γqx ⊗ Γqy ⊗ Γqz and Φ becomes a 6-tensor.

3.5

Experiments on Spatial-Angular
Sparse Coding

3.5.1

Data

We perform our experiments on single-shell HARDI data, though as we emphasized earlier, our framework and algorithms can be applied to any dMRI acquisition
protocol with a suitable choice of the angular basis Γ. Specifically, we experimented
on a phantom and a real HARDI brain dataset. We applied our methods to the ISBI
2013 HARDI Reconstruction Challenge Phantom dataset3 , a V = 50×50×50 volume
consisting of 20 phantom fibers crossing intricately within an inscribed sphere, measured with G = 64 gradient directions (SNR = 30 dB). Our initial experiments test
on a 2D 50×50 slice of this data for simplification. The real HARDI brain dataset
consists of a V = 112×112×65 volume with G = 127 gradient directions. We conducted
experiments on the core white matter brain region of size V = 60×60×30.
3

http://hardi.epfl.ch/static/events/2013 ISBI/
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Atoms/Voxel
Lambda
Kron-ADMM
Kron-DADMM
Kron-FISTA

0.09
1.41
797
357
161

0.24
1.4−1
1462
597
219

0.60
1.4−3
2096
1060
288

1.72
1.4−5
3660
1722
346

3.67
1.4−7
4365
1928
584

6.75
1.4−9
4667
1953
611

Table 3.4: Number of iterations to completion for Kron-ADMM, Kron-DADMM, KronFISTA. For computation time, see Figure 3.8.

3.5.2

Kronecker Algorithm Comparison

In this section we compare the computational time performance of each of the
proposed Kronecker LASSO algorithms, Kron-ADMM, Kron-DADMM, and KronFISTA on a 2D 50 × 50 slice of phantom data for various values of λ using Haar-SR.
For our experiment, we ran Kron-FISTA until a very small error of 10−8 was reached.
The objective value obtained was then taken to be a rough ground truth minimum.
We then tested each of Kron-ADMM, Kron-DADMM, and Kron-FISTA and recorded
the time it took to reach a relative error of 10−4 from the known minimum. Figure 3.8
reports the objective value descent of each algorithm for various sparsity levels associated to choices of λ. Table 3.8 gives the number of iterations until completion for
each method and sparsity level. For our experiments, Kron-FISTA appears to be the
fastest algorithm in all cases, followed by Kron-DADMM. The superior performance
of DADMM over ADMM is consistent with the findings of [134]. With these results,
we henceforth use Kron-FISTA for subsequent experiments.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of time for completion of Kron-ADMM, Kron-DADMM, and
Kron-FISTA on a 2D 50 × 50 phantom HARDI data using Haar-SR for various sparsity
levels. Kron-FISTA consistently reaches the known minimum objective in the least amount
of time. For number of iterations and lambda values, see Table 3.4.

3.5.3

Choice of Spatial-Angular Dictionaries

The experiments in this chapter are conducted using fixed spatial and angular
dictionaries. The best performing dictionaries will be used throughout this thesis
when fixed dictionaries are used.
Choice of Spatial Dictionary. For the choice of spatial dictionary Ψ, the spatial
wavelet transform is a popular sparsifying basis for natural images and structural
MRI. The simplest wavelet transform is Haar, square-shaped functions that provide
sharp transitions from positive to negative. Alternatively, Daubechies wavelets provide a smoother boundaries and the higher the order (2, 3, 4, . . . ), the more complex
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signals it can model efficiently. For notation we will write Db4 for Daubechies wavelets
of order 4, for example.
In addition to wavelets, we consider the spatial curvelets dictionary [136] (featured as the spatial atom in Figure 3.5) which, in addition to variations in position
and scale, offers directional variations which may be useful for sparsely modeling the
naturally directional HARDI fiber tracts regions. An important criteria for choosing
our spatial basis is that they be tight frames as this choice has important theoretical
implications for compressed sensing (as we will see in Chapter 4) and offers computational advantages (as discussed in Section 3.4.6). They additionally have fast
transform implementations which also reduce computational complexity.
Finally, to compare our formulation to state-of-the-art voxel-wise angular sparse
coding, we can simply choose Ψ to be the V × V identity IV (refer to the end of
Section 3.3 for the derivation).
Choice of Angular Dictionary.

For the choice of the angular dictionary, one

well-known choice is the spherical harmonics (SH) basis defined in Chapter 2.1.3.3.
Like the Fourier basis, the SH basis is useful for reconstruction of any bandlimited
spherical function. For order L = 4, for example, the SH basis has NΓ = 15 atoms,
which has been shown to be enough atoms to accurately reconstruct an q-space signal.
Since SH is undercomplete at this order, it has been shown to be ill-suited for sparse
coding [44], producin. In our experiments we aim to use on the order of 1 atom/voxel
instead of 15.
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As an alternative, the over-complete Spherical Ridgelet (SR) dictionary [44], derived in Chapter 2.1.3.3 has been shown to sparsely model HARDI signals. The
corresponding dictionary in the space of ODFs is the set of spherical wavelets (SW)
(see Figure 3.5 for an example of one spherical wavelet atom). With order L = 2 and
4, the SR dictionary contains NΓ = 210 and NΓ = 1169 atoms, respectively. We used
both amounts of atoms for the small 2D 50 × 50 phantom dataset and found roughly
identical results suggesting that a basis of order L = 2 contains enough atoms if the
number of gradients is below 210. This reduces computation significantly.
For ease of notation, we use a spatial-angular Ψ-Γ labeling: Haar-SR, Db-SR,
Curve-SR, I-SR for Haar wavelets, Daubechies wavelets, curvelets, and the identity,
respectively, for the spatial domain with SR for the angular domain.

Figure 3.9: Quantitative results of residual error vs. spatial-angular sparsity levels for
I-SR, Db4-SR, Db3-SR, Db2-SR, and Haar-SR, on 2D phantom data for various values
of λ. Haar wavelets outperforms Daubechies wavelets of all orders. I-SR has a higher
reconstruction error at sparsity levels less than 1 atom/voxel.
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Figure 3.10: Quantitative results of residual error vs. spatial-angular sparsity levels for
I-SR, Haar-SR, and Curve-SR on 2D phantom data for various values of λ. Curve-SR out
performs Haar-SR while I-SR has very high relative reconstruction error. The reconstruction
of I-SR data points are displayed in Figure 3.2 and Haar-SR/Curve-SR in Figure 3.11. Our
finding of I-SR requiring 6-8 atoms per voxel for accurate reconstruction is consistent with
previous findings [14, 15].

3.5.4

Sparsity Results

In this section we compare the performance of our spatial-angular sparse coding
method to the state-of-the-art angular sparse coding by analyzing reconstruction
accuracy using very few nonzero coefficients. Will show qualitative results of ODFs
to visualize the impact of sparsity and accompanying quantitative results of residual
reconstruction error

1
GV

||S ∗ − Sorig ||F vs. spatial-angular sparsity levels in terms of

the average number of atoms per voxel (||C ∗ ||0 /V ). The ideal reconstruction will
have a very low average number of atoms per voxel with low residual error, which
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coincides with the lower left-hand corner of each quantitative plot.
The first experiment is tested on a 50 × 50 phantom HARDI data slice to compare
the performance of the different choices of wavelets, Haar and Daubechies order 2,
3 and 4, with the state-of-the-art voxel based sparse coding using the identity (ISR). This particular experiment was run using Kron-DADMM for various values
of λ and featured in our previous work [84]. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that Haar
wavelets outperforms Daubechies wavelets of all orders in terms of reconstruction
error arguably due to the fact that HARDI data exhibits more rigid boundaries and
piece-wise consistencies between isotropic and anisotropic regions which are smoothed
by Daubechies wavelets. The wavelets all out-perform the state of the art.
For the next experiment we ran Kron-FISTA for various values of λ using the
best performing wavelet basis, Haar-SR, with Curve-SR and I-SR. In Figure 3.10 we
show the results of residual reconstruction error vs. spatial-angular sparsity. We
can see that in this range, Curve-SR outperforms Haar-SR while I-SR is unable to
perform at this level. Reconstruction of I-SR for various sparsity levels are visualized in Figure 3.2. In comparison, Figure 3.11 displays the sparse reconstruction of
Haar-SR and Curve-SR with an average of 0.25 atoms/voxel. Notice that Curve-SR
leads to a somehow smoother and more accurate reconstruction than the expectedly
boxy reconstruction of Haar-SR at this very high sparsity level. Still, in both cases,
the proposed joint spatial-angular sparse coding can reconstruct accurate signals with
much fewer number of atoms than angular sparse coding, which as seen again from
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Figure 3.2 can be achieved with an average of around 4 atoms per voxel. More strikingly, in cases of high signal complexity for crossing fibers, the sparse code requires
on the order of 6-12 atoms per voxel (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.12: Comparison of the spatial-angular sparsity level achieved by Haar-SR and
Curve-SR with respect to the state-of-the-art I-SR. The curvelets provide a good reconstruction error with the sparsest number of atoms, in the range of 0.5 to 2 atoms/voxel.
The state-of-the-art error is much larger in this sparsity range and only comparable in the
predicted range of 6-8 atoms/voxel, consistent with the previously reported [14,15] for I-SR.

We repeated this same analysis on real HARDI data. Figure 3.12 presents the
reconstruction error vs. sparsity results for I-SR, Haar-SR, and Curve-SR showing
again that curvelets outperforms Haar for high sparsity levels in the range of 0.5-2
avg. atoms/voxel. As expected and consistent with our phantom data experiment,
the state-of-the-art I-SR has comparable reconstruction error in the range of 6-8 avg.
atoms/voxel. Figure 3.13 shows the quality of reconstruction of I-SR, Haar-SR, and
Curve-SR compared to the original signal for the high sparsity level of ∼ 1 avg.
atom/voxel. Haar-SR presents boxy regions while Curve-SR maintains a smoother
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Figure 3.11: Results of the proposed spatial-angular sparse coding using Kron-FISTA
for Haar-SR and Curve-SR using an average of ∼ 0.25 atoms/voxel compared to original
signal. Curve-SR outperforms Haar-SR in this regime due to its additional directionality.
We can see a drastically better reconstruction compared to the state-of-the-art at the same
sparsity level in the top left of Figure 3.2. This clearly shows that we can achieve accurate
reconstruction with less than 1 atom/voxel.
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reconstruction with a preservation of smaller detailed fiber tract regions. In contrast,
the state-of-the-art I-SR is unable to model intricate fiber regions and is forced to set
most voxels to zero atoms. All in all, we can see that using our proposed method,
we can achieve much higher sparsity levels than the state-of-the-art, and accurate
reconstructions using less than 1 atom/voxel. In terms of efficiency, Kron-FISTA was
completed on the real HARDI data of size V = 60 × 60 × 30, G = 127 in 1.5 hours
for our sparsity level of interest using the fast 3D wavelet transform implemented in
MATLAB.
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Figure 3.13: Results of proposed spatial-angular sparse coding on real HARDI brain data
using Kron-FISTA for I-SR, Haar-SR and Curve-SR at very high sparsity level of ∼ 0.5
avg. atoms/voxel compared to original signal. Curve-SR outperforms Haar-SR in this high
sparsity range due to its directionality. The state-of-the-art I-SR is unable to compete at
this sparsity level.
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3.6

Conclusion

In this work, we have demonstrated that by using a joint spatial-angular dictionary, we can obtain accurate HARDI reconstruction with spatial-angular sparsity
levels of less than 1 atom per voxel, surpassing the limitations of state-of-the-art
angular representations. This provides a new general reconstruction framework to
achieve sparser dMRI representations than previously possible with optimal choices
of spatial and angular dictionaries. In particular, we have shown promising sparsity
results for HARDI from the combination of curvelet (spatial) and spherical ridgelet
(angular) dictionaries, but other spatial and angular dictionaries may be chosen for
other dMRI protocols like DSI or MS-HARDI.
Furthermore, to efficiently solve this large-scale global sparse coding problem,
we have proposed three novel extensions of popular sparse coding algorithms for
the Kronecker dictionary setting. All strategies improve upon previously proposed
algorithms by explicitly exploiting the separability of the dictionary and each may
be beneficial depending on the problem regime and size of data. For our largescale HARDI data, Kron-FISTA was the leader in speed. Future directions can be
to investigate other efficient active set methods such as the recent ORacle Guided
Elastic Net (ORGEN) [137].
In addition to sparse coding, our spatial-angular representation may have novel applications in other areas of dMRI processing such as feature extraction, global ODF
non-negativity, fiber tract segmentation, and tractography. In Chapter 5, we will
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show results of sparse coding on HARDI denoising. Our main application for spatialangular sparse coding is the promising improvements of acquisition acceleration of
dMRI through compressed sensing. In the next chapter, we aim to reduce signal
measurements jointly in k- and q-space below the state of the art by naturally incorporating our joint spatial-angular sparse coding within a unified (k, q) compressed
sensing framework.
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Chapter 4
(k, q)-Compressed Sensing with
Spatial-Angular Sparsity

4.1

Introduction

Compressed sensing (CS) [59] has been regularly employed in the literature to
accelerate the acquisition of real-world signals and medical images. The main ingredients of the CS framework are an appropriately chosen sampling scheme and
an underlying “sparse” representation of the data. In the previous chapter we presented a new spatial-angular representation of dMRI that provides a much sparser
reconstruction than the state-of-the-art. In this chapter, we will compare the proposed representation with the state-of-the-art within the CS framework to evaluate
the amount of subsampling that can be achieved by each. The key idea is that, with
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a well chosen sampling scheme, in general, the sparser the representation, the fewer
the samples may be needed to reconstruct the full signal with high accuracy.
CS has been classically applied to MRI [60] by subsampling in the native kspace (k-CS) while applying sparsifying transforms in the spatial image domain like
wavelets and total-variation (TV). For dMRI, diffusion signals are measured along
different angular gradient directions in q-space for every point in k-space. Thus,
to reduce the number of diffusion measurements, many methods [61] have exploited
sparse representations in the angular domain by applying CS in q-space (q-CS). To
further accelerate dMRI, more recent methods [62,92,95,97] combine aspects of k-CS
and q-CS by subsampling jointly in (k, q)-space ((k, q)-CS). However, these methods
impose sparsity on the spatial and angular domains separately, which can lead to
a less efficient representation of dMRI data and may limit the reduction of signal
measurements that can be achieved in (k, q)-CS.
In this chapter, we present a new (k, q)-CS framework that subsamples jointly
in (k, q)-space while imposing sparsity in the joint spatial-angular domain. Building
upon the sparse coding findings in Chapter 3 which show increased levels of dMRI
sparsity using joint spatial-angular sparse coding, our proposed (k, q)-CS has the
potential to further accelerate dMRI than prior methods by exploiting this underlying
sparse representation. Our main objective of this chapter is to evaluate the advantages
of imposing sparsity in the joint spatial-angular domain versus previous formulations
that involve separate spatial and angular sparsity terms. For this reason, our focus
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will not yet be the optimization of sparsifying dictionaries or sensing schemes to push
the limits of subsampling but first to compare the gains of our proposed model with
respect to the state-of-the-art formulations for a fixed setting.

4.2

State-of-the-Art in Compressed
Sensing

In this section, we will review the state of the art in compressed sensing (CS),
building from the general setting to the specific applications of MRI and dMRI.
While, we have reviewed the main ideas of compressed sensing in the background
Section 2.2.2, we will heretofor introduce the concepts of synthesis and analysis models used frequently in the applications MRI and dMRI.

4.2.1

CS for General Signals

In the general setting, a full signal s is reconstructed from undersampled and noisy
measurements ŝ obtained through an undersampling (or sensing) matrix U by solving
an L1 minimization program of the form:

1
min ||U s − ŝ||22 + λ||c||1 ,
s,c 2
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subject to the constraint that either s = Φc with Φ being a sparsifying dictionary
and c the coefficients (synthesis) or c = Φ> s where Φ> is an analysis operator applied
to the signal (analysis). Both formulations involve a sparsity prior kck1 in the transform domain of the signal space that is controlled by the balance parameter λ ≥ 0.
Note however that in the typical scenario in which Φ is an overcomplete dictionary,
synthesis and analysis CS are not equivalent models (cf. [138] for a thorough discussion). In the synthesis case, the optimization is done on the coefficient vector c from
which the signal s can be synthesized while in the analysis case s is found directly.

4.2.2

k-CS for MRI

One of the first applications of CS has been the acceleration of MRI acquisition [60]. Measurements are made in the frequency domain (called k-space) and the
reconstruction is done in the image domain. If we denote by ŝk the subsampled measurements in k-space and by sx the fully reconstructed image, the CS problem (4.1)
for MRI becomes:
1
min ||Uk F sx − ŝk ||22 + λ||b||1 ,
sx ,b 2

(4.2)

subject to the constraint that either sx = Ψb (synthesis) or b = Ψ> sx (analysis),
where F is the Fourier Transform, Uk ∈ RK×V is the undersampling k-space matrix,
K is the number of samples and V is the total number of voxels with K ≤ V . Here
Ψ ∈ RV ×NΨ is typically a dictionary of NΨ atoms defined on the image domain
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(e.g. Wavelets or Curvelets) and Ψ> is a sparsifying transform either associated to
those dictionaries or to other operators such as the gradient in the case of total
variation (TV) regularization. This last choice in the analysis formulation (b = Ψ> sx )
is a common model for sparse MRI reconstruction [60]:

1
min ||Uk F sx − ŝk ||22 + λ||Ψ> sx ||1 .
sx 2

4.2.3

(4.3)

q-CS for dMRI

The structure of dMRI is significantly more complex than that of traditional MRI,
whereby for each k-space measurement, a set of G (angular) diffusion measurements
are acquired in the analogous q-space. Diffusion signals are traditionally viewed
voxel-wise in the image domain (after k-space reconstruction) as a matrix Sx,q =
[s1 , . . . , sV ]> ∈ RV ×G , where sv ∈ RG is the diffusion signal in voxel v. q-CS has been
used extensively in the literature [61], each new treatment testing a new sparsifying
angular dictionary or sampling scheme. Traditionally formulated as in (4.1) for each
voxel v, q-CS is more frequently solved for all voxels simultaneously as:

1
||Sx,q Uq> − Ŝx,q ||2F + λ||A||1 ,
Sx,q ,A 2
min

(4.4)

subject to the constraint that either Sx,q = AΓ> (synthesis) or A = Sx,q Γ (analysis),
where Ŝx,q = [ŝ1 , . . . , ŝV ]> ∈ RV ×Q are the measured q-space signals ŝv ∈ RQ at
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each voxel v, Uq ∈ RQ×G is an undersampling matrix in q-space with Q ≤ G, and
A = [a1 , . . . , aV ]> ∈ RV ×NΓ is the matrix of angular coefficients for an angular q-space
dictionary Γ ∈ RG×NΓ with NΓ atoms.
Prior work [61] has explored the construction of many sparsifying dictionaries Γ
related to estimating orientation distribution functions and so the constraint Sx,q =
AΓ> is most commonly used, resulting in the synthesis formulation:

1
min ||AΓ> Uq> − Ŝx,q ||2F + λ||A||1 .
A 2

4.2.4

(4.5)

(k, q)-CS for dMRI

A logical advancement to further accelerate dMRI is to additionally subsample
in k-space. State-of-the-art methods like [62, 92, 95, 97] have been applied to many
dMRI protocols testing various combinations of dictionaries and sensing schemes. Interestingly, all of them can be formulated as particular cases of the following problem,
which combine k-CS (4.2) and q-CS (4.4):

min

Sx,q ,A,B

1
||Uk,q (F Sx,q ) − Ŝk,q ||2F + λ1 ||A||1 + λ2 ||B||1
2

(4.6)

subject to the constraints Sx,q = AΓ> (synthesis as in (4.5)) and B = Ψ> Sx,q (analysis
as in (4.3)). The sensing scheme Uk,q is now a joint (k, q) subsampling operator
(cf. Fig. 4.1 and Sec. 4.6.1 for a discussion) and Ŝk,q ∈ RK×Q are the subsampled
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measurements in (k, q)-space.

Angular Sparsity

Spatial Sparsity
Joint Spatial-Angular Sparsity

Figure 4.1: Diagram of k-CS, q-CS, and (k, q)-CS with domains of sensing (top left) and
sparsity (bottom right). State-of-the-art methods subsample jointly in (k, q)-space with
Uk,q but then add separate spatial, B (bottom), and angular, A (right), sparsity priors that
combine k- and q-CS. Instead, we propose to enforce sparsity in the joint spatial-angular
domain, C (bottom-right), resulting in a natural unified framework for (k, q)-CS that allows
a reduced number of samples via increased levels of joint sparsity.

As a critical point of distinction, in (4.6) the sparsity prior is imposed on two
separate domains: the angular dictionary coefficients A ∈ RV ×NΓ at each voxel and
the spatial transform coefficients B ∈ RG×NΨ for each gradient direction. The sparsity
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in these domains, if measured by the L0 seminorm, is inherently limited by the size
of the dMRI data (V ,G) since, for non-zero q-space signals at all voxels ||A||0 ≥ V ,
and for non-zero k-space images for each gradient direction ||B||0 ≥ G, resulting in a
total spatial plus angular sparsity of ||A||0 + ||B||0 ≥ V + G. This sparsity limitation
in the model of (4.6) may eventually impact the possible reduction in sampling rate
for (k, q)-CS as we will show empirically in our experiments in Section 4.6.

4.3

Proposed (k, q)-CS for dMRI with
Joint Spatial-Angular Sparsity

In this section, we propose a new (k, q)-CS model for dMRI involving a single joint
spatial-angular sparsity prior (derived in Chapter 3) instead of separate spatial and
angular sparsity terms as in (4.6). We consider the full vectorized global signal sx,q ∈
RV G as the stacking of each sx for every q-space point, and a measured subsampled
signal in (k, q)-space ŝk,q ∈ RKQ , such that ŝk,q = Uk,q (F sx,q ), where the Fourier
transform F is applied to each spatial component and Uk,q ∈ RKQ×V G is the (k, q)
sensing matrix. Then we can write the global (k, q)-CS in vector form, analogous to
the general setting in (4.1):

1
min ||Uk,q (F sx,q ) − ŝk,q ||22 + λ||c||1 ,
sx,q ,c 2
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subject to the constraint that either sx,q = Φc (synthesis) or c = Φ> sx,q (analysis),
where Φ ∈ RV G×NΦ is a global sparsifying dictionary. Notice that (4.7) has a direct
statistical interpretation as a reconstruction under a sparsity prior with respect to the
dictionary Φ. However, numerically solving such an optimization problem is largely
intractable due to the size of dMRI data (|sx,q | = V G ≈ 1004 ) and the resulting huge
size of Φ.
As was proposed for spatial-angular sparse coding in Chapter 3, to overcome this
computational difficulty, we choose Φ to be separable over the spatial and angular domains resulting in the Kronecker dictionary Φ = Γ ⊗ Ψ, where Ψ and Γ are the spatial
and angular dictionaries, respectively. Then, we can rewrite (4.7) in an equivalent
matrix form as:
min

Sx,q ,C

1
||Uk,q (F Sx,q ) − Ŝk,q ||2F + λ||C||1 ,
2

(4.8)

subject to the constraint that either Sx,q = ΨCΓ> (synthesis) or C = Ψ> Sx,q Γ
(analysis). In fact, substituting also the constraints from k-CS (4.2) and q-CS (4.4),
a separable spatial-angular dictionary allows us to have two additional constraint
options: (1) Sx,q = AΓ> and C = Ψ> A (analysis-synthesis) or (2) Sx,q = ΨB and
C = BΓ (synthesis-analysis).
Notice that, in contrast to the state-of-the-art formulation in (4.6), our formulation
only involves one penalty term that imposes sparsity on the joint spatial-angular
coefficient domain C ∈ RNΨ ×NΓ of the global dictionary Γ ⊗ Ψ (cf. Fig. 4.1). The
sparsity of this domain is a priori not limited by the size of the data and so this joint
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Variable
Dimensions

Sensing
Uk,q
V ×G → K ×Q

Signal
Sx,q
Ŝk,q
K × Q V ×G

A
V × NΓ

Coefficients
B
C
G × NΨ NΨ × NΓ

Table 4.1: Compressed sensing variable dimensions, where G (≈ 100) is the full number
of gradient directions in q-space, Q  G is the number of measured samples in q-space,
V (≈ 1003 ) is the number of voxels in the volume, K  V is the number of measured
samples in k-space, NΓ (& 100) is the number of atoms of the angular dictionary Γ, and NΨ
(& 1003 ) is the number of atoms of the spatial dictionary Ψ. A are the angular coefficients
per voxel, B are the spatial coefficients per gradient direction, and C are the spatial-angular
coefficients.

model can lead to sparser representations of typical dMRI signals than summing
separate spatial and angular terms. In the next section, we present an algorithm to
efficiently solve the proposed (k, q)-CS formulation.
In contrast with the usual formulation (4.6) which essentially constrains sparsity
through separate spatial and angular terms, the approach we will follow for dMRI
Compressed Sensing is in direct continuity with the joint sparsity model presented in
Chapter 3, in which sparsity of the reconstructed signal is imposed on a joint spatialangular domain we call C. Fig. 4.1 depicts a full schematic summary of the domains
of sampling in k-CS, q-CS, and the joint (k, q)-CS, and the associated sparsity priors
in the spatial domain (B), angular domain (A) and the joint spatial-angular (C)
domain.
As motivated by Fig. 4.1, while A is row-sparse (||A||0 ≥ V ), and B is column
sparse (||B||0 ≥ G), C has no a priori structured sparsity (||C||0 ≥ 1), meaning
that our formulation has the potential to achieve greater sparsity levels and therefore
higher subsampling rates within (k, q)-CS than the state of the art. We can actually
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give a slightly more precise justification of our proposed heuristic based on the existing
theory of CS. Although there are multiple results associated to different formulations
of CS or the structure of the involved dictionaries, we will simplify our discussion by
considering the case of redundant dictionaries (which is the typical situation in our
applications) and reconstruction through the analysis model.

4.4

Heuristic Comparison of the Separate
and Joint Sparsity Priors

In this section, we wish to motivate some heuristic intuition for comparing the
state-of-the-art compressed sensing with separate spatial and angular sparsity penalties and the proposed joint spatial-angular sparsity penalty. We adapt the ideas of
D-RIP presented in the background Section 2.2.2.3 to better evaluate the theoretical
differences between the two models.
Consider again two given dictionaries Ψ ∈ RV ×NΨ and Γ ∈ RG×NΓ (that we
assume to be tight frames) in the spatial and angular domains respectively, as well as
a matrix signal S ∈ RV ×G to reconstruct from its measurements U (S) = Ŝ ∈ RK×Q
with K  V and Q  G (U includes the Fourier transform of the spatial part to
simplify notations). The analysis basis pursuit reconstruction problems in both the
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separate and joint formulations may be rewritten similarly to (2.53) as

ŝ = arg min kD∗ ŝk1 subject to kŝ − yk2 ≤ 
ŝ

where s ∈ RV G and ŝ ∈ RKQ are the vectorized versions of S and Ŝ and the dictionary
D is given respectively by D = Γ ⊗ Ψ ∈ RV G×NΓ NΨ in the joint sparsity case or
as D = [Γ ⊗ IV ×V

IG×G ⊗ Ψ] ∈ RV G×(NΓ V +GNΨ ) in the separate case. Indeed, it

is easy to check that kD∗ ŝk1 = k(Γ ⊗ Ψ)∗ ŝk1 = kΨ> ŜΓk1 in the joint case and
kD∗ ŝk1 = kΨ> Ŝk1 + kŜΓk1 in the separate case. Note that these two decomposition
operators take values in spaces of different dimensions: NΓ NΨ and NΓ V + NΨ G
respectively.
Now, from the result of Theorem 6 in the background Chapter 2.2.2.3, in both
formulations, assuming the sensing matrix U satisfies the adequate D-RIP property
with δ2J < 0.08 for some J, we have that the reconstruction error is bounded by
ks̃−sk2 ≤ C0 +C1 kD

∗ s−(D ∗ s)

√

J

J k1

(with possibly different constants). We argue however

that generically, with the right choice of dictionaries, the sparsity properties of signals
in the joint domain can be much better than in the separate domain, in other words
that the term

kD ∗ s−(D ∗ s)J k1
√
J

may be significantly smaller in the former case. This is

already in part supported by our previous experiments on sparse coding. But more
fundamentally, it is a consequence of the fact that using separate sparsity terms can
only exploit redundancies of the q-space signal at each voxel separately and of the x-
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space signal corresponding to each diffusion gradient separately again. Let’s consider
the simplest example of a constant signal s over all voxels and gradients, and assume
that the signal is sparsely decomposed with Q  G atoms in Γ at each voxel and
K  V atoms in Ψ for each gradient direction. With the separate dictionary, it
results in D∗ s having QV + KG non-zero coefficients in total and thus, to get exact
recovery from Theorem 6, one would a priori need J ≥ QV + KG.
For the joint dictionary D = Γ ⊗ Ψ on the other hand, the transform of s by
the angular dictionary Γ being constant over all voxels with Q non-zero coefficients,
provided constant signals are K-sparse in the spatial dictionary Ψ, D∗ s will essentially
have KQ non-zero coefficients which is significantly less than the previous bound.
Figure 4.2 further illustrates this fact by showing the rates of decrease with respect
to the percentage of nonzero coefficients J/ND . This simulation was done for a simple
synthetic HARDI dataset with block regions of constant signal with crossing fibers.
It is again evident that the rate of decrease of kD∗ s − (D∗ s)J k1 with D being equal
to a joint dictionary is much faster than using sum of sparsity priors.
Note however that the reconstruction bound of Theorem 6 only holds under the
assumption that the undersampling matrix U is adapted to the dictionary through
the D-RIP constraint δ2J < 0.08. This condition thus depends on the dictionary itself
and since computing numerically the constants δJ is of combinatorial complexity, it
is can be a particularly difficult condition to verify in practical situations. Yet, for
certain classes of random matrices, it can be shown to be satisfied with overwhelming
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the D-RIP condition on simple synthetic HARDI data. Joint
dictionaries exhibit a higher rate of decrease than separate dictionaries meaning that (with
appropriate sensing) the number of measurements needed for accurate signal recovery is
expected to be less for joint dictionaries.

probability, leading to universal reconstruction results in those cases. For example,
as stated in [71], for a dictionary D of size V G × ND , a random Gaussian or Bernoulli
matrix U ∈ RM ×V G will satisfy the D-RIP condition with overwhelming probability
as long as the number of measurements M is such that M & J log(ND /J). Then
Theorem 6 essentially shows that the number of measurements needed for accurate
recovery of s is directly related to the speed of decrease of kD∗ s − (D∗ s)J k1 with
respect to J.
Similar conclusions hold for many other random sampling matrices thanks to the
result of [139] where it is shown that matrices satisfying the standard RIP property
with randomized column signs also satisfy D-RIP. In particular, random subsampled
Fourier matrix with randomized signs verifies D-RIP with overwhelming probability for M & J log4 (V G). For all these cases, the theory of CS combined with the
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increased sparsity of the joint model suggest that fewer measurements should be eventually needed for approximate recovery of the original signal, which we shall confirm
experimentally in Section 4.6.

4.5

Efficient Algorithm to Solve (k, q)-CS

Prior work such as [62,92,95] each solve (4.6) using the Split-Bregman/Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) algorithm and divide the reconstruction
per voxel. In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm to solve (k, q)-CS globally
for large-scale dMRI data. The proposed algorithm can easily be applied to both the
prior formulation (4.6) and our proposed formulation (4.8).
We begin by taking care of the constraints to eliminate variables and simplify the
problems. For (4.6), we substitute the prior methods’ selected constraints Sx,q = AΓ>
and B = Ψ> Sx,q = Ψ> AΓ> to get:

1
min ||Uk,q (F AΓ> ) − Ŝk,q ||2F + λ1 ||A||1 + λ2 ||Ψ> AΓ> ||1 .
A 2

(Prior)

In order to directly compare our proposed framework (4.8) with (Prior) in terms of
variable A, we substitute Sx,q = AΓ> and C = Ψ> A (analysis-synthesis) to get:

1
min ||Uk,q (F AΓ> ) − Ŝk,q ||2F + λ||Ψ> A||1 .
A 2
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We call this formulation Spatial-Angular Analysis-Synthesis (SAAS) due to
the resulting analysis formulation for the spatial domain and synthesis formulation
for the angular domain. While these substitutions mask the domains of sparsity by
using a common variable A ∈ RV ×NΓ , note that the proposed formulation (SAAS)
still imposes sparsity on the joint spatial-angular domain in contrast to the separate
spatial and angular sparsity terms of (Prior).
The Fast Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [103] has been well
studied for solving L1 synthesis minimization problems such as (4.1), where the proximal operator of ||c||1 is the well-known shrinkage function. However, in the analysis
setting, the proximal operator of a linearly transformed variable such as ||Ψ> A||1 in
(SAAS) and ||Ψ> AΓ> ||1 in (Prior) is not directly computable. There are multiple
ways to overcome this. In particular, [140] proposes a method that applies FISTA
to a relaxed smooth problem, coined Smooth FISTA (SFISTA). In what follows, we
adapt SFISTA to the separable Kronecker matrix setting in order to solve (SAAS)
and (Prior).
First, (SAAS) is reformulated by introducing the auxiliary linear constraint Z =
Ψ> A and the unconstrained relaxed optimization becomes:

ρ
1
min ||Uk,q (F AΓ> ) − Ŝk,q ||2F + λ||Z||1 + ||Z − Ψ> A||2F .
A,Z 2
2

(4.9)

Let f (A) ≡ ||Uk,q (F AΓ> ) − Ŝk,q ||2F . Since f does not depend on Z, we can pass the
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minimization with respect to Z to the last two terms. Define gµ (X) ≡ minZ ||Z||1 +
1
||Z
2µ

− X||2F . Then (4.9) is equivalent to

min f (A) + λg λ (Ψ> A).
A

ρ

(4.10)

Here gµ is the Moreau envelope of the L1 norm which can be shown to equal the
Huber function given by Hµ (x) =

1
x2
2µ2

if |x| < µ and |x| − µ2 otherwise. We can now

apply FISTA to the smooth (4.10) by taking an accelerated gradient descent using

∗
∗
∇f (A) = F −1 Uk,q
(Uk,q (F AΓ> ))Γ − F −1 Uk,q
(Ŝk,q )Γ

∇g λ (Ψ> A) =
ρ

ρ
Ψ(Ψ> A − shrink λ (Ψ> A))
ρ
λ

(4.11)
(4.12)

∗
where Uk,q
is the operator that restores the subsampled signal to full size by filling in

unsampled indices of the full signal with zeros (cf. Sec. 4.6.1 for a discussion).
As discussed for our derivation of Kron-FISTA in Section 3.4.5, FISTA is guaranteed to converge using a step-size L that is greater than or equal to a Lipschitz
constant of the objective f . For the case of SFISTA, the Lipschitz constants of f and
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g are added [140]. Using (4.11), a Lipschitz constant of f is:

∗
∗
||∇f (A1 ) − ∇f (A2 )||F = ||F −1 Uk,q
(Uk,q (F A1 Γ> ))Γ − F −1 Uk,q
(Uk,q (F A2 Γ> ))Γ||F
∗
= ||F −1 Uk,q
(Uk,q (F (A1 − A2 )Γ> ))Γ||F
∗
(Uk,q (F (A1 − A2 )Γ> ))Γ||F .
= ||F −1 Uk,q

The proposed Kronecker SFISTA (Kron-SFISTA) is presented in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Kron-SFISTA for SAAS model (k, q)-CS
Choose: λ, ρ, .
Initialize: i = 1, A0 = Y1 = 0, n1 = 1, L ≥ λmax (Γ> Γ) + ρλmax (ΨΨ> ).
while error >  do
1: Ai = Yi − (∇fp
(Yi ) + λ∇gλ/ρ (Ψ> Yi ))/L;
2: ni+1 = 12 (1 + 1 + 4n2i );
−1
3: Yi+1 = Ai + nnii+1
(Ai − Ai−1 );
4: i ← i + 1;
end while
Return: Â.
Reconstruct: Ŝx,q = ÂΓ> .

According to [140], we choose stepsize L ≥ λmax (Γ> Γ) + ρλmax (ΨΨ> ) to guarantee
convergence, where λmax (X) is the max eigenvalue of X. The parameter ρ is gradually
increased using parameter continuation [140] to ensure convergence. The trade-off
parameter λ, dictates the level of sparsity of Ψ> A. A large value of λ will result in
a very sparse representation at the expense of reconstruction accuracy, while a small
value of λ may result in over-fitting the sampled data at the expense of reconstruction
accuracy of unseen data. Therefore, in our experiments we vary the level of λ and
select the value that leads to a minimal reconstruction error. The efficiency of Kron144
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SFISTA over the traditional SFISTA can be viewed in the same vein as for KronFISTA analyzed in [85].
As an alternative to the frequently used Split-Bregman, Kron-SFISTA can also
be easily applied to (Prior) by solving:

min f (A) + λ1 ||A||1 + λ2 g λ2 (Ψ> AΓ> ).
A

(4.13)

ρ2

Step 1 in Alg. 10 becomes Ai = shrinkλ1 /L (Yi − (∇f (Yi ) + λ2 ∇g λ2 (Ψ> Yi Γ> ))/L)
ρ2

with ∇g λ2 (Ψ> AΓ> ) =
ρ2

ρ2
Ψ(Ψ> AΓ> − shrink λ2 (Ψ> AΓ> ))Γ.
λ2
ρ

This provides an efficient

2

global algorithm to solve (k, q)-CS for large-scale dMRI data.

4.6

Experiments on (k, q)-CS

In our experiments, we focus on two main objectives. The first objective, in
Section 4.6.2, is to directly compare the reconstruction accuracy of (SAAS) and
(Prior) for various rates of subsampling with experimental results on phantom and
real HARDI brain data in Section 4.6.2.1 and Section 4.6.2.2, respectively. The second objective, in Section 4.6.3, is to confirm the ability of the proposed method to
generalize to a large set of real HARDI brain data with parameters tuned from a single training subject as may be the setting for future experiments with the proposed
methodology on newly acquired data.
We postpone optimizing the amount of subsampling to future work and there145
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fore explore somewhat classical choices of spatial and angular dictionaries/transforms
and sensing schemes previously tested in the literature. We present our choices of
dictionaries and sampling schemes first in Section 4.6.1.

4.6.1

Spatial-Angular Transforms and
(k, q) Subsampling Schemes

Spatial Transform Ψ> . For spatial transform Ψ> , we consider in our experiments
two popularly used transforms for k-CS: Haar wavelets and the finite difference (gradient) operator ∇ = [∂x , ∂y , ∂z ]. In the case of the gradient transform, we consider
the norm given by ||∇(X)||2,1 = ||

p
|∂x X|2 + |∂y X|2 + |∂z X|2 ||1 , known as isotropic

TV (isoTV)1 . These transforms have been classically used to sparsely represent MRI
images.
Angular Dictionary Γ.

The choice of angular dictionary Γ depends on the q-

space acquisition protocol of the data. For example, Γ must be chosen to model
Cartesian sampled q-space signals for DSI, and multi-shell q-space signals with a
radial component for multi-shell HARDI. It is important to note our framework is
general to any q-space acquisition protocol with an appropriate choice of Γ. In our
experiments we use single-shell HARDI data and choose the over-complete spherical
1

SFISTA must be changed slightly to incorporate the || · ||2,1 proximal operator shrink2,1
µ (X) =
max(||X||2,· − µ, 0) [141], where ||X||2,· indicates taking the 2-norm of the columns of X. Its
1
Moreau envelope is gµ2,1 (X) ≡ minZ ||Z||2,1 + 2µ
||Z −X||2F = 2µ1 2 ||X||22,· if ||X||2,· < µ and ||X||2,· − µ2
otherwise.
X
||X||2,·
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ridgelet (SR) dictionary [44], which has been shown to sparsely model HARDI signals.
With this comes the spherical wavelet (SW) dictionary for which we can estimate
orientation distribution functions (ODFs) from the SR coefficients. With our choice
of parameters, this results in NΓ = 1169 atoms from which we may choose any subset
greater than G for an overcomplete dictionary.
Joint (k, q) Subsampling Scheme Uk,q . We experiment with different subsampling
schemes in the k and q domains. For subsampling in k-space, the vast literature on
k-CS provides many established sensing schemes such as random sampling, radial
sampling, and spiral sampling. Many comparisons have been made between different
types of sampling in light of physical constraints dictated by the programming of an
MRI scanner. For simplicity, we choose a commonly used k-space sampling scheme
of constant lines along the ky direction. The kx location of the line samples were
chosen randomly with respect to a variable density function centered around the
zero-frequency location. Next, in q-space, the options for sampling HARDI include
semi-uniform subsampling and random sampling on the sphere. We choose the latter,
a random subsampling of the points on the sphere for the benefit of CS.
Then, to combine the subsampling in k- and q-space we have two main options. The first is a separable sensing scheme for which the same k-space subsampling is taken for each sampled q-space point. Mathematically, Uk,q = Uk ⊗ Uq and
Uk,q (F AΓ> ) = Uk F AΓ> Uq> where Uk ∈ RK×V and Uq ∈ RQ×G . Algorithmically, this
∗
>
makes the computation of Uk,q
= Uk,q
= Uk> ⊗ Uq> straightforward. However, separa-
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ble sensing strategies may not fully exploit the potentialities of (k, q) subsampling as
some experiments in [97] show.

Figure 4.3: Residual error vs. percentage of (k, q) subsampling of the 2D Phantom HARDI
data using isoTV and SR for (SAAS) (red) and (Prior) (blue). (SAAS) provides more
accurate reconstruction, especially at lower levels of (k, q) subsampling (top left plots).

Alternatively, a non-separable sensing scheme in which a different k-space sampling is used for each sampled q-space point has been proposed [97]. Intuitively,
non-separable sensing increases the range of uniquely sampled points and the level of
∗
randomness, which are beneficial in CS. In this case, Uk,q
is the operator that restores

the subsampled signal to full size by zeroing out unsampled indices of the full signal.
Our implementation of Kron-SFISTA has the benefit of being able to easily handle
this non-separable sensing operator, but computationally this is not straight forward
in alternative algorithmic formulations such as a Kron-ADMM [85], for example. We
compare the reconstruction performances of separable vs. non-separable sensing in
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Figure 4.4: Residual error as a function of (k, q) subsampling percentage for the 2D
Phantom HARDI data using isoTV and SR. This is another visualization of the data in
Figure 4.3. For the Prior method (left), it appears that the amount of error is more symmetrical between subsampling in k- vs. q-space than the error using SAAS (right) which
increases more sharply as k-space subsampling is increased. This can be seen by following
the change in error along the rows and columns of each plot.

Figure 4.5: Computation time in seconds as a function of (k, q) subsampling percentage
for the 2D Phantom HARDI data using isoTV and SR in Figure 4.3. For the Prior method,
the computation time is shorter when either k-space has full sampling, or q-space has
more undersampling. For the proposed SAAS method, the computation times are more
dependant on the q-space sampling alone, shorter when q-space subsampling below 50%
and again somewhat shorter at full sampling.
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our second set of experiments on a large number of real HARDI subjects.
As a note, the data used in these experiments have been pre-transformed to the
spatial domain from the raw k-space data and so we retrospectively transform the
data back to k-space using the Fourier transform in order to subsample the data before
experiments. Applying our methods directly to raw data acquired in (k, q)-space will
be the focus of future work on real data.

4.6.2

Proposed vs. State-of-the-Art (k, q)-CS

4.6.2.1

Phantom HARDI Data

First, we applied our methods on the ISBI 2013 HARDI Reconstruction Challenge
Phantom dataset2 , a V = 50 × 50 × 50 volume with G = 64 gradient directions (b =
3000 s/mm2 ) and SNR = 30, which consists of 20 phantom fibers crossing within
an inscribed sphere. We experimented on a middle 2D 50 × 50 slice of this data.
In this experiment, we vary the percentage of subsampling in both k- and q-space,
ranging from 10% to 100% of the original phantom HARDI signal in each domain,
resulting in a combined total of 1% to 100% of the full signal. Then, we compare our
reconstructed signal Ŝx,q with the original full signal, Sx,q , by calculating residual error
||Ŝx,q − Sx,q ||22 /||Sx,q ||22 . As a note, this phantom data has been pre-transformed to the
spatial domain and so to test k-space subsampling, we retrospectively transform the
2

http://www.hardi.epfl.ch/static/events/2013_ISBI/testing_data.html
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Figure 4.6: Estimation of ODFs from reconstructed phantom signals compared to the
original fully sampled signal using the proposed (SAAS) and (Prior). Each is reconstructed
from 4% total (k, q) measurements, keeping 20% k-space samples and 20% q-space samples.
It is apparent that the prior model is unable to accurately reconstruct crossing fiber signal
in the middle of the image. It is also evident that isoTV outperforms Haar.
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data back to k-space using the Fourier transform before running different algorithms.
In Fig. 4.3 are the quantitative reconstruction results of our proposed (SAAS)
(k, q)-CS compared to (Prior). Each subplot presents a fixed k-space subsampling
percentage, while the percentage of q subsampling varies along the x-axis. KronSFISTA took ∼15-30 min to complete for a sequence of 20 values of λ. We can see
improvements of reconstruction accuracy for our proposed method especially in the
desired low range of 20% k subsampling and 20% q subsampling, i.e. 500 frequency
measurements and 12 gradient directions, keeping a total of 4% of samples (see second
plot in first row of Fig. 4.3). The results are visualized as heat maps for comparison
in Fig. 4.4. The computation time for each sampling rate are shown in Fig. 4.5
We show the ODFs estimated from the reconstructed phantom signal for this 4%
sampling rate in Fig. 4.6 comparing the results of using isoTV versus Haar wavelets.
We notice that (Prior) is unable to reconstruct the complex crossing fiber ODFs in
the middle region of the image at this low level of sampling. Alternatively (SAAS)
provides more accurate reconstructions of the entire dataset with isoTV well outperforming Haar wavelets.

4.6.2.2

Real HARDI Brain Data

We next show (k, q)-CS results on a real HARDI brain dataset with G = 256
gradient directions (b = 1500 s/mm2 ). For visualization we tested on a 2D 50 × 50
sagittal slice of the corpus callosum region known for two distinct crossing fiber tract
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populations in the left-right and anterior-posterior directions. Fig. 4.7 shows the
results of our proposed (SAAS) vs. (Prior) first with 20% k-space and 20% q-space
(51 gradient directions) subsampling and then decreased to 20% k-space and 10%
q-space (25 gradient directions) for a total of 4% and 2% subsampling, respectively.
We can see that at 4%, (SAAS) is able reconstruct the crossing ODFs in this region
while (Prior) results in isotropic estimations. As we decrease subsampling further to
2%, we notice that (Prior) produces a highly inaccurate reconstruction, setting many
voxels to zero (yellow spheres). (SAAS) maintains a recognizable structure but begins
to lack accuracy of crossing fibers.
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Sagittal b0

Original Signal

Prior, isoTV-SR, 4%

SAAS, isoTV-SR, 4%

Prior, isoTV-SR, 2%

SAAS, isoTV-SR, 2%

Figure 4.7: Reconstruction of corpus callosum in the sagittal view comparing (SAAS)
and (Prior) (k, q)-CS. Top left: whole brain b0 image with ROI. Top right: ODFs in ROI
estimated from fully sampled original signal. Middle: ODFs estimated from reconstructed
signal with only 4% of the total (k, q) measurements, keeping 20% k-space samples and 20%
q-space samples (51 grad dirs). Bottom: repeated with 2% of the total (k, q) measurements,
keeping only 10% q-space samples (25 grad dirs). (Prior) is unable to reconstruct crossing
fibers and sets many voxels to zero (yellow) while (SAAS) maintains accurate reconstruction
at these very low sampling rates.
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4.6.3

Generalization to Multiple Subjects

In this section, we demonstrate how well our proposed (k, q)-CS method performs
on a large number of real HARDI subjects. The first question we wish to address
is how well will our method generalizes to multiple subjects under a pre-chosen set
of parameters tuned from a single subject. In the previous set of experiments, the
two major parameters used for reconstruction were λ, which controls the trade-off
between sparsity and reconstruction accuracy in the LASSO framework in (4.8), and
the percentage of subsampling in k- and q-space.
The important parameter λ was tuned for each individual reconstruction experiment by cycling through a range of λ values and selecting the one that gave the lowest
reconstruction error. A value of λ that is too large will produce a solution that is too
sparse and not as accurate while one that is too small will produce a solution that
is accurate with respect to the sampled data points but does not accurately model
the unseen data points. Selecting the best λ from a range can be a time-consuming
process, especially for large data sets, and is not a realistic method in a real CS experiment on newly acquired data. Similarly, the rate of subsampling is not something
that can be optimized retrospectively. Therefore we wish to understand how well our
method generalizes in a large study of HARDI subjects given a value of λ and a fixed
subsampling rate, that have been tuned on a similar single subject.
We use 46 subjects from the Hippocampal Connectivity Project (HCP) at the
Center for Imaging of Neurodegenerative Diseases at the University of California San
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Francisco. Each subject was acquired on a Siemens 4T scanner (128 gradient directions, 3 b0 values, FOV: 192, number of slices: 26, resolution: 1.5 mm isotropic,
b-value: 1400 s/mm2 , TR/TE: 3500/86). For our experiments we reduced the reconstruction to the interior of the white matter, a 50 × 50 × 20 volume of interest for
each of the 46 subjects.
We first took one of the 46 subjects from the HCP study and tuned the parameter
λ and varied the percentage of subsampling to identify the optimal parameters for
this subject. Figure 4.8 shows the reconstruction errors for each regime. We can see
that for a specific range of λ between 1.4−3.4 and 1.4−6.4 , the reconstruction errors
reach a minimum for most sampling rates. The lowest amount of sampling was 6%
(20% q-space, 30% k-space). Each sampling rate after that was equal between k and
q, where, for example, 9% total subsampling is comprised of 30% in k and 30% in q
subsampling and 16% total subsampling is 40% in k and 40% in q. For this experiment
we choose to use 6% subsampling with an optimal parameter of λ = 1.4−6.4 , which
is the minimum of the blue curve in Figure 4.8 and see how these parameter choices
fare with regards to the reconstruction of the 45 other HCP subjects. The base 1.4
and exponents were tuned relative to this subject. These results are displayed in
Figure 4.9. For comparison of reconstruction error, we also chose 16% subsampling,
which may be a more usual and conservative choice for subsampling rates.
The second question we address in these experiments is a comparison between
separable and non-separable sensing schemes as described in Section 4.6.1. Given
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fixed separable and non-separable sampling schemes we compare how they perform
on the same 45 real HARDI subjects also in Figure 4.9

Figure 4.8: Reconstruction results for a single subject of the HCP HARDI data for various
values of parameter λ and sampling rates. We choose the minimum sampling rate that gives
us good reconstruction errors and the λ value that gives us the minimum. For this reason
we choose 6% subsampling with λ = 1.4−6.4 (minimum of blue curve) to be used for the
remaining 45 subjects in the HCP data.

We can see that for the majority of the subjects, the error is consistent with that
of the subject on which the parameters were tuned with an average of 0.051 error.
Of the 45 subjects, 4 in a reconstruction error of about 0.2 which may be a result of
the parameters being non-optimal for those subjects. In addition, for these subjects
we compared the effects of separable vs. non-separable sensing and it can be seen
that non-separable sensing results in a consistently lower error for the majority of
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Figure 4.9: Reconstruction error of subjects from HCP HARDI study using the parameters
tuned from a single subject: λ = 1.4−6.4 at 6% total subsampling selected from Fig. 4.8.
Also in comparison are two different sensing schemes, separable vs. non-separable sensing.
We can see consistently accurate reconstruction errors for the vast majority of subjects. In
addition it is evident that in most subjects non-separable sensing outperforms separable
sensing. The four outliers may be a result of suboptimal λ for those subjects.

the subjects by an average of 0.0325. Only 3 of the subjects (Subjects 10, 13, and
40) have a lower error for separable sensing, and of those, one (Subject 13) may
be due to suboptimal parameter tuning. These results indicate that non-separable
sensing is superior to separable sensing and that our proposed SAAS (k, q)-CS can be
used effectively and consistently to reconstruct real HARDI data at low subsampling
schemes. In comparison to the 16% subsampling, we can see an improvement for
every subject, especially Subjects 9 and 13.
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4.7

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a unified (k, q)-CS model for dMRI that naturally
exploits sparsity in the joint spatial-angular domain. The main goal of this chapter
was to demonstrate the performance gains of CS using our joint model compared to
state-of-the-art frameworks which combine k-CS and q-CS in an additive way. We
have shown that we can achieve more accurate signal reconstructions with a greater
reduction of measurements than state-of-the-art (k, q)-CS models, on the order of
2-6% of the original data. In addition, we have derived a novel Kronecker extension
of FISTA to efficiently solve this large-scale optimization by exploiting the separability of Kronecker dictionaries. Though we experimented on single-shell HARDI, our
proposed framework is general to any dMRI acquisition protocol with an appropriate
choice of sensing and angular dictionary .
To make a concrete comparison of (k, q)-CS methods, we chose fixed sparsifying
transforms/dictionaries and (k, q) sensing schemes and used a spatial-angular analysis-synthesis model to match that of state-of-the-art formulations. We have shown
that our method generalizes well with a pre-tuned set of parameters to a number of
test subjects. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the superior performance of nonseparable sensing over separable sensing for a large number of real HARDI subjects.
We hope that the underlying framework for (k, q)-CS in this thesis may lead to
increased levels of dMRI acceleration for greater practical usability in the future.
Additional work will be needed to investigate the relationship between sampling in
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(k, q)-space as a function of acquisition time. In the next chapter, we will expand
upon our choices of sparsifying dictionaries by learning joint spatial-angular dictionaries directly from dMRI data with the aim of further increasing the sparsity levels
we can achieve over that of fixed dictionaries and push the boundaries of (k, q)-CS
subsampling.
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Chapter 5
Spatial-Angular Dictionary
Learning

5.1

Introduction

Until now, we have developed sparse coding and compressed sensing methods for
dMRI which have utilized fixed analytic dictionaries such as spherical harmonics or
spherical ridgelets for the angular domain and wavelets, curvelets or total variation
for the spatial domain. While these dictionaries have demonstrated high levels of
sparsification, they have been developed for many general signals and are not specific
to the structure of dMRI data. In response, the idea of learning dictionaries directly
from data has been shown to naturally produce sparser reconstruction which is beneficial for a number of applications in sparse coding, compressed sensing and other
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signal processing tasks like denoising. This field, known as dictionary learning (see
Chapter 2.2.3 for an overview), has gained increasing attention in signal processing
with many advances in representing complex signal structures including many forms
of medical images.
For dMRI, dictionary learning has been applied to learn angular q-space dictionaries from sets of voxel-wise training examples of q-space signals. However, the
state of the art does not consider learning spatial dictionaries. The first major contribution in this chapter is to extend angular dictionary learning to also learn spatial
dictionaries following the joint spatial-angular representation developed in our previous chapters. This framework fits within a subfield of dictionary learning known
as separable, Kronecker or tensor dictionary learning due to the separability of the
dictionaries.
In addition, we address a major limitation of current dictionary learning methods
which is an absence of global optimality guarantees due to the non-convexity of the
dictionary learning problem. The second major contribution in this chapter is a new
framework for learning separable dictionaries which comes equipped with theoretical
and algorithmic guarantees for global optimality. This stems from formulations in
matrix factorization from the work of [142–145]. Before developing our novel separable
dictionary learning method with global optimality, we review the state of the art first
in angular dictionary learning for dMRI and then in separable dictionary learning.
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5.2

State of the Art in Dictionary
Learning

5.2.1

Angular Dictionary Learning for dMRI

Angular dictionary learning has been proposed for many dMRI applications including de-noising and compressed sensing and aims to learn an angular dictionary
Γ ∈ RG×r by solving the following problem:

min g(W ) s.t.
Γ,W

1
||ΓW − Y ||2F ≤ , ||Γi ||2 ≤ 1 ∀ i = 1 . . . r,
2

(5.1)

where Y = [s1 , . . . , sT ] ∈ RG×T is comprised of T training examples of angular signals,
st ∈ RG taken from various white matter voxels in a brain image, for example,
W = [a1 , . . . , aT ] are the corresponding coefficients for each training example and
g(A) is a function that induces properties in W , usually the L0 or L1 norm or the
nuclear norm for a low-rank solution. Furthermore, the size of the dictionary r may
be variable based on the application.
This (5.1) is an instance of the classical dictionary learning problem discussed in
Section 2.2.3 and as such, there have been a multitude of works that aim to solve
(5.1). Some propose alternative models like parametric dictionary learning [88,90,106,
109, 110, 123], which learn parameters from fixed diffusion models, Bayesian learning
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[146, 147], manifold learning [111], and dictionary learning directly on undersampled
data for CS [96, 105, 108, 146, 148]. Each of these various methods learns a purely
angular q-space dictionary used to reconstruct signals in each voxel. While some of
the mentioned work impose spatial coherence between angular dictionaries learned
in neighboring voxels [123], they have not attempted to learn spatial dictionaries for
dMRI.
In this Chapter, we learn spatial and angular dictionaries for dMRI jointly in
order to provide sparser representations of dMRI than the analytical dictionaries
used previously in this thesis. To the best of our knowledge, only the work of [149]
has proposed to learn both spatial and angular dictionaries. However, their method
restricts to the case of local, non-separable dictionaries on spatial-angular patches.
We discuss the state of the art in separable dictionary learning next.
In our previous chapters we have demonstrated that sparse coding with separable
dictionaries over the spatial and angular domain provides sparser reconstructions than
the traditional angular sparse coding with important applications in (k, q)-CS. Thus,
we should be able to provide sparser reconstructions with spatial-angular dictionary
learning than angular dictionary learning. To the best of our knowledge, only one
other recent work [149] learns spatial and angular dictionaries but restricts to the case
of local, non-separable spatial-angular patch dictionaries, for denoising applications.
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Figure 5.1: Spatial-Angular dictionary examples for 8 × 8 patches learned from phantom
data. With a single spatial-angular atom, we can model complex fiber configurations in a
given spatial neighborhood suggesting we can very sparsely represent dMRI data with by
learning joint spatial-angular dictionaries.

5.2.2

Separable Dictionary Learning

To motivate the separable dictionary learning problem we recall that with our
proposed spatial-angular representation of dMRI signals, we have S = ΓCΨ> where
S ∈ RG×V with G gradient directions and V voxels, Γ ∈ RG×r1 is an angular dictionary
and Ψ ∈ RV ×r2 is a spatial dictionary, and C ∈ Rr1 ×r2 are the joint spatial-angular
coefficients. Here we use variables r1 and r2 for the number of atoms of each dictionary
(instead of NΓ and NΨ previously) because the sizes of the dictionaries may not be
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known a priori and could change within the optimization. Now, recall that for the
case of angular dictionary learning, we have T angular training examples st ∈ RG ,
each with coefficients at ∈ Rr , such that st = Γat for all t. Now, for spatial-angular
dictionary learning, we will have T spatial-angular training examples St ∈ RG×V ,
each with coefficients Ct ∈ Rr1 ×r2 , such that St = ΓCt Ψ> for all t. In this setting,
separable dictionary learning aims to solve the following problem:

T

1X
min
||ΓCt Ψ> − St ||2F + λ||Ct ||1 s.t. ||Γi ||2 ≤ 1, ||Ψj ||2 ≤ 1 ∀(i, j).
Γ,Ψ,{Ct } 2
t=1

(5.2)

Learning separable dictionaries via (5.2) (and alternative formulations such as its
multidimensional tensor generalization or low-rank regularization) has been studied
previously in the literature. The work of [130, 150, 151] solve variations of (5.2) using
conjugate gradient methods over smooth manifolds. In terms of tensors, [135, 152],
resort to solving alternatively each mode of the tensor as the usual vector dictionary learning problem after n-mode unfolding, which loses the computational gain
of maintaining a tensor structure. The work of [153–155] use decompositions such
as Tucker, Kruskal-Factor and tensor SVDs, while [156] considers a dictionary as the
sum of Kronecker products. Finally, [157, 158] propose to solve low-rank variations
(5.2).
As we recall for (2.54), one key difficulty in dictionary learning is the lack of guarantees of global optimality due to the non-convexity of the joint optimization over the
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dictionary and coefficients. This issue is especially difficult for separable dictionary
learning because the number of variables to jointly optimize over increases from two
to three or more. To the best of our knowledge, none of the aforementioned work on
separable dictionary learning come equipped with guarantees for global optimality,
and so their solutions may correspond to a local minimum or saddle point and may
also heavily depend on initialization. The main contribution of this work is a new
framework for separable dictionary learning with guarantees of global optimality. To
do this, we expand upon theoretical work on matrix factorization [142,145] which has
been applied previously to provide theoretical guarantees to the original dictionary
learning problem (2.54).
In the next Section 5.3 we will show how the classic dictionary learning problem
(5.1) or (2.54) can be posed as a matrix factorization problem and in this setting, how
guarantees of global optimality can be achieved based on the results of [145]. Then in
Section 5.4 we will extend the theories of matrix factorization to handle the case of
separable dictionary learning (5.2) and provide guarantees of global optimality for this
problem. With these theoretical guarantees, we will then present a novel algorithm
to find global minimum of the separable dictionary learning problem. Finally, in
Section 5.5 we will test our methods on the application of denoising diffusion magnetic
resonance imaging data.
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5.3
5.3.1

Background
Dictionary Learning as Matrix Factorization

The general problem of matrix factorization is concerned with finding factors D
and W , such that a data matrix Y can be approximated by a matrix X = DW .
Naturally, the dictionary learning problem (2.54) can be thought of in this way. In
[142–145] the authors develop a general matrix factorization framework for a number
of applications including the dictionary learning problem. The key insight is an
equivalence relation between the non-convex factorized problem with respect to the
factors D and W and a convex problem with respect to X, which allows to obtain
guarantees of global optimality for (D, W ).
First, the non-convex matrix factorization problem can be written as:

min `(Y, DW ) + λΘ(D, W ),
D,W

(5.3)

where ` is a data fidelity term or loss that measures the error between the original
signal Y and the reconstruction X = DW , and Θ is a regularizer on the factors
D and W which promotes particular properties relevant to the problem. For the
dictionary learning problem (2.54), `(Y, DW ) = 21 ||DW − Y ||2F . Furthermore it can
be shown that the constraints ||Di ||2 ≤ 1 can be combined with the sparsity term
||W ||1 to get Θ(D, W ) =

Pr

i=1

||Di ||2 ||Wi> ||1 , where Wi> ∈ RT is the ith row of W .
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Then (5.3) is an equivalent problem formulation of (2.54). The goal of recasting the
dictionary learning problem as a matrix factorization problem is to relate (5.3), which
is non-convex with respect to D and W , to a convex problem with respect to X.

5.3.2

Global Optimality for Matrix Factorization

To derive conditions for the global optimality, [145] first impose the regularizer to
be of the specific form Θ(D, W ) =

Pr
i

θ(Di , Wi> ) where θ is a rank-1 regularizer that

must satisfy the following properties:
Definition 7. [from [145]] A function θ : RN × RT → R+ ∪ ∞ is said to be a rank-1
regularizer if
1. θ(u, v) is positively homogeneous with degree 2, i.e. θ(αu, αv) = α2 θ(u, v) ∀α ≥
0, ∀(u, v).
2. θ(u, v) is positive semi-definite, i.e. θ(0, 0) = 0 and θ(u, v) ≥ 0 ∀(u, v).
3. For any sequence (un , vn ) such that ||un vn> || → ∞, we have that θ(un , vn ) → ∞.
It is easy to show that the choice of θ(u, v) = ||u||2 ||v||1 fits this definition. Another
example of θ satisfying Definition 7 that can be used for dictionary learning is θ(u, v) =
kuk2 (kvk2 +αkvk1 ) which promotes column regularization in u and v and also sparsity
in v as analyzed in [142].
Now, in order to connect the non-convex (5.3) with a convex problem with respect
to matrix X, we introduce a related regularizer Ωθ (X) which depends on θ:
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Definition 8. [from [145]] Given a rank-1 regularizer θ that satisfies the conditions
of Definition 7, the matrix factorization regularizer Ωθ : RN ×T → R+ ∪ ∞ is
defined as:
Ωθ (X) ≡ inf inf

r∈N+ D,W

r
X

θ(Di , Wi> ) s.t. DW = X.

(5.4)

i=1

If the infimum is achieved for some D, W and r then we say that DW is an optimal
factorization of X.
It is important to note that the number of dictionary atoms r becomes an important variable of finding an optimal matrix factorization in this definition. As a
motivating example for the origin of Ωθ , when θ(Di , Wi> ) = ||Di ||2 ||Wi> ||2 , Ωθ (X)
becomes the variational definition of the nuclear norm:

||X||∗ ≡ inf inf

r∈N+ D,W

r
X

||Di ||2 ||Wi> ||2 s.t. DW = X.

(5.5)

i=1

From the results of [145], Ωθ (X) is a gauge function (and even a norm if θ is
symmetric, i.e. θ(−u, v) = θ(u, v) or θ(u, −v) = θ(u, v) for all u, v), which leads to
the new convex optimization problem with respect to X:

min `(Y, X) + λΩθ (X).
X

(5.6)

Since (5.6) is convex, a local minimum is guaranteed to be global, X̂. The question
answered in [145] is then how to relate a local minimum (D̃, W̃ ) of the non-convex (5.3)
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to a global minimum of the convex (5.6), X̂, and when, if ever, can we say something
about global minimum (D̂, Ŵ ) of (5.3). First, it is evident that (5.6) provides a
global lower bound of (5.3) because Ωθ is the infimum of Θ and `(Y, X) = `(Y, DW ).
The main result is then that under certain conditions local minima (D̃, W̃ ) of the
non-convex (5.3) are optimal factorizations of X, such that X̂ = D̃W̃ . In other
words, given a local solution (D̃, W̃ ) to (5.3), we can write a matrix X = D̃W̃ and
under certain conditions, it turns out that the matrix X is a global minimum of (5.6),
i.e. X ≡ X̂. Therefore, (D̃, W̃ ) is in fact a global minimum of (5.3), (D̂, Ŵ ). We
restate this main theorem of [145] here:
Theorem 9. [from [145]] Given a function `(S, X) that is convex and once differentiable w.r.t. X, a rank-1 regularizer θ that satisfies the conditions in Definition 7,
with constants r ∈ N+ , and λ > 0, local minima (D̃, W̃ ) of (5.3) are globally optimal
if (D̃i , W̃i> ) = (0, 0) for some i ∈ [r]. Moreover, X̂ = D̃W̃ is a global minima of
(5.6) and D̃W̃ is an optimal factorization of X̂.
Since θ is general, this matrix factorization can be applied to many problems such
as low-rank, non-negative matrix factorization, sparse PCA as well as the desired
dictionary learning. However, one important downside for the application of dictionary learning is that the choices of θ stated above are not well suited to checking the
criteria of Theorem 9 in practice. In particular verifying if a point is stationary or a
local minimum is remains difficult. Therefore, finding globally optimal solutions for
classical dictionary learning still remains a challenging problem. In the next section
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we will extend the results of [145] for the more complex structured separable dictionary learning. Moreover, given a certain choice of regularizer, we do not run into
the same issues as for the classical dictionary learning problem when finding globally
optimal solutions in practice.

5.4

Proposed Separable Dictionary
Learning with Global Optimality

In this section, we extend the formulation of dictionary learning as a matrix factorization problem to that of separable dictionary learning (5.2) as a tensor factorization
problem to give guarantees of global optimality.

5.4.1

Separable Dictionary Learning as Tensor
Factorization

Similar to matrix factorization, tensor factorization is concerned with finding factors that decompose a n-tensor S ∈ RN1 ×N2 ×···×Nn . There are two main types of
tensor decompositions: rank-1 decomposition, where each factor fi ∈ RNi is a vector
such that X = f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn , where ⊗ is the tensor outer product, and the Tucker
decomposition, in which there is a core n-tensor C ∈ Rr1 ×r2 ···×rn and matrix factors
Fi ∈ RNi ×ri such that X = C ×1 F1 ×2 F2 · · · ×n Fn , where ×n stands for matrix
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multiplication on the nth dimension of the core tensor C. (See [159] for a review of
tensor decomposition.)
To link tensor factorization to the separable dictionary problem (5.2), consider
again that we wish to find dictionaries Γ and Ψ such that signal St = ΓCt Ψ> for each
training example t = 1, . . . , T . By stacking each matrix St ∈ RG×V and Ct ∈ Rr1 ×r2 as
slices of 3-tensors S ∈ RG×V ×T and C ∈ Rr1 ×r2 ×T using tensor multiplication notation,
this is equivalent to writing S = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ. The goal of tensor factorization is
then to find factors Γ and Ψ such that the data tensor S can be approximated by
X = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ.
For notation, all tensors will be written with an underline, e.g. the 3-tensor C ∈
Rr1 ×r2 ×T . To index the tensor C, all 2D slices (matrices) will be written with an
upper case letter and a single index, e.g. Ct ∈ Rr1 ×r2 or Ci ∈ Rr2 ×T or Cj ∈ Rr1 ×T .
Next, 1D vectors of C will be written with an upper case letter and two indices,
e.g. Ci,j ∈ RT or Ci,t ∈ Rr2 or Cj,t ∈ Rr1 . Finally, single elements (scalars) of C will
be written in lowercase with three indices, ci,j,t .
Similar to non-convex matrix factorization problem (5.3) in the previous section,
the non-convex tensor factorization problem can be stated as:

min {f (Γ, Ψ, C) ≡ `(S , C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ) + λΘ(Γ, Ψ, C)}.

Γ,Ψ,C

(5.7)

To link to the separable dictionary learning problem (5.2), we set `(S, C ×1 Γ ×2
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Ψ) =

1
||C
2

×1 Γ ×2 Ψ − S||2F =

1
2

PT

t=1

||ΓCt Ψ> − St ||2F . Then by combining the

constraints ||Γi ||2 ≤ 1 and ||Ψi ||2 ≤ 1 with the sparse regularizer
||C||1 =

P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

PT

t=1

||Ct ||1 =

||Ci,j ||1 we can write

Θ(Γ, Ψ, C) =

r2
r1 X
X

||Γi ||2 ||Ψ||2 ||Ci,j ||1 .

(5.8)

i=1 j=1

It can be easily shown that with this choice of Θ, (5.7) is an equivalent reformulation
of the separable dictionary learning problem (5.2). Now, as before, we wish to link
stationary points of the non-convex f (Γ, Ψ, C) with a global minimum of a convex
function with respect to X.

5.4.2

Global Optimality for Tensor Factorization

To develop the theories of global optimality for separable dictionary learning we
begin by extending Definitions 7 and 8 from Section ??. First, we will consider
a regularizer in (5.7) of the form Θ(Γ, Ψ, C) =

P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) where θ

satisfies the following conditions:
Definition 10. A function θ : RG × RV × RT → R+ ∪ ∞ is said to be a rank-1
regularizer if
1. θ is positively homogeneous of degree 3, i.e. θ(αγ, αψ, αc) = α3 θ(γ, ψ, c)
∀α ≥ 0, ∀(γ, ψ, c).
2. θ is positive semi-definite and θ(γ, ψ, c) > 0 for any (γ, ψ, c) s.t. γ ⊗ ψ ⊗ c 6= 0.
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3. For any sequence (γn , ψn , cn ) such that ||γn ⊗ ψn ⊗ cn || → ∞, we have
θ(γn , ψn , cn ) → ∞.
Proposition 2. The regularizer θ(γ, ψ, c) = ||γ||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 satisfies Definition 10.
Proof. For α ≥ 0, θ(αγ, αψ, αc) = ||αγ||2 ||αψ||2 ||αc||1 = α3 ||γ||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 = α3 θ(γ, ψ, c),
positively homogeneous of degree 3. Because θ is a multiplication of norms, θ is positive semi-definite and positive for any triple (γ, ψ, c) with γ 6= 0, ψ 6= 0, c 6= 0.
Finally, the last property is trivially verified since k · k and θ are equivalent norms on
RG×V ×T .
Then, similarly to Definition 8, we define the related regularizer for tensor X:
Definition 11. Given a rank-1 regularizer θ that satisfies the conditions of Definition 10, the tensor factorization regularizer Ωθ : RG×V ×T → R+ ∪ ∞ is defined
as:

Ωθ (X) :=

inf

r1 ,r2 ∈N+

inf

r1 X
r2
X

Γ∈RG×r1
Ψ∈RV ×r2 i=1 j=1
C∈Rr1 ×r2 ×T

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ = X.

(5.9)

If the infimum is achieved for some (Γ, Ψ, C) and r1 , r2 ∈ N+ then we say that
C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ is an optimal factorization of X.
Proposition 3. Given regularizer θ that satisfies the properties of Definition 10, the
tensor factorization regularizer Ωθ (X) satisfies the following properties:
1. Ωθ (0) = 0 and Ωθ (X) > 0 ∀X 6= 0.
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2. Ωθ (αX) = αΩθ (X) ∀α ≥ 0 ∀X.
3. Ωθ (X + Y ) ≤ Ωθ (X) + Ωθ (Y ) ∀(X, Y ).
4. If θ is symmetric in γ,ψ or c, then Ωθ (−X) = Ωθ (X) ∀X and Ωθ is a norm.
5. The infimum of Ωθ (X) in (11) can be achieved with finite r1 and r2 .
Proof. We will assume, in a first phase, that the infimum in (5.9) can be achieved for
finite r1 and r2 (which is proved in the last point below) and drop the minimization
in r1 and r2 to lighten the derivations.
1. First, since θ(γ, ψ, c) ≥ 0 ∀(γ, ψ, c), we have that Ωθ (X) ≥ 0 ∀X. Then,
the infimum Ωθ (0) = 0 can be achieved by taking (Γ, Ψ, C) = (0, 0, 0). If
X = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ and X 6= 0, we can write equivalently X =

P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

Γi ⊗

Ψj ⊗ Ci,j and there exists i0 , j0 such that Γi0 6= 0, Ψj0 6= 0, Ci0 ,j0 6= 0 and thus
Ωθ (X) ≥ θ(Γi0 , Ψj0 , Ci0 ,j0 ) > 0 thanks to the second property in Proposition 2.
2. With the substitution (Γ̄, Ψ̄, C̄) := (α−1/3 Γ, α−1/3 Ψ, α−1/3 C) and using the pos-
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itive homogeneity of θ,

Ωθ (αX) = inf

Γ,Ψ,C

= inf

Γ,Ψ,C

= inf
Γ̄,Ψ̄,C̄

r2
r1 X
X

r2
r1 X
X

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. (α−1/3 )C ×1 (α−1/3 )Γ ×2 (α−1/3 )Ψ = X

i=1 j=1
r2
r1 X
X

θ(α1/3 Γ̄i , α1/3 Ψ̄j , α1/3 C̄i,j ) s.t. C̄ ×1 Γ̄ ×2 Ψ̄ = X

i=1 j=1

= inf α
Γ̄,Ψ̄,C̄

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ = αX

i=1 j=1

r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̄i , Ψ̄j , C̄i,j ) s.t. C̄ ×1 Γ̄ ×2 Ψ̄ = X

i=1 j=1

= αΩθ (X).

3. Let X = C x ×1 Γx ×2 Ψx and Y = C y ×1 Γy ×2 Ψy be two -optimal factorizations such that

P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

θ(Γxi , Ψxj , Cxi,j ) = Ωθ (X) +  and same for Y .



C x 0 
 such that
Now we construct Γ = [Γx , Γy ], Ψ = [Ψx , Ψy ], and C = 


0 Cy
P 1 P r2
X + Y = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ. Then Ωθ (X + Y ) ≤ ri=1
j=1 ||Γi ||2 ||Ψj ||2 ||Ci,j ||1 ≤
P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

||Γxi ||2 ||Ψxj ||2 ||Cxi,j ||1 +||Γyi ||2 ||Ψyj ||2 ||Cyi,j ||1 = Ωθ (X)+Ωθ (Y )+2,

due to the triangle inequality of the respective norms. Taking  → 0 completes
the triangle inequality.
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4. Assuming θ(−γ, ψ, c) = θ(γ, ψ, c), (as is true for −ψ or −c) and setting Γ̄ := −Γ,

Ωθ (−X) = inf

Γ,Ψ,C

= inf

Γ,Ψ,C

= inf
Γ̄,Ψ,C

= inf
Γ̄,Ψ,C

r2
r1 X
X

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ = −X

i=1 j=1
r2
r1 X
X

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 −Γ ×2 Ψ = X

i=1 j=1
r2
r1 X
X

θ(−Γ̄i , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ̄ ×2 Ψ = X

i=1 j=1
r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̄i , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ̄ ×2 Ψ = X

i=1 j=1

= Ωθ (X).

5. In order to show that there exists a global minimum with finite r1 and r2 in the
definition of Ωθ , we begin by remarking that we have the following alternative
definition:

Ωθ (X) =

inf

r1 ,r2 ∈N+

inf

Γ∈RG×r1
Ψ∈RV ×r2
C∈Rr1 ×r2 ×T

kCk1 s.t. C×1 Γ×2 Ψ = X and kΓi k2 kΨj k2 ≤ 1 ∀(i, j)
(5.10)

where kCk1 is the sum of the absolute values of all the entries in the tensor
C. This follows simply from the homogeneity of the regularizer θ. Now, we
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introduce a second polar function defined as follows:

e θ (X) := inf
Ω

inf

r∈N+ Γ∈RG×r
Ψ∈RV ×r
Λ∈RT ×r

kΛk1 s.t.

r
X

Γi ⊗ Ψi ⊗ Λi = X and kΓi k2 kΨi k2 ≤ 1 ∀i

i=1

(5.11)
where again kΛk1 is the sum of the absolute values of the entries of the matrix
e θ is exactly the
Λ. The important point of note is that the minimization in Ω
same as the one appearing in (5.10) with the extra constraints that r1 = r2 = r
and that C is a slice by slice diagonal tensor, i.e for all t = 1, . . . , T C ·,·,t is a
diagonal matrix (with Λt then corresponding to the diagonal of this matrix).
e θ (X) ≥ Ωθ (X). This is in fact an
Therefore, one immediately obtains that Ω
equality. Indeed, let r1 , r2 ∈ N+ and Γ, Ψ, C such that X = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ
and kΓi k2 kΨj k2 ≤ 1 for all (i, j). Then, define r = r1 r2 and consider the
lexicographic ordering of pairs l : {1, . . . , r1 } × {1, . . . , r2 } → {1, . . . , r}. Setting
Γ̃ ∈ RG×r such that Γ̃l(i,j) = Γi , Ψ̃ ∈ RV ×r such that Ψ̃l(i,j) = Ψj and Λl(i,j),t =
C i,j,t , we see that X =

Pr

l=1

Γ̃l ⊗ Ψ̃l ⊗ Λl , kΓ̃l k2 kΨ̃l k2 ≤ 1 for all l = 1, . . . , r and

kΛk1 = kCk1 . Consequently, any value of the minimization problem (5.10) can
be obtained by (5.11) thanks to the previous transformation and we get that
e θ (X) = Ωθ (X).
Ω
We now only need to show that a global minimum in (5.11) can be achieved
with a finite r, which will give a global minimum of (5.10) with r1 = r2 = r. We
follow an argument similar to the one presented in [145] that we briefly recap.
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First, for the same reason as above, we have

e θ (X) := inf
Ω

inf

r
X

r∈N+ Γ∈RG×r
Ψ∈RV ×r i=1
Λ∈RT ×r

kΓi k2 kΨi k2 kΛi k1 s.t.

r
X

Γi ⊗ Ψi ⊗ Λi = X. (5.12)

i=1

Let Θ ⊂ RG×V ×T defined by Θ = {X : ∃(γ, ψ, λ)/ X = γ⊗ψ⊗λ and kγk2 kψk2 kλk1 ≤
e θ is equivalent to the fol1}. With the same reasoning as [145], we know that Ω
lowing gauge function on the convex hull of Θ:

e θ (X) = inf{µ : µ ≥ 0, X ∈ µconv(Θ)}
Ω

Now since Θ and thus conv(Θ) are compact sets, the previous infimum over µ is
achieved for a certain µ∗ ≥ 0. Then X ∈ µ∗ conv(Θ) and from Caratheodory’s
theorem, we know that any point in conv(Θ) can be written as a finite convex
combination of a most G × V × T elements in Θ. In other words, there exists
(Γ∗i , Ψ∗i , Λi )i=1,...,r with r ≤ G × V × T such that X = µ∗
Pr

i=1

Pr

i=1

Γ∗i ⊗ Ψ∗i ⊗ Λi =

e θ (X), we obtain
Γ∗i ⊗ Ψ∗i ⊗ Λ∗i with Λ∗i = µ∗ Λi for all i. Now since µ∗ = Ω

eventually

Pr

i=1

e θ (X) which is thus a global minimum
kΓ∗i k2 kΨ∗i k2 kΛ∗i k1 = Ω

with finite r.

By definition, satisfying the first three properties show that Ωθ is gauge function, and properties 2 and 3 show that Ωθ is convex. Furthermore, for our choice of
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θ(γ, ψ, c) = ||γ||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 ), Ωθ (X) is a norm. Then, with respect to X, we have the
convex problem:
min{F (X) ≡ `(S, X) + λΩθ (X)},

(5.13)

X

where F is a global lower bound for f . The next theorem, an extension of Theorem 9,
which relates the non-convex f (5.7) to the convex F (5.13), is the main result of this
manuscript.
Theorem 12. Given a function `(S, X) that is convex and once differentiable w.r.t.
X, a rank-1 regularizer θ that satisfies the conditions in Definition 10, and constants
r1 , r2 ∈ N+ , and λ > 0, any local minima (Γ̃, Ψ̃, C̃) of f (Γ, Ψ, C) in (5.7) is globally
optimal if there exists (i, j) such that (Γ̃i , Ψ̃j ) = (0, 0) and for all t, (C̃i,t , C̃j,t ) = (0, 0).
Moreover, X̂ = C̃ ×1 Γ̃ ×2 Ψ̃ is a global minimum of F (X) in (5.13) and C̃ ×1 Γ̃ ×2 Ψ̃
is an optimal factorization of X̂ in (5.9).
In order to prove Theorem 12, we first note that X̂ is a global minimum of F (X) if
and only if − λ1 ∇X `(S, X̂) ∈ ∂Ωθ (X̂) since we have a convex function. Therefore, we
must first characterize the subgradient ∂Ωθ (X) which is the subject of the following
lemma.
Lemma 13. The subgradient ∂Ωθ (X) is given by:
(
W : hW , Xi = Ωθ (X) and

T
X

)
ct γ > Wt ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c) .

(5.14)

t=1

Proof. Since Ωθ is convex, by Fenchel duality, W ∈ ∂Ωθ if and only if hW , Xi =
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Ωθ (X) + Ω∗θ (W ) where Ω∗θ is the Fenchel dual of Ωθ given by Ω∗θ (W ) ≡ supZ hW , Zi −
Ωθ (Z). From the definition of Ωθ (Z) we can expand the dual as

Ω∗θ (W )

= sup sup hW , Zi −
r1 ,r2 Γ,Ψ,C

r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) s.t. C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ = Z

i=1 j=1

= sup sup hW , C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψi −
r1 ,r2 Γ,Ψ,C

= sup sup

r1 ,r2 Γ,Ψ,C

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j )

i=1 j=1
T
X

r1 X
r2
X

hΓT Wt Ψ, Ct i −

r1 ,r2 Γ,Ψ,C
t=1

= sup sup

r1 X
r2
X

r1 X
r2
T
X
X
i=1 j=1

If there exists (γ, ψ, c) such that

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j )

i=1 j=1

!
ci,j,t Γ>
i Wt Ψj

− θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j )

(5.15)

t=1

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

Wt ψ > θ(γ, ψ, c), we can see that Ω∗θ (W ) =

∞ by considering (αγ, αψ, αc) as α → ∞ and using the positive homogeneity of θ.
Now let W ∈ ∂Ωθ . Then Ω∗θ (W ) < +∞ and thus, from the previous argument,
we have that

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

Wt ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c). This also implies that all the

terms in the summation in (5.15) will be non-positive leaving the supremum to be
0, achieved with (Γ, Ψ, C) = (0, 0, 0). It follows that Ω∗θ (W ) = 0 and consequently
hW , Xi = Ωθ (X).
Conversely, if hW , Xi = Ωθ (X) and

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

Wt ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c) then,

reasoning as previously, we see that Ω∗θ (W ) = 0 which implies hW , Xi = Ωθ (X) +
Ω∗θ (W ) and thus W ∈ ∂Ωθ (X).
Next, using the characterization of ∂Ωθ (X) in Lemma 13, we identify when a
factorization X = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ is optimal, i.e. when a point (Γ, Ψ, C) achieves the
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infimum of Ωθ (X) in (5.9), in the following corollary.
Corollary 14. For factorization X = C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ, if there exists W such that
hW , Xi = Θ(Γ, Ψ, C) and

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

Wt ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c), then W ∈ ∂Ωθ (X)

and C ×1 Γ ×2 Ψ is an optimal factorization of X, i.e. it achieves the infimum of
Ωθ (X).
/ ∂Ωθ (X). Then hW , Xi < Ωθ (X) + Ω∗θ (W ) =
Proof. By contradiction, assume W ∈
Ωθ (X) because

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

Wt ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c), implies Ω∗θ (W ) = 0 as in the

proof of Lemma 13. Then, from our assumption, hW , Xi = Θ(Γ, Ψ, C) =
P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) < Ωθ (X) which violates the definition of Ωθ (X) being the

infimum, producing a contradiction. Therefore, W ∈ ∂Ωθ (X). Now, since W ∈
∂Ωθ (X), by Lemma 13, hW , Xi = Ωθ (X), which implies Θ(Γ, Ψ, C) =
P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

θ(Γi , Ψj , Ci,j ) = Ωθ (X) thus showing that C×1 Γ×2 Ψ achieves the infimum

of Ωθ (X) and is an optimal factorization of X.
Finally, with Lemma 13 and Corollary 14 we can now prove Theorem 12:
Proof of Theorem 12. From (5.13), we know X̂ = C̃ ×1 Γ̃ ×2 Ψ̃ is a global minimum of
F (X) if and only if − λ1 ∇X `(S, X̂) ∈ ∂Ωθ (X̂). Notice − λ1 ∇X `(S, X̂) can be written
in terms of its slices as

PT

t=1

− λ1 ∇Xt `(St , X̂t ) =

PT

t=1

− λ1 ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ). To prove

that X̂ = C̃ ×1 Γ̃ ×2 Ψ̃ is a global minimum and an optimal factorization of X̂, from
Corollary 14, it suffices to show two conditions:
1.

P r1 P r2 P T
i=1

j=1

1
>
>
t=1 c̃i,j,t Γ̃i (− λ ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ))Ψ̃j
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P r1 P r2
i=1

j=1

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j )
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2.

PT

t=1 ct γ

>

(− λ1 ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ))ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c)

To show condition 1, let Γ1± = (1 ± )1/3 Γ̃ and Ψ1± = (1 ± )1/3 Ψ̃ and C 1± =
(1 ± )1/3 C̃. Since (Γ̃, Ψ̃, C̃) is a local minimum, there exists δ > 0 such that for all
 ∈ (0, δ) we have

T
X

`(St , Γ1± Ct1± Ψ>
1± )

+λ

t=1

r1 X
r2
X

θ((1 ± )1/3 Γ̃i , (1 ± )1/3 Ψ̃j , (1 ± )1/3 C̃i,j )

i=1 j=1

(5.16)
=

T
X

>

`(St , (1 ± )Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ) + λ(1 ± )

t=1

≥

T
X

r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j )

(5.17)

i=1 j=1
>

`(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ) + λ

t=1

r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ).

(5.18)

i=1 j=1

Rearranging the last inequality gives

r1 X
r2
T
X
−1 X
>
>
`(St , (1 ± )Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ) − `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ )] ≤ ±
[
θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ).
λ t=1
i=1 j=1

(5.19)

Taking the limit as  & 0 gives the directional derivative:

r1 X
r2
X
i=1 j=1

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ) ≤

r1 X
r2
T
X
X
−1
h ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ), Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> i ≤
θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j )
λ
t=1
i=1 j=1

(5.20)
which implies equality. Rearranging the inner product gives Condition 1.
Next, to show condition 2, we use the assumption that there exists (i, j) such that
(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j ) = (0, 0) and for all t, (C̃i,t , C̃j,t ) = (0, 0). Without loss of generality let the
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last column pair of (Γ̃, Ψ̃) be zero and the last columns and rows of C̃ be zero for all
t. Then, given (γ, ψ, c), let Γ = [Γ̃1 , . . . , Γ̃r1 −1 , 1/3 γ] and Ψ = [Ψ̃1 , . . . , Ψ̃r2 −1 , 1/3 ψ]
and





 c̃1,1,t

 .
 ..

Ct = 

c̃
 r1 −1,1,t


0

...

c̃1,r2 −1,t

..

..
.

.

. . . c̃r1 −1,r2 −1,t
...

0

0 

.. 
. 

 ∀t.

0 



1/3 ct

(5.21)

Now, for all  > 0 sufficiently small we have

T
X

`(St , Γ Ct Ψ>
 )

+λ

t=1
T
X

r1 X
r2
X
i=1 j=1

>

>

`(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ + ct γψ ) + λ

t=1
T
X

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ) + λθ(1/3 γ, 1/3 ψ, 1/3 c) =
r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ) + λθ(γ, ψ, c) ≥

i=1 j=1
>

`(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ) + λ

t=1

r1 X
r2
X

θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃j , C̃i,j ),

(5.22)

i=1 j=1

where the first equality follows from θ being positively homogeneous and the last
inequality from the fact that C̃ ×1 Γ̃ ×2 Ψ̃ is assumed to be a local minimum of
F (Γ, Ψ, C) and by choosing  small enough. Therefore, by rearranging the inequality
we arrive at:

T
−1 X
[
`(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> + ct γψ > ) − `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> )] ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c)
λ t=1

(5.23)

Since `(St , Xt ) is differentiable with respect to Xt , taking the limit as  & 0, the
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directional derivative in the direction of ct γψ > gives us
T
X
−1
h ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ), ct γψ > i ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c)
λ
t=1

=⇒

T
X
t=1

ct γ > (

(5.24)

−1
∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> )ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c),
λ

(5.25)

which proves Condition 2. This together with Condition 1 proves Theorem 12.
The results of Theorem 12 are true for any local minima of f . But, in general,
local descent methods (e.g. gradient descent) are only guaranteed to converge to a
stationary point at most and therefore arriving at local minima of f is not guaranteed,
i.e. it may be possible to reach a saddle point. However, with our particular choice
of θ, we can derive sufficient conditions for global optimality of any point (Γ, Ψ, C).
Corollary 15. Let θ(γ, ψ, c) = ||γ||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 . A point (Γ̃, Ψ̃, C̃) is a global minimum
of f (Γ, Ψ, C) if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
1.

PT

1
>
>
t=1 c̃i,j,t Γ̃i (− λ ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ))Ψ̃j

= ||Γ̃i ||2 ||Ψ̃j ||2 ||C̃i,j ||1 ∀ (i, j)

2. max1≤t≤T σmax (− λ1 ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> )) ≤ 1
where σmax is the maximum singular value.
Proof. First, we know that to be a global minimum, a point must first satisfy firstorder optimality for f . Noting that θ(Γ̃i , Ψ̃i , C̃i,j ) = kΓ̃i k2 kΨ̃j k2
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ing the first-order optimality conditions on the coefficients c̃i,j,t , we obtain that:

>
0 = Γ̃>
i ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ )Ψ̃j + λkΓ̃i k2 kΨ̃j k2 sign(c̃i,j,t )

(5.26)

for all i = 1, . . . , r1 , j = 1, . . . , r2 and t = 1, . . . , T if c̃i,j,t 6= 0. Multiplying by c̃i,j,t
then leads, in all cases, to:

>
0 = c̃i,j,t Γ̃>
i ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ )Ψ̃j + λkΓ̃i k2 kΨ̃j k2 |c̃i,j,t |.

(5.27)

Now, summing over t gives for all i, j:

T
X

1
>
c̃i,j,t Γ̃>
i (− ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃ ))Ψ̃j

t=1

λ

= kΓ̃i k2 kΨ̃j k2

T
X

|c̃i,j,t | = kΓ̃i k2 kΨ̃j k2 kC̃i,j k1 .

t=1

(5.28)
Therefore, if a point satisfies condition 1 than it is a stationary point.
Next, from Theorem 12, we know that for a stationary point to be a global minimum we need to check that the following condition is satisfied:

T
X
t=1

1
ct γ > (− ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ))ψ ≤ θ(γ, ψ, c) ∀(γ, ψ, c).
λ

(5.29)

For simplicity let Wt := − λ1 ∇Xt `(St , Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ). With our choice of θ, this condition
becomes:
T
X

ct γ > Wt ψ ≤ ||γ||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 ∀(γ, ψ, c).

t=1
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Now, normalizing each variable by its respective norm, such that γ̂ = γ/||γ||2 , ψ̂ =
ψ/||ψ||2 , ĉt = ct /||c||1 , the previous condition becomes
T
X

ĉt γ̂ > Wt ψ̂ ≤ 1 ∀γ̂ 6= 0, ψ̂ 6= 0, ĉ 6= 0,

(5.31)

t=1

which we can equivalently state as:

T
X

sup

ĉt γ̂ > Wt ψ̂ ≤ 1.

(5.32)

||γ̂||2 =||ψ̂||2 =||ĉ||1 =1 t=1

Now, with respect to ĉ, since ||ĉ||1 = 1, the supremum of a linear combination
can be attained by choosing ĉt∗ = 1 and ct = 0 for t 6= t∗ with t∗ such that
sup||γ̂||2 =||ψ̂||2 =1 γ̂ > Wt∗ ψ̂ = maxt {sup||γ̂||2 =||ψ̂||2 =1 γ̂ > Wt ψ̂}. Therefore, (5.32) is equivalent to:
max {

1≤t≤T

sup

γ̂ > Wt ψ̂} ≤ 1,

(5.33)

||γ̂||2 =||ψ̂||2 =1

and, with σmax denoting the largest singular value of the corresponding matrix, this
is the same as:
max σmax (Wt ) ≤ 1,

1≤t≤T

(5.34)

which shows condition 2. Thus, if a point satisfies conditions 1 and 2 than it is a
global minimum of f . Conversely, if a point is a global minimum of f , then it satisfies
first-order optimality which is equivalent to condition 1. Next, a global minimum of
f will be a minimum of F . Therefore, the point will be contained in ∂Ωθ (X) and
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condition 2 of Corollary 14 will be satisfied which is equivalent to condition 2 in this
proof. Thus, we have shown the equivalency of this proof.
Using the results of Corollary 15, we can devise an algorithm to find a global
minimum of of the separable dictionary learning problem by first finding a stationary
point of (5.2) and then checking if it satisfies condition 2 in Corollary 15. A logical
next question of this routine is what happens if the stationary point does not satisfy
(2). In [145], the authors demonstrate that by appending a column of zeros to the
dictionary D̃ and a row of zeros to the coefficients W̃ , they are guaranteed to continue
in a descent direction. Therefore, the algorithm will consist of iterating between local
descent and global optimality check and appending the resulting stationary point. In
this way, the optimal size of the dictionary, r, is learned through the process.
For separable dictionary with two dictionaries, we have two size parameters r1 and
r2 . Therefore, we have an additional option to augment one or both of the dictionaries
to proceed in descent directions. Based on the application or a prior knowledge of
the relative dictionary sizes, we have the opportunity to schedule the increments of
r1 and r2 . The following proposition proves that In the next section we will formalize
a novel algorithm that alternates between these two sub-routines until convergence.
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5.4.3

Algorithm to Reach Global Minimum

Now that we are equipped with conditions to guarantee global minima for separable dictionary learning, we will outline an algorithm to reach a globally optimal
solution. This involves alternating between two main sub-routines: 1) local descent
to reach a stationary point with fixed number of atoms r1 and r2 in the dictionaries,
and 2) a check for global optimality via Corollary 15. Note that since we consider
the particular choice of regularizer θ(γ, ψ, c) = kγk2 kψk2 kck1 , the global optimality
check only amounts to verifying that a stationary point satisfies condition 2 in Corollary 15. If by the end of the local descent we have not reached a globally optimal
solution, then we can find a global descent direction by adding additional atoms to
the dictionaries. Algorithm 11 describes this general meta-algorithm in more detail
and refers to each sub-routine discussed in the following sections.
Algorithm 11 Meta-Algorithm: Local Descent and Global Optimality Check
Initialize dictionaries with set number of atoms.
while not globally optimal do
while objective residual >  do
descent to local minimum via Algorithm 12
end while
if Condition 2 is satisfied then
solution is globally optimal
else
update dictionaries via Algorithm 14
end if
end while
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5.4.3.1

Proximal Gradient Descent to Stationary Point

In this section, we provide an algorithm to find a stationary point of the separable
dictionary learning problem with fixed sizes for the dictionaries. We state the problem
again here:

r

T

min

Γ,Ψ,C

r

2
1 X
X
1X
||Γi ||2 ||Ψj ||2 ||Ci,j ||1 .
||ΓCt Ψ> − St ||2F + λ
2 t=1
i=1 j=1

(5.35)

For an optimization problem of the form minx {`(x)+λΘ(x)}, where ` is differentiable
and Θ is non-differentiable, proximal gradient descent is a common algorithm to arrive
at a stationary points, i.e. local minima or saddle points. The general updates for
proximal gradient descent follow:

xk+1 = proxτ λΘ(·) (xk − τ ∇`),

(5.36)

where proxτ λΘ(·) (y) = arg minx { 2τ1λ ||x−y||22 +Θ(x)}. To solve (5.35), we apply a proximal gradient descent step to each variable while holding the rest constant. The local
descent algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 12. Recall `(Γ, Ψ, C) =
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St ||2F . We derive the update for each variable as:

Γk+1
= proxξik ||·||2 (Γki − ξik [∇Γk `]i )
i

(5.37)

k
k
ck+1
i,j,t = proxκki,j |·| (ci,j,t − κi,j [∇Ctk `]i,j )

(5.38)

Ψk+1
= proxπjk ||·||2 (Ψkj − πjk [∇Ψk `]j ).
j

(5.39)

where the proximal operators for || · ||2 and | · | can be written in closed form:

proxτ ||·||2 (x) =




 (1 −

τ
)x
||x||2



 0

for ||x||2 ≥ τ
,

(5.40)

otherwise

proxτ |·| (α) = max(0, α − τ ) − max(0, −α − τ ),

(5.41)

for x ∈ RN , α ∈ R and τ ≥ 0. Then

∇Γ ` =

T
X

(ΓCt Ψ> − St )ΨCt>

(5.42)

t=1

∇Ct ` = Γ> (ΓCt Ψ> − St )Ψ
∇Ψ ` =

T
X

(ΨCt> Γ> − St> )ΓCt .

t=1
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Finally, ξi , κi,j , and πj are constants composed of the other fixed variables in θ, i.e.

ξi := λ

r2
T X
X

|ci,j,t |||Ψj ||2 /LΓ

(5.45)

t=1 j=1

κi,j := λ||Γi ||2 ||Ψj ||2 /LCt
πj := λ

r1
T X
X

|ci,j,t |||Γi ||2 /LΨ ,

(5.46)
(5.47)

t=1 i=1

where the parameters 1/LΓ , 1/LCt , and 1/LΨ correspond to the step sizes in the
proximal gradient descent.
In general, to determine an appropriate step-size τ , it has been shown that convergence is guaranteed if τ ≤ L1 , where L is the Lipschitz constant of ∇l:

||∇`(x(1) ) − ∇`(x(2) )||2 ≤ L||x(1) − x(2) ||2 .

(5.48)

In our this setting, we can calculate (or at least bound) the Lipschitz constants with
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respect to, LΓ , LC t , and LΨ . For LΓ we have indeed:

(1)

(2)

||∇Γ `(Γ ) − ∇Γ `(Γ )||F = ||
= ||
= ||

T
X

(Γ(1) Ct Ψ> − St )ΨCt> − (Γ(2) Ct Ψ> − St )ΨCt> ||F

t=1
T
X
t=1
T
X

Γ(1) Ct Ψ> ΨCt> − Γ(2) Ct Ψ> ΨCt> ||F
Ct Ψ> ΨCt> (Γ(1) − Γ(2) )||F

t=1

≤ ||

T
X

Ct Ψ> ΨCt> ||F ||(Γ(1) − Γ(2) )||F

t=1

= LΓ ||(Γ(1) − Γ(2) )||F

where LΓ = ||
stant of ∇Γ `.
||

PT

t=1

PT

t=1

Ct Ψ> ΨCt> )||F is thus an upper bound for the Lipschitz con-

Similarly for ∇Ψ `, we can take as the Lipschitz constant LΨ =

Ct Γ> ΓCt> ||F . Then for ∇C t `, LC t = ||Γ> Γ||F ||Ψ> Ψ||F . Lastly, the conver-

gence of the descent can be accelerated through the standard Nesterov scheme as an
extension of the Proximal Gradient Descent in Algorithm 13.
Algorithm 12 Proximal Gradient Descent
Initialize: k = 0, Γ0 , Ψ0 , C 0 , λ, r1 , r2 .
while error >  do
Update Γk via (5.37)
Update C k via (5.38)
Update Ψk via (5.39)
k →k+1
end while
return stationary point (Γ̃, Ψ̃, C̃)
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Algorithm 13 Proximal Gradient Descent with Nesterov Acceleration
0

Initialize: k = 0, Γ̌0 , Ψ̌0 , Č , λ, r1 , r2 .
while error >  do
Γk+1
= proxξik ||·||2 (Γ̌ki − ξik [∇Γ̌k `]i )
i
k
k
ck+1
i,j,t = proxκki,j |·| (či,j,t − κi,j [∇Čtk `]i,j )
Ψk+1
= proxπjk ||·||2 (Ψ̌kj − πjk [∇Ψ̌k `]j ).
j
k
k−1
k−1
k−1
if f (Γk , Ψk , C
q ) < f (Γ , Ψ , C ) then

sk = (1 + 1 + 4s2k−1 )/2
µ = (sk−1 − 1)/2
q

Lk−1 /LkΓ )
qΓ
µCt = min(µ, Lk−1
/LkCt ) ∀t
q Ct
k
µΨ = min(µ, Lk−1
Ψ /LΨ )
µΓ = min(µ,

Γ̌k+1 = Γk + µΓ (Γk − Γk−1 )
Čtk+1 = Ctk + µCt (Ctk − Ctk−1 )
Ψ̌k+1 = Ψk + µΨ (Ψk − Ψk−1 )
else
sk = sk−1
Γ̌k+1 = Γk−1
Čtk+1 = Ctk−1 ∀t
Ψ̌k+1 = Ψk−1
end if
k →k+1
end while
return stationary point (Γ̃, Ψ̃, C̃)

5.4.3.2

Global Optimality Check

Once proximal gradient descent reaches a local minimum via Algorithm 12, we
check if the solution is a global minimum. By the results of the proof of Corollary 15,
we can check if (2) is satisfied. If so, we have reached a global minimum and the
algorithm stops. If not, by adding additional atoms to the dictionaries, we can try
to escape from the local minimum we have reached and search for a global descent
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direction. Following the discussions in [145] for matrix factorization involving the
nuclear norm, by appending the locally optimal dictionaries with the singular vectors
of the maximum SVD in (2), we are guaranteed to move in a global descent direction.
First, let t∗ = arg maxt σmax (Wt ). Then with (γt∗ , ψt∗ ) the left and right singular
vector pair corresponding to the maximum singular value of Wt over all t, we can
update the locally optimal dictionaries Γ̃ and Ψ̃ by appending the last column Γ =
[Γ̃, γt∗ ] and Ψ = [Ψ̃, ψt∗ ], with global step-size τ . Finally, C can be updated by
appending the slice corresponding to the maximum singular value by




 C̃t∗ 0 

Ct∗ = 


0 τ

(5.49)

and appending zero for all other slices. One important parameter to select is the
global step-size τ . In our formulation, the optimal τ ∗ at each iteration can be found
by solving:
T

τ ∗ = arg min
τ

1X
||St − X̂t − τ Et ||2F + λ|τ |,
2 t

(5.50)

where Et∗ = γt∗ ψt>∗ and 0 for all other t. By vectorizing all tensors, (5.50) reduces
to the simple proximal operator of the absolute value function with closed-form softthresholding solution.
Now, because of the separable form of this problem, we actually have the option
to update just one of the two dictionaries, and not both simultaneously during each
global check. In particular, if γt∗ ∈ Span(Γ̃) then it is unnecessary to add this atom
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to the dictionary. The same goes for ψt∗ . Instead of checking these conditions a
posteriori, we can check augmented criteria akin to (2) with the added constraint
that γ ∈ Span(Γ̃) which by definition means that there exists an α such that γ = Γ̃α.
Using this we can make a change of variable in (2) as:

T
X

ct α> Γ̃> Wt ψ ≤ ||Γ̃α||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 ∀(α, ψ, c).

(5.51)

t=1

By noting that ||Γ̃α||2 ≤ ||Γ̃||2 ||α||2 = σmax (Γ̃)||α||2 , we can check the looser criteria:
T
X

ct α> Γ̃> Wt ψ ≤ σmax (Γ̃)||α||2 ||ψ||2 ||c||1 ∀(α, ψ, c).

(5.52)

t=1

Therefore, if (5.52) is violated then so is (5.51). We prefer to check (5.52) because of its
simplicity to compute as follows. As before, normalizing ψ̂ = ψ/||ψ||2 , ĉt = ct /||c||1 ,
and α̂/||α||2 give

1
σmax (Γ̃)
=⇒ sup

1

α̂,ψ̂,ĉ σmax (Γ̃)

T
X
t=1
T
X

ĉt α̂> Γ̃> Wt ψ̂ ≤ 1 ∀(α̂, ψ̂, ĉ)

(5.53)

ĉt α̂> Γ̃Wt ψ̂ ≤ 1 s.t. ||α̂||2 = ||ψ̂||2 = ||ĉ||1 = 1

(5.54)

t=1
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Algorithm 14 Global Optimality Check and Update
for t = 1 . . . T do
X̂t = Γ̃C̃t Ψ̃> ;
gt = σmax (−Γ̃> (X̂t − St )/λσmax (Γ̃));
pt = σmax (−(X̂t − St )Ψ̃/λσmax (Ψ̃));
ct = σmax (−(X̂t − St )/λ);
end for
g = maxt gt ;
p = maxt pt ;
c = maxt ct ;
if g > 1 and g > p then
Compute global step-size τ via (5.50)
Update C and Ψ
else if p > 1 and p > g then
Compute global step-size τ via (5.50)
Update Γ and C
else if c > 1 then
Compute global step-size τ via (5.50)
Update Γ, C and Ψ
else
Γ∗ = Γ̃; C ∗ = C̃; Ψ∗ = Ψ̃;
Ŝ = X̂;
end if
Again we can check the stronger condition that:

sup
ĉ

1

T
X

σmax (Γ̃)

t=1

=⇒ sup
||ĉ||1 =1

=⇒ max

1≤t≤T

ĉt sup α̂> Γ̃> Wt ψ̂ ≤ 1 s.t. ||α̂||2 = ||ψ̂||2 = ||ĉ||1 = 1

1

T
X

σmax (Γ̃)

t=1

1
σmax (Γ̃)

α̂,ψ̂

ĉt σmax (Γ̃> Wt ) ≤ 1

σmax (Γ̃> Wt ) ≤ 1

(5.55)

If this inequality is violated, this implies that γt∗ , the right singular vector of
ˆ > W corresponding to the maximum singular value could be appended to Γ̃ to give
Γ̃
t
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a global descent direction. But because γt∗ ∈ Span(Γ̃), it is not necessary to add it
to find the descent direction. Therefore, we can just update Ψ and C as Ψ = [Ψ̃, ψt∗ ]
and Ct∗ = [C̃t∗ , τ αt∗ ] and replacing αt∗ by 0 for all other slices. The optimal step-size
τ can again be found by solving (5.50) with Et∗ = Γ̃αt∗ ψt>∗ .
On the other hand, if (5.55) is satisfied, we must then check the analogous criteria
for Ψ with ψ = Ψ̃β:
max σmax (Wt Ψ̃) ≤ 1

1≤t≤T

(5.56)

Now, if (5.56) is violated this means we do not need to update Ψ and just update
Γ = [Γ̃, γt∗ ] and Ct∗ = [C̃t∗ ; τ βt∗ ] with βt∗ replaced by 0 for all other slices. The
optimal step size τ is found by (5.50) with Et∗ = γt∗ βt>∗ Ψ̃> . If this too is satisfied,
then we must check the original criteria (2) to potentially update both dictionaries if
violated. The order of these global checks can depend on knowledge of the intended
sizes of each dictionary. For our purposes we propose to check which of the two
violates their constraint more, giving a larger global step. Because (5.55) and (5.56)
are lower bounds of (2), satisfying them will not be sufficient to guarantee that we
have reached a global minimum and so (2) is still necessary to check in this case. The
full algorithm for checking global optimality is outlined in Algorithm 14.
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5.5

Experiment: Patch-based Dictionary
Learning for dMRI Denoising

For our application we learn our dictionaries from HARDI data though our methods can be applied to any dMRI protocol. Specifically, we experimented on a phantom
and a real HARDI brain dataset. The phantom is taken from the ISBI 2013 HARDI
Reconstruction Challenge used throughout the thesis, a V = 50×50×50 volume consisting of 20 phantom fibers crossing intricately within an inscribed sphere, measured
with G = 64 diffusion measurements. Our initial experiments test on a 2D 50×50 slice
of this data for simplification.
The phantom dataset includes two noise levels: a low noise level of SNR=30 dB
and a high noise level of SNR=10 dB. The denoising task will be to denoise the
SNR=10 dB data using dictionaries learned from the SNR=30 dB data and record
the error with respect to the “ground truth” SNR=30 dB data by calculating Peak
SNR (PSNR):
P SN R = 10 log10

M AXI
,
M SE 2

(5.57)

where M AXI indicates the maximum value in the original SNR=30 dB signal, and
MSE is the mean squared error between the original SNR=30 dB signal and the
reconstruction. The higher the PSNR, the more accurate the reconstruction will
be. We chose a subset of slices of the SNR=30 dB to learn our 2D spatial-angular
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dictionaries and used a selection of the remaining slices as test data for denoising.
After validation on phantom data, we show qualitative denoising results on a real
HARDI volume with G = 127 diffusion measurements using our proposed spatialangular dictionaries learned on a subset of 2D slices.

5.5.1

Patch-Based Training for dMRI

In theory, our spatial-angular dictionary learning method is capable of learning
global spatial and angular dictionaries, Ψ ∈ RG×r1 and Γ ∈ RV ×r2 , over an entire
dMRI dataset of size G × V . However, the typical size of a HARDI brain volume is
on the order of V = 1003 voxels, and G = 100 diffusion measurements, i.e. of size
G × V = 108 . Furthermore, the number of training examples T depends on the size
of the training sample. This would require a very large number of training examples
of entire dMRI datasets, which is largely infeasible for our algorithm. Because the
spatial domain is orders of magnitude larger than the angular domain, one way to
curb the computational burden is to reduce our dictionary learning to local spatial
patches for all diffusion measurements. Patch-based methods are popular for image
processing tasks such as denoising, filtering, inpainting, and object detection [160].
In addition, local dictionaries are beneficial for capturing local features that are often
repeated in an image, such as edges, textures or objects.
For training we thus choose a random selection of spatial patches that is consistent
along the diffusion domain. For computational simplicity and purposes of visualiza201
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Figure 5.2: Top: Phantom HARDI ground truth fiber segmentations and three diffusion
weighted images used for training on patches of size 12 × 12. Bottom: Spatial patch dictionaries learned via A. KSVD independently from angular dictionary, B. KDRSDL jointly
with angular dictionary, C. the proposed method jointly with angular dictionary. B. appears to have reached a local minima farther while A. and C. closely resemble each other
and pick up sharp edges and shapes correlated with the training phantom.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of angular dictionaries. A. Fixed spherical ridglets. B. − D. Angular dictionaries trained on the phantom HARDI data learned via B. KSVD independently
from spatial dictionary, C. KDRSDL jointly with spatial dictionary, and D. the proposed
method jointly with spatial dictionary. KSVD and the proposed method produce clean
single fiber ODFs while KDRSDL ODFs are noisier.

tion, we limit our initial experiments to 2D spatial patches of size

√

P×

√

P instead

of 3D, i.e. St ∈ RG×P . Depending on the detail and size of an image, popular patch
sizes range from

√

P = 5 to 15. For our data,

and is not too large to process.
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5.5.2

Dictionary Learning Comparisons

We will validate our separable dictionary learning method by showing its performance on denoising HARDI data. While there are numerous denoising methodologies in the literature, we will focus on utilizing our learned dictionaries within
sparse coding which has been used frequently in the dMRI literature [108]. With our
learned spatial and angular dictionaries we use spatial-angular sparse coding, proposed in [84, 85] which solves (5.2) only for C with T = 1. For spatial patch-based
dictionaries, we will apply sparse coding for each patch and average the results across
overlapping patches.
To validate the results of our proposed separable dictionary learning method we
consider four dictionary comparisons with respect to the performance of denoising:
1. Angular vs. Spatial-Angular: will the proposed spatial-angular framework
for dictionary learning and sparse coding outperform state-of-the-art framework
for angular dictionary learning and sparse coding for denoising?
2. Fixed vs. Learned: will dictionaries learned from dMRI data outperform
fixed analytic dictionaries for denoising?
3. Separate vs. Joint: will learning spatial and angular dictionaries jointly via
separable dictionary learning better represent dMRI data than learning spatial
and angular dictionaries independently each by classical methods like KSVD?
4. Local vs. Global: will our globally optimal separable dictionary learning out204
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perform other locally optimal separable dictionary learning methods?
For comparison 1, we will compare against state-of-the-art angular dictionary
learning and sparse coding frameworks. In particular, we will solve the angular dictionary learning problem (5.1) with the commonly used KSVD algorithm [73]. As an
additional comparison to state-of-the-art denoising methods, we will also add spatial
regularization based on total-variation (TV) to angular sparse coding [161].
For comparison 2, we will compare against fixed spatial and angular dictionaries
used in the dMRI literature: For the angular domain we will use the spherical ridgelet
(SR) dictionary popularly used in angular sparse coding and compressed sensing for
dMRI [15, 44, 45, 118] (see Figure 5.3 A for visualization). For the spatial domain, we
will use curvelets, a popular choices for sparsely representing image data, and a good
choice for representing dMRI images as seen in our previous work [84, 85].
For comparison 3, we will use KSVD [73] to learning spatial and angular dictionaries independently. In this regime, the spatial and angular dictionaries have no
knowledge of each other. Identifying if our proposed joint learning method is advantageous over the fast and easy KSVD applied to each domain separately is an
important question to ask.
Finally, for comparison 4, we utilize a framework called Kronecker-Decomposable
Robust Sparse Dictionary Learning (KDRSDL) [157] which is a separable dictionary
learning method that does not guarantee globally optimal solutions. KDRSDL solves
a low-rank variation of (5.2) which the authors show is useful for background sub205
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Comparison

1

Method

Angular

I-SR
I-SR + TV
Curve-SR
I-KSVD
KSVD-KSVD
KDRSDL
Proposed

X
X

2
SpatialAngular

X

Fixed

3

Learned

Separate

X
X
X
X

X
X

4
Joint

Local

Global

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

Table 5.1: Checklist of properties for each dictionary type to compare each method.
Purple indicates fixed dictionaries, pink indicates spatial and/or angular dictionaries learned
independently, and green indicates a joint spatial-angular dictionary.

Spatial

I
Curve
KSVD
KDRSDL
Proposed

SR
I-SR (+ TV)
Curve-SR
KSVD-SR

Angular
KSVD
KDRSDL
I-KSVD
Curve-KSVD
KSVD-KSVD
KDRSDL

Proposed

Proposed

Table 5.2: Organization of spatial and angular dictionaries. Purple indicates fixed dictionaries, pink indicates spatial and/or angular dictionaries learned independently, and green
indicates a joint spatial-angular dictionary.

tracting and image denoising.
We use a “Spatial-Angular” notation to keep track of the different dictionary
choices, where, for example, I-SR uses the identity for the spatial dictionary and
spherical ridgelets for the angular dictionary, I-KSVD learns the angular dictionary
using KSVD, and KSVD-KVSD uses the spatial and angular dictionaries learned
by KSVD independently. See Table 5.1 for a checklist of the different dictionary
properties for each of the 4 comparisons and Table 5.2 for a summary of the spaital
and angular domains for each method.
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5.5.3

Visualization

In Figures 5.2 and 5.3 we visualize the spatial and angular dictionaries learned
from each method on phantom HARDI data as well as the spherical ridgelet dictionary atoms in Figure 5.3 A. The learned dictionary atoms are organized left to
right from top to bottom by the number of training examples that used each atom,
i.e. the number of nonzero coefficients associated to each atom in training. For KSVD,
this ordering is independent for the spatial and angular dictionaries, while the atoms
resulting from KDRSDL and the proposed method are ordered jointly (without repeats), i.e. the top left spatial and angular atoms combine to create the most utilized
spatial-angular dictionary.

Figure 5.4: Spatial-Angular dictionary atom example learned jointly from phantom
HARDI data with the proposed method. We can see that we have the ability to model
fiber tracts with very few atoms.

For the spatial dictionaries in Figure 5.2, we notice clear similarities between our
207
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A

B
Figure 5.5: Top: Example of real HARDI brain training data, one of the spatial DWIs
(top left) and the corresponding ODFs (top right). Bottom: A. Spatial and angular dictionaries learned independently via KSVD. Each are sorted (left to right, top to bottom) by
their individual frequencies of use in modeling the training data. B. Spatial and angular
dictionaries learned jointly by the proposed method. Each are sorted (left to right, top to
bottom), by their joint frequencies. For example, the top left spatial and angular atoms are
together the most frequently used joint spatial-angular atom.
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method and the atoms produced by KSVD. In contrast, the spatial atoms produced
by KDRSDL are fuzzier, lacking the clearly defined edges and geometric shapes that
are evident in the phantom dataset. These shapes resemble atoms that have landed
in a local minimum or saddle point, farther from the global minimum reached by our
method. This trend is similar for the angular atoms in Figure 5.3. We can see that
the results of the proposed method has greater variation in the orientations of single
fiber ODFs. The most utilized atoms in KSVD are the purely isotropic atom and
the noisy isotropic atoms, whereas the atoms most frequently used with the other
methods are the single fiber atoms. In Figure 5.4 we show an example of a single
spatial-angular atom learned jointly by our proposed separable dictionary learning
method the resembles a fiber tract structure.
Finally, in Figure 5.5 we show spatial and angular dictionaries (bottom) learned
from real HARDI brain data (top) for KSVD (A.) and our proposed method (B.).
We notice large structures in the spatial atoms like the CSF region as well as atoms
with specific spatial localization that resemble fiber structure. Each atom is sorted
(left to right, top to bottom) by their joint frequency of being used to represent the
training data. For example, the top left spatial and angular atoms are together the
most frequently used joint spatial-angular atom in training.
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5.5.4

HARDI Denoising Results

The results of the denoising experiment on the phantom HARDI data are recorded
in Table 5.3. We repeated the experiment on three slices of the phantom HARDI data
that were not used for training. For each experiment, our reconstruction using the
dictionaries learned jointly from our method achieved the highest PSNR values (rightmost column of Table 5.3), outperforming both KDRSDL which learns dictionaries
jointly but may suffer from local solutions, and KSVD-KSVD which learns spatial and
angular dictionaries separately, as well as fixed spatial-angular dictionaries. These
results provide a preliminary validation of the importance of separable dictionary
learning with global optimality over methods that may converge at a local minimum
or saddle point.
Figure 5.6 shows the qualitative results of our denoising experiment in comparison
to the denoising results of the SR fixed dictionary with a close-up in Figure 5.7. Then,
in Figure 5.8 we show denoising results on real HARDI data using our proposed
dictionaries with noticeable regions of improvement highlighted in red. While we
have validated our dictionary learning algorithm for the task of denoising, we do not
intend to compare against an exhaustive list of denoising methods.
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Domain
Type
Method
Slice 25
Slice 30
Slice 35

Fixed
I-SR
16.631
16.715
17.311

Angular
Fixed
I-SR+TV
16.634
16.720
17.323

Separate
I-KSVD
18.011
16.090
16.679

Fixed
Curve-SR
17.000
17.087
17.793

Spatial-Angular
Separate
Joint
KSVD-KSVD KDRSDL
19.182
18.793
17.001
16.725
17.675
17.418

Joint
Proposed
19.501
17.221
17.868

Table 5.3: Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) denoising results on three different 2D
HARDI phantom image slices. We compared the domains of angular vs spatial-angular
sparse coding with dictionaries that are either of type fixed (purple), learned in the spatial
and angular domains separately (pink), or learned in the spatial-angular domain jointly
(green). Denoising using our proposed joint spatial-angular dictionary learning method
with global optimality outperforms denoising with both fixed and learned dictionaries from
other methods.

5.6

Conclusion

In this Chapter, we have developed a novel separable dictionary learning method
that, to the best of our knowledge, provides the first guarantees of global optimality for
this problem. To achieve this, we have framed this problem as a tensor factorization,
extending theoretical results from two-factor matrix factorization to the more complex
case of three-factor tensor factorization observed in separable dictionary learning.
Given this theoretical justification, we have proposed a novel algorithm to find
global minima of the separable dictionary learning problem by alternating between
a period of local descent to a stationary point and a check for global optimality. If
the global criteria is not satisfied, the algorithm will append an additional dictionary
atom and continue the descent to another stationary point. In this way, our algorithm
provides a “rank-aware” methodology that could provide low-rank or overcomplete
solutions, a reasonable midpoint between the low-rank solutions of KDRSDL and
the overcomplete solutions of KSVD. This too depends on the initial dictionary size
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which may be application specific. Furthermore, the alteration of updates between
each separate dictionary is flexible in our algorithm, and can be tailored to specific
a priori knowledge of the relative dictionary sizes based on the data.
As a proof of concept, we applied the proposed algorithm to the domain of dMRI
which is well suited for our framework due to the separable spatial-angular structure
of the data. While most dictionary learning methods for dMRI restrict learning to
the angular domain, we learn both spatial and angular dictionaries jointly in this
work. We showed in a denoising task that sparse coding using spatial and angular
dictionaries learned jointly, outperforms state-of-the-art dMRI denoising algorithms
that use sparse coding with angular dictionaries alone. Furthermore, we validated
that joint learning provides better reconstructions than the alternative of learning
spatial and angular dictionaries independently by simpler methods such as KSVD.
Finally, our results indicate that having a globally optimal solution also outperforms
methods that arrive at stationary points.
In the next chapter, we will incorporate the patched-based dictionaries learned
here within a convolutional sparse coding methodology to relate the local dictionaries
to a global image.
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Figure 5.6: Results of HARDI phantom denoising experiment. Top left: Original Phantom
data with SNR=30 dB. Top right: Noisy version with SNR=10 dB. Bottom left: Denoised
reconstruction of noisy phantom using our learned spatial-angular dictionaries with spatialangular sparse coding. Bottom right: Denoised reconstruction of noisy phantom using a
fixed spherical ridgelet dictionary with angular sparse coding (I-SR). We notice our proposed
method produces a more accurate reconstruction in comparison to the original SNR=30 dB.
For more detailed visualization see the close-ups in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Close-ups of HARDI phantom denoising results from Figure 5.6. The reconstruction of the noisy SNR=10 dB HARDI phantom (top right) using our proposed
spatial-angular dictionary (bottom left) produces a more accurate denoised reconstruction
in comparison to the original phantom with SNR=30 dB (top left), than for the fixed
spherical ridgelet (SR) dictionary (bottom right).
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Figure 5.8: Denoising Real HARDI brain data. Left: Original noisy HARDI brain region.
Right: Denoised reconstruction using our learned spatial-angular dictionaries within our
spatial-angular sparse coding.
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Chapter 6
Future Directions: Convolutional
Spatial-Angular Sparse Coding

6.1

Introduction

In Chapter 5, we learned spatial-angular dictionaries directly from dMRI data with
the aim to discover more compact representations for sparse coding and ultimately
compressed sensing. But, because of the size of dMRI and the need for multiple
training examples during learning, we were restricted to learning local patch-based
dictionaries in the spatial domain. While it is possible to sparsely reconstruct each
patch, the global sparsity level will be restricted by the number of patches in the image
and undesirable artifacts can occur around the boundaries of the different patches.
Therefore, to make comparisons with the spatial-angular sparse coding results of
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Chapter 3 that used fixed, global dictionaries, we need a mechanism to relate the local
sparse reconstruction of patch-based dictionaries with the global signal. Introduced
in the background Section 2.2.4, this mechanism is convolution and is used within a
framework known as convolutional sparse coding.
In this chapter, we extend the methods of convolutional sparse coding of images to
the case of spatial-angular convolutional sparse coding for dMRI, or more generally,
convolutional sparse coding with separable dictionaries. We propose a formulation
of the convolutional sparse coding problem for separable dictionaries that relies on
tensor decomposition to handle large-scale dMRI data. We provide a preliminary
result comparing the global reconstruction of convolutional spatial-angular sparse
coding with that of the traditional spatial-angular sparse coding in Chapter 3 with
fixed dictionaries.
As an important note, this chapter remains an initial formulation for future efforts,
and serves as a starting point for a number of possible extensions and applications yet
to be fully developed. We henceforth present only the groundwork ideas for future
directions in convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding.

6.2

Problem Formulation

Following the separable spatial-angular setting adopted throughout this thesis, we
can write a dMRI signal S ∈ RG×V as S = ΓCΨ> , where Γ ∈ RG×NΓ is the angular
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dictionary, Ψ ∈ RV ×NΨ is the spatial dictionary and C ∈ RNΓ ×NΨ are the spatialangular coefficients. In this chapter, we assume that a patch-based dictionary for the
spatial domain is given as D ∈ RP ×ND , with ND atoms Dk ∈ RP , where P << V ,
such as the dictionary learned from Chapter 5. Then, to relate D to a global spatial
dictionary Ψ, we can build the atoms of Ψ as shifted versions of the atoms of D in
the spatial domain.
To see this, each atom Dk , of the patch-based dictionary D, can be viewed as a
spatial filter of size

√

P×

√

P (written here as 2D for simplicity and to be consistent

with the 2D patch-based dictionaries learned in Chapter 5). Likewise, the atoms Ψj of
global spatial dictionary Ψ, can be viewed as images with V voxels. Then, atom Ψ1 ,
for instance, will be the filter D1 centered at voxel location (1, 1)1 and zero elsewhere
in the image. Then, atom Ψ2 will be the same filter D1 shifted to voxel location (1, 2)
and zero elsewhere. Once D1 has been shifted for all V voxels in the image, we repeat
the process for D2 , such that ΨV +1 is the filter D2 located at voxel location (1, 1) with
zeros elsewhere and so forth. Each Ψj image is then vectorized to form the columns
of Ψ.
Mathematically, each global spatial atom Ψj can be written as a convolution of
patch-dictionary Dk with the Dirac delta map δl which has a 1 at voxel location l
1

We assume appropriate boundary conditions like zero padding or circularity to accommodate
the size of the filter.
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and zero else where in the image, i.e. for all voxel v

Ψj (v) = (Dk ∗ δl )(v),

(6.1)

where ∗ is a 2D convolution (see background Section 2.2.4 for a definition) and j =
(k, l). Here the convolution with δl acts as a simple placement operator, placing filter
Dk at location l. In fact, this construction allows for variable voxel locations in the
image, for example, strides of l = 1, 3, 5, . . . or l = 5, 10, 15, . . . , or even arbitrary
locations, where L ≤ V is the total number of voxel locations and NΨ = ND L.
Now, to write a dMRI signal in terms of shifted versions of patch-based dictionaries, we will build from our separable spatial-angular model as seen in (3.12):

S(v, q) =

NΓ X
NΨ
X

ci,j Γi (q)Ψj (v)

(6.2)

i=1 j=1

=

=

NΓ X
ND
L X
X

ci,k,l Γi (q)(Dk ∗ δl )(v)

i=1 l=1 k=1
X
NΓ X
ND
L
X
l=1


ci,k,l Γi (q)Dk ∗ δl

(6.3)

!
(v).

(6.4)

i=1 k=1

Here, we have expanded the coefficient matrix C = [ci,j ] ∈ RNΓ ×NΨ as a three dimensional tensor C = [ci,k,l ] ∈ RNΓ ×ND ×L . Using our tensor notation from Chapter 5, we
let Cl ∈ RNΓ ×ND be the lth slice of C. Then, with S ∈ RG×V , (6.4) becomes:

S=

NΓ X
ND
L X
X
l=1


ci,k,l Γi Dk

i=1 k=1

∗ δl =

L
X
l=1
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where, with abuse of notation, the convolution on the right hand side of (6.5) acts
over each of the G rows of ΓCl D> ∈ RG×P . With this representation of the signal S,
we can write the convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding problem as:

L

L

X
1 X
min ||
(ΓCl D> ∗ δl ) − S||2F + λ
||Cl ||1 .
{Cl } 2
l=1
l=1

(6.6)

One possible way to solve a sparse coding problem is by the Fast Iterative Shrinkage Algorithm (FISTA). Here we propose to apply a convolutional variation of our
proposed Kronecker FISTA Algorithm 9 of Chapter 3 by taking special care of the
convolution operator when taking the gradient of (6.6). In the next section, we we
introduce our proposed algorithm to solve the convolutional spatial-angular sparse
coding problem.
As an important remark, our proposed convolutional sparse coding formulation in
(6.6) does not, a priori, exactly match the more standard form seen in Section 2.2.4
which involve convolutions of feature maps xk with the local patch dictionaries Dk .
However, if we assume L = V (i.e. when each voxel location is considered for patch
placement), the formulation we propose may be written in a form that exactly extends
the one of (2.57) to the case of spatial-angular signals. Indeed, going back to (6.4)
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and rearranging the sum, we have:

S(v, q) =

=

=

=

=

NΓ X
ND
V X
X

ci,k,l Γi (q)(Dk ∗ δl )(v)

i=1 l=1 k=1
ND X
NΓ
X

Γi (q)

k=1 i=1
ND X
NΓ
X

V
X
l=1

Γi (q)

V
X

k=1 i=1

l=1

ND X
NΓ
X

P
X

Γi (q)

k=1 i=1

p=1

ND X
NΓ
X

P
X

Γi (q)

=

ci,k,l

P
X

Dk (p)δl (v − p)

p=1

Dk (p)

V
X

ci,k,l δl (v − p)

l=1

Dk (p)ci,k,v−p

p=1

k=1 i=1
ND X
NΓ
X

ci,k,l (Dk ∗ δl )(v)

Γi (q)(Dk ∗ C i,k,· )(v)

k=1 i=1

or in matrix form
S=

ND
X

Γ(Dk ∗ Xk )

k=1

where Xk = C ·,k,· ∈ RNΓ ×V is the k-th slice of the coefficient tensor with respect to the
second coordinate and Dk ∗ Xk ∈ RNΓ ×V is the 2D convolution of the patch dictionary
Dk applied to each row of Xk . Then, the convolutional sparse coding problem (6.6)
becomes equivalent to:
ND
ND
X
1 X
2
min ||
Γ(Dk ∗ Xk ) − S||F + λ
||Xk ||1 ,
{Xk } 2
k=1
k=1

(6.7)

and, extending the framework of Section 2.2.4, Xk can be here interpreted as a feature
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map of coefficients of the signal in the angular dictionary. Possible methods to solve
(6.7) could include extensions of algorithms used to solve the classical (2.57) such
as convolutional FISTA [83] or to convert the convolution operation to an elementwise multiplication using the Fourier Transform and applying ADMM [74–76, 78].
Exploring these alternative methods will be the focus of future work as well as their
comparison in terms of computational efficiency with the proposed algorithm of the
next section.

6.3

Algorithm

To solve (6.6) using FISTA, we need the gradient with respect to each Cl . With
this in mind, we can define an operator to abstract the summation of convolutions.
First let Pl := ΓCl D> . Then, using again the tensor notation from Chapter 5, Pl can
be viewed as the lth slice of tensor P := C ×1 Γ ×2 D ∈ RG×P ×L , where ×n denotes
the n-mode product of a tensor by a matrix. Then we define the operator L as:

L:R

G×P ×L

−→ R

G×V

, P 7−→ S =

L
X

Pl ∗ δl .

(6.8)

l=1

This construction allows us to define the adjoint of L as:

L∗ : RG×V −→ RG×P ×L , S 7−→ P, P q,p,l = Sq,p+l ,
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which takes the

√

P×

√

P patch of S centered at voxel location l, for all G gradient

directions, vectorizes them to row vectors of length P and creates the matrix Pl ∈
RG×P . (Voxels at boundary locations can be accounted for by zero padding the
image or by other common heuristics in image processing). This is then repeated
for all L voxel locations, concatenating each Pl slice in the third dimension as tensor
P ∈ RG×P ×L . Then, the convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding problem (6.6)
can be rewritten as:

1
min ||L(C ×1 Γ ×2 D) − S||2F + λ||C||1
C 2

(6.10)

Then the gradient of h := 12 ||L(C ×1 Γ ×2 D) − S||2F with respect to C is :

∇C h = L∗ (L(C ×1 Γ ×2 D)) ×1 Γ> ×2 D> − L∗ (S) ×1 Γ> ×2 D> .

(6.11)

For efficiency, Ŝ := L∗ (S) ×1 Γ> ×2 D> is pre-computed. In addition, since L does not
act on the angular domain, we can pass the multiplication ×1 Γ> inside the operator
and pre-compute Γ> Γ to get:

∇C h = L∗ (L(C ×1 Γ> Γ ×2 D)) ×2 D> − Ŝ

(6.12)

The proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 15 and called Convolutional Tensor
FISTA (Conv-Ten-FISTA). The bulk of computations in (6.12) lies in the tensor
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multiplications which lead to a complexity of the order of O(LND (NΓ2 + NΓ P + GP )).
Algorithm 15 Convolutional Tensor FISTA (Conv-Ten-FISTA)
Given: Γ, D.
Initialize: Z 0 = C 0 = 0, n1 = 1, `, λ, .
Precompute: Ŝ = L∗ (S) ×1 Γ> ×2 D> .
while error >  do
` = linesearch(Z k )
∇Z k h = L∗ (L(Z k ×1 Γ> Γ ×2 D)) ×2 D> − Ŝ
C k = shrinkλ/` (Z k − λ∇Z k h/`)
p
nk+1 = 12 (1 + 1 + 4n2k )
−1
(C k − C k−1 )
Z k+1 = C k + nnkk+1
k →k+1
end while

6.4

Preliminary Results

In this section, we provide a preliminary result of our proposed convolutional
spatial-angular sparse coding method using patch-based spatial-angular dictionaries
learned previously in Chapter 5. Using the 12 × 12 spatial and angular dictionaries
learned by our proposed separable dictionary learning method, K-SVD [73] and the
recent KDRSDL [157] we reconstruct an entire slice of the phantom HARDI dataset
with Conv-Ten-FISTA. These results are then compared against the reconstruction
based on the global Curve-SR dictionary and the Kron-FISTA algorithm of Chapter 3.
The quantitative results of residual error vs. sparsity are displayed in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Quantitative result of residual error vs. sparsity for the reconstruction of a
50 × 50 phantom HARDI signal using 12 × 12 patch spatial-angular dictionaries with the
proposed convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding method. We compared the dictionaries
learned independently via K-SVD and jointly using KDRSDL and our proposed dictionary
learning method in Chapter 5. We also compared against the fixed SR angular dictionary
and curvelet spatial dictionary (Curve-SR) using the usual spatial-angular sparse coding
without convolution. In this experiment, the Curve-SR outperforms the learned dictionaries.
This may be due to the measure of global sparsity that is not representative of the patchbased learned dictionaries and the lack of multiple patch sizes.

The results for that particular example are consistent with the previous observations in the sense that the dictionary learned by the proposed approach of Chapter 5
still performs better than the K-SVD and KDRSDL dictionaries in this convolutional
setting. However, at this point, we see that the fixed global dictionary Curve-SR outperforms the learned patch-based dictionaries. A possible explanation for this is that
atoms in the curvelet dictionary involve multiple different scales, while our learned
dictionaries have a predefined and fixed patch size. In the next section, we formulate
a multi-scale extension to the proposed convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding
method.
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6.5

Multi-Scale Extension

Until now, we have considered convolutional sparse coding for a spatial dictionary
of single patch size

√

P ×

√

P . However, like most analytic dictionaries such as

wavelets, spatial filter banks are comprised of dictionary atoms with varying scale or
patch size and, depending on the structure of the data, sparse coding may benefit
from combining atoms of multiple scales. In this section, we briefly discuss how
to incorporate multi-scale dictionaries (each given or learned for example from the
previous dictionary learning approach of Chapter 5) within our convolutional sparse
coding framework. Unlike previous formulations like [80] which may require special
care to use multi-scale dictionaries when considering their global circulant dictionary
construction, the addition of multiple dictionary scales in our tensor formulation is
quite natural. Let D := {Dm }M
m=1 be a set of spatial patch-based dictionaries where
Dm ∈ RPm ×NDm has patch scale Pm and NDm atoms. As the size of the patches Pm
differ, it will be desirable to have various spatial stride rates. Let {lm } be the voxel
locations for the dictionary of scale m with a total of Lm locations.
Next, we have the associated set of coefficients C := {C m }M
m=1 for each scale,
where C m ∈ RNΓ ×NDm ×Lm is a tensor and P m := C m ×1 Γ ×2 Dm ∈ RG×Pm ×Lm . Then,
like operator L defined in (6.13), which takes in the tensor product of coefficients and
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dictionaries and produces a signal reconstruction, we can write:

Lm : R

G×Pm ×Lm

−→ R

G×V

, P

m

7−→ S

m

=

Lm
X

Plmm ∗ δlm ,

(6.13)

lm =1

where for each scale m, Plmm is the lm th slice of tensor P m and S m := Lm (C m ×1 Γ ×2
Dm ) ∈ RG×V .
Then, to reconstruct the full signal S from each of the S m we must add such that
S=

PM

m=1

S m , which we write as the following function M of the sets of coefficients

and dictionaries C, Γ, and D:

M(C, Γ, D) :=

M
X

m

m

Lm (C ×1 Γ ×2 D ) =

m=1

M
X

S m = S.

(6.14)

m=1

As S = M(C, Γ, D), we will need the adjoint map M∗ (S) defined as the set of
operators M∗ = {L∗m }M
m=1 such that,

L∗m : RG×V −→ RG×Pm ×Lm , S 7−→ P m ,

which, as is the same for (6.9), take the

√

(6.15)

√
Pm × Pm (for 2D filters) patch of S located

at voxel location lm for all G gradient directions, vectorizes them to row vectors of
length Pm and creates the matrix Plmm ∈ RG×Pm for each scale m.
With all of these components, our proposed multi-scale convolutional sparse cod-
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ing problem becomes

M
X
1
2
||C m ||1 .
min ||M(C, Γ, D) − S||F + λ
C 2
m=1

(6.16)

To solve this using FISTA, we need to take the gradient of h = 21 ||M(C, Γ, D) − S||2F
with respect to each C m :

∇C m h = L∗m (M(C, Γ, D)) ×1 Γ> ×2 Dm> − L∗m (S) ×1 Γ> ×2 Dm> .

(6.17)

As an extension of Conv-Ten-FISTA to spatial dictionaries with multiple scales, our
algorithm Multi-Scale Convolutional Tensor FISTA (MS-Conv-Ten-FISTA) is presented in Algorithm 16.

Implementation of the multi-scale convolutional tensor

Algorithm 16 Multi-Scale Convolutional Tensor FISTA (MS-Conv-Ten-FISTA)
Given: Γ, D = {Dm }M
m=1 .
M
Initialize: Z 0 = C 0 = {C m }M
m=1 = {0}m=1 , n1 = 1, `, λ, .
Precompute: Ŝ m = L∗m (S) ×1 Γ> ×2 Dm > .
while error >  do
` = linesearch(Z k )
∇Z m
h = L∗m (M(Z k , Γ, D)) ×1 Γ> ×2 Dm > − Ŝ m ∀ m = 1, . . . , M
k
m
Cm
(Z m
k = shrinkλ/`
k − λ∇Z k h/`) ∀ m = 1, . . . , M
p
1
2
nk+1 = 2 (1 + 1 + 4nk )
nk −1
m
m
m
Zm
k+1 = C k + nk+1 (C k − C k−1 ) ∀ m = 1, . . . , M
k →k+1
end while

FISTA algorithm is left to future work. Incorporating multiple scales of patch-based
dictionaries to convolutional sparse coding is one potential method to enhance the
accuracy of sparse reconstruction compared to fixed global dictionaries like wavelets
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and curvelets used in Chapter 3. Next, as another potential method, we investigate
different metrics for sparse regularization which take into account the local sparsity
at the patch level.

6.6

Discussion

In this chapter, we have developed novel algorithms connecting patch-based dictionaries like those learned in Chapter 5 to global signal reconstruction of dMRI. We
have proposed a convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding method which provides a
computationally efficient way to find sparse representations in separable dictionaries
for large-scale data like dMRI. Future work will be to further consider the incorporation of multiple scales to validate the performance of patch-based dictionaries over
that of global spatial dictionaries like wavelets or curvelets used in Chapter 3.
Another interesting direction to evaluate the comparative results of convolutional
sparse coding is the choice of regularizer. Using the global L0 or L1 regularizers may
in fact be too constraining for convolutional sparse coding because nearby shifted
versions of a local dictionary will likely use a redundant set of coefficients, leading to
higher than desired global sparsity levels. Furthermore, in the context of compressed
sensing, for a global dictionary that comprises shifted versions of a small local patchbased dictionary, coherence will be maximal, and so global sparsity levels may not
be useful for guarantees of recovery. In an attempt to improve recovery guarantees
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for convolutional sparse coding, the works of [81, 82] propose an interesting notion of
local sparsity and expand the ideas of coherence and the restricted isometry property
to the patch level, from which they derive new guarantees of global signal recovery for
convolutional sparse coding of natural images [79, 80]. These metrics could be easily
extended to the present case of convolutional spatial-angular sparse coding, which
would be an interesting direction for further improvement of our model.
Finally, as has been discussed throughout this thesis, since the ultimate goal
of spatial-angular sparse coding is to accelerate the acquisition of dMRI through
(k, q) compressed sensing, future work will be to expand convolutional spatial-angular
sparse coding for (k, q) compressed sensing. The work of [162] propose a compressed
sensing method using convolutional dictionaries for the application of dynamic MRI.
Future efforts can be taken to adapt this model to the spatial-angular setting of dMRI.
These areas will be the topic of future work as we consider optimally accelerating
dMRI acquisition using learned dictionaries and potentially learning subsampling
schemes with a convolutional (k, q) compressed sensing framework.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
For diffusion magnetic resonance imaging, the voxel has been the building block for
acquisition, modeling, computation, processing and analysis, from PDF estimation,
de-noising, and feature extraction, to higher level tasks like segmentation, registration,
classification, and tractography. In this thesis, we have proposed to “think outside
the voxel,” by utilizing a global view of dMRI that builds from a joint spatial-angular
representation of the data instead of the traditional per-voxel angular viewpoint. We
have presented three major contributions, and future directions, which illustrate the
power of our global representation over local frameworks.
In the first contribution in Chapter 3, we showed the power of joint spatial-angular
sparse coding in its potential to drastically decrease the global sparsity of a dMRI
representation using a separable spatial-angular dictionary. We showed that our proposed framework can surpass the sparsity limitations imposed by local voxel-wise
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sparse coding methods. We additionally developed an array of efficient separable
sparse coding algorithms to handle the size of large dMRI data which greatly outperform the state-of-the-art in terms of computation time. Furthermore, this global
representation may have additional applications for dMRI processing like de-noising,
segmentation, tractography, classification, super-resolution, feature extraction, and
compressed sensing.
In our second contribution in Chapter 4, we illustrated the impact of spatialangular dictionaries on the application to compressed sensing (CS) for dMRI. One
key ingredient in CS is the sparsity level of the underlying representation. Under
certain theoretical considerations, lowering the sparsity level of a representation can
reduce the number of measurements needed to recover a full signal from noisy samples.
For dMRI, prior (k, q)-CS methods utilize local sparsity in the spatial and angular
domains, which limited the minimum global sparsity level. We have proposed a new
(k, q)-CS which exploits the joint spatial-angular sparsity provided by our previous
contribution. In direct comparison to these prior methods, we illustrated a great
reduction of the number of samples needed for accurate reconstruction and hope
this may unlock a new realm of dMRI acceleration after experimenting with optimal
sampling schemes and dictionaries.
In our third contribution in Chapter 5, we investigated optimizing our choice of
spatial-angular dictionary through dictionary learning. Dictionary learning allows us
to estimate dictionaries that are more representative of the data with the potential to
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further increase sparsity levels. Following the voxel-wise viewpoint, state-of-art dictionary learning methods for dMRI have restricted themselves to the angular domain
with added spatial regularization. To the best of our knowledge, we have proposed for
the first time a joint spatial-angular dictionary learning framework to learn separable
dictionaries directly from dMRI data. We have posed separable dictionary learning
problem as a matrix factorization, which allowed to develop the first guarantees of
global optimality for learning separable dictionaries. We then illustrated the superior performance of globally optimal dictionaries compared to alternative dictionary
learning methods for the task of dMRI de-noising.
Due to the challenging size of dMRI data, in Chapter 5, we have restricted to
learning local spatial patch-based dictionaries instead of dictionaries defined on the
entire volumes. To bridge the gap between local patch-based dictionaries and global
signal reconstruction, in Chapter 6 we proposed a method of convolutional sparse
coding applied to the spatial-angular structure of dMRI. In the absence of proper
validation and model comparison, this remains preliminary work as a future direction
to further accelerate dMRI acquisition using our learned patch-based dictionaries.
In this thesis, we have shown advanced performance of a joint spatial-angular representation compared to voxel-wise frameworks in the machine learning domains of
sparse coding, compressed sensing, and dictionary learning. We hope that our core
contributions of a global dMRI representation may be utilized for other dMRI processing and analysis applications like spatial-angular de-noising, spatial-angular fiber
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tract segmentation, global feature extraction, global tractography, and global diffusion modeling. Furthermore, we believe this general framework can be extended to
incorporate other domains like the 1D temporal diffusion domain which has recently
been considered in diffusion modeling or other medical imaging modalities like functional MRI and dynamic MRI which embody similar data structures with separable
domains. Our proposed methods and algorithms are general to the case of separable
dictionaries and we hope that this thesis will have an impact on the greater signal
processing, computer vision, and machine learning communities.
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